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So what now? 
Consultants are starting to 
assemble the pieces of a possible 
multiplex\NEWS A9 
Check it out 
He takes vintage cars and turns 
them into household 
furniture\COMMUNITY B1 
Three!! 
Golfers take their turn at the trio 
of new holes at the golf 
course\SPORTS B7 
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Nat ives  ask  fo r  cour t  p ro tect ion  ................... ° ......... ...... 
Gitany.?w.set to block 
roads N sga'a treaty 
overlaps their claim 
By JEFF NAGEL 
GITANYOW natives are vowing to bar 
provincial govenunent employees from 
their traditional territory if they lose a court 
challenge aimed at blocking the imminent 
signing of a Nisga'a treaty. 
Lawyers for the Gitanyow will argue filing thecourtchailenge. Meziadin Lake, overlaps with the tradi- 
tomorrow in B.C. Supreme Court that the "In the event that we're not successful, tional territory of the Nisga'a, who mostly Glen Williams 
Trustees hold 
CITY WORKS employee Henry Craveiro is a keen advocate Of the 
city's plan to use bricks instead of asphalt in rebuilding the Greig 
Ave. and Kalum St. intersection. The bricks he's selected are a 
high-strength concrete brick expected to last years and save money. 
They can be simply lifted up if crews need to run new lines or ser- 
vices through the intersection. 
Bricks planned for intersection 
A FLASHY new look to the inter- angled parking, so it'll act more sultants - -  who are yet't0 be named strip malls with large parking lots. 
section of Kalum St. and Greig like a parking lot. - -  will look at the city's bylaws "We want the buildings if pos- 
Ave. could be the beginning of a 
downtown revitalization. 
When the intersection gets rebuilt 
this summer, it won't be made of 
asphalt. 
Instead, the intersection will be 
built oat of interlocking red and 
grey bricks, says city planner David 
Trawin. 
The other change to the intersec- 
tion is that it will narrow down 
from two lanes in each direction to 
just one lane just before the inter- 
section. 
That's designed to slow down 
motorists notorious for speeding 
through that area, Trawin says. 
The intersection will also sport 
brick sidewalks and trees. And 
Kalum St. south of Greig will allow 
"It'll probably look out of place 
for the first couple of years," 
Trawin says of the new-look inter- 
section. "People will probably say 
why the hock did you do all this 
down here." 
The reason is that that look could 
be the beginning of more to come. 
A similar theme may eventually 
extend up Greig Ave., making it 
similar to the 4600-block of 
Lakelse Ave. 
And Trawin says the city has to 
• look forward and decide what kind 
of downtown to work towards. 
With that in mind, they're hiring 
a consultant to study how the 
downtown should develop in the 
years ahead. 
Trawin said it's expected the con- 
and recommend measures to take to 
• promote amore vibrant downtown. 
• "We want to create more of a 
downtown-type atmosphere than 
we have now," he explained. 
"The only downtown block you 
' really see here is the 4600 block (of 
Lakelse). We want to extend that 
type of atmosphere over a larger 
., area instead of continuing the way 
we have been going with parking 
lots in the front and buildings in the 
back." 
• The consultants may, he added, 
end up taking a hard look at the 
city's parking regulations. It may 
be that relaxing those rules will 
make for a downtown with more of 
the sidewalk shopping feel city of- 
ficials are after, rather than lines of 
sible right up front," he said. 
"We're trying to get an interaction 
going, so you can window shop, 
you can have street cafes, shops 
can have a little sidewalk sale." 
The recommendations coming 
from the consultants' work will 
• likely end up as part of the revamp 
of the Official Community Plan 
(OCP), set to go ahead later this 
year. 
Council has approved Trawin's 
plan to spend $283,000 on the new 
intersection at Greig and Kalum. 
But nearly half of that money 
comes from CN Rail, which paid 
the city $138,000 as part of its re- 
quirements of subdividing land it 
held along Railway Ave. 
City needs more multifamily land 
A SHORTAGE of multi- list for future placement of the idea of multifamily 
family zoned land is one o f  multi-family zoned land. zones being planned into 
the things Terrace's city ' "I would recommend neighbourhoods a early as 
planner says he's going to: probably four to five acres possible, so people know 
be out to fix when he in that area go to multifami- what to expect. 
rebuilds the Official Corn- ly," Trawin said. "We need " I  am more of a 
muuityPlnn, more multifamily land be- proponent of mixed-use 
David Trawin gave an in- cause I 'm running very neighourhoods. Most people 
dication of that during a shortofit." aren't. They get very scared 
recent council discussion ' The prospect of apartment when we talk about that," 
about he proposed layout of buildings popping up amid he added. 
City streets between North single family houses and ex- 
Eby and Sparks St, north of pensive subdivisions Is one 
Gair. that sometimes sets off 
That area, he said, is one neighbourhood protests. 
of those that will be on his ~ That's why Trawin prefers 
planner 
neighbeurhood. 
"Are people's property 
values lowered because of 
that? I don't think so." 
Mixing multifamily into 
R1 and R2 zones will be a 
necessity, he predicted, be- 
cause of the shortage of ex- 
isting multifamily land. 
Trawln is expecting 
• detailed work on the new 
But Trawin says the apart- ,, Official Community Plan to 
ment building at the comer 
of Sparks and Halliwell, for 
example, didn't change the 
character of the surrounding 
staff must complete the" 
Comprehensive d velopment 
plan, which will determine 
what population density can 
be supported in each part of 
tow=i, based on sewer, water 
and other infrastructure. 
There will eventually be 
public hearings on the direc- 
tion for the Official Com- 
munity Plan, with many op- 
portunities for local citizens 
begin near the end of thls~ to  make it clear how they 
year. want their neighbourhoods 
Before that .happens, city to develop. 
off on cuts 
Ministry team to seek school savings 
A THREE-MEMBER efficiency team given the job of finding 
out if the Coast Mountains School District is spending money 
correctly is due to arrive June 1. 
Its report, expected no later than the end of June, could point 
the way to savings which could then be used to ease r,,budget 
deficit of more than $l.3 million. 
The team was appointed by education minister Paul Ramsey 
after massive protests were held to oppose program cuts. 
By far the greatest protests were issued over the proposal to axe 
elementary school music and band programs. 
The protests caused the board to deter filing a balanced budget 
b~the required eadline of May 12. 
~nstead, the board said it would wait to file until the efficiency 
team reported. 
Although the board broke the law by not filing the budget on 
time, Ramsey isn't pursuing the matter. 
"They could either have done a budget and revised it as they 
wish after the efficiency team does its work but unless there's 
some bureaucratic wrinkle I don't see it as a problem," said 
Ramsey last week. 
"The important thing is to get the work of the efficiency team 
done as fast as possible to get a budget in place so plans for the 
fall can be finalized," he said. 
The team will make non-binding recommendations to the min- 
ister and to school board chair Roger Leclerc. 
As the situation ow stands, the board did attempt to come up 
with a revised budget calling for a deficit of just under $300,000. 
But the board's attempt to file this budget was booed by a 
crowd of more than 200 at the special board meeting May 12. 
School board trustee Peter King from Kitimat requested that 
the board defer the budget until a review committee came in 
with recommendations forcuts. 
"I think that his process is flawed," said Peter King. "We don't 
have an answer from the government." 
Kitimat trustee Linda Campbell seconded the motion which 
was then passed. 
The revised budget plan called for axing the music program in 
kindergarten a d Grade 6 and 7 classes but keeping the program 
intact for Grade i to 5 classes. 
There would be no change to the elementary band program. 
That would result in a savings of $263,000. 
Cuts to physical education for kindergarten and grade 6/7 in 
Kitimat, resource centres, resource centre supplies, special serv- 
ices, custodial, employee training and technology co-ordinators 
were also proposed in the revised budget. 
Tile board also planned to reduce the size of tile Kitimat sub- 
office and cut music band supplies, curricular transportation a d 
board and board committee xpenses. 
Tax notices go out 
TERRACE homeowners whose assessments haven't swung 
wildly will be paying about he same amount as last year oil their 
property taxes. 
Tax notices are arriving this week and must be paid b)' July 2. 
The notices how a total taxation rate of $12.21 per thousand 
of assessed value for residential homeowners. That figure was 
. included in the city budget passed by council May I !. 
That's down slightly from $12.647 last year, so taxpayers 
whose home assessments haven't risen by more than 3.5 per cent 
should see no increase and possibly a slight drop in their total 
property tax bill. 
The overall rate consists of the general taxation rate of $5.83 
for the city, and a rate of $5.16 for the school district. 
Both of those numbers have gone down steadily. In 1992 the 
city rate stood 65 per cent higher at $9.618 per thousand 
assessed value, and the school rate was $9.3212. 
The city budget projects tile city will raise $8.24 million in 
revenue from property taxes this year - up 4.1 per cent from last 
year. The increase comes primarily from new construction. 
Another area where revenue is rising is in cost-sharing with the 
Kitimat, Stikine Regional District, The regional district his year 
will pay the city $548,569 - 41 per cent more than last year- for 
shared services, That's a result of ongoing city council negotia- 
tions with the regional district to have Thomhill taxpayers pay 
for their share of services that he city contributes toward. 
"Those negotiations aren't finalized yet so we'll get another 
whack at it next year," mayor Jack Talstra said. 
Another area where more money is coming in is from pool and 
arena fees, which go up five per cent on July I. 
On the downside, however, the city is forecasting a plunge of 
38 per cent or $140,000 in the amount of revenue taken in 
through permits and Ilcences, That's because city officials are 
expecting a dramatic drop in construction this year because of 
;the economic slowdown, and therefore fewe r building permits 
being issued. . . . . . .  
"l i i 
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STOP Press 
Officer struck by vehicle 
A SMITHERS RCMP officer is recovedng in hospital 
after being struck by a speeding car near New Hazelton. 
Const. Blaine Hawkins was injured while trying to appre- 
hend a 16-year-old speeder on Highway 16 near New 
Hazelton. 
He was struck while on the gravelled portion of a pullout. 
The speeder then stopped and phoned for help. 
RCMP said Hawkins suffered a fractured shoulder blade 
and numerous cuts, scrapes and bruises. 
New Aiyansh fire probed 
RCMP are investigating a man-caused fire that erupted in 
New Aiyansh last friday. Local firefighters quickly put out 
the blaze, which covered approximately 3.5 acres. 
The fire was started within village boundaries, near the 
health unit and residential rea. 
A small number of residents were evacuated but were 
quickly allowed to return home after the blaze was brought 
under control by New Aiyansh and Gitwinksihlkw fire 
detachments. 
Fire crew chief Tony Falco said fire officials also called in 
forest fire crews, helicopters and air tankers from Terrace, 
Prince George, and Smithers after fears that the fire could 
spread but quickly called them off when the fire was con- 
tained. No one was injured in the fire. 
FROM FRONT 
City issues 1998 
property tax notices 
Protective services for fire and policing goes up by 1.6 per cent 
to $3.65 million. The public works department budget drops 3.5 
per cent to $2.29 million. And recreation and culture spending 
rises 1.8 per cent o $2.233 million. 
The biggest increases in spending come in areas like garbage 
collection, where the city is setting aside $50,000 to help with 
future costs for closing the Terrace landfill. 
Transit service spending is also going up - by 18.6 per cent -
from $188,000 to $223,000. 
The budget also calls for the city to spend $2.26 million on 
capital projects this year. Those include an extensive renovation 
of the pool, a fireball expansion .~tudy, reconstruction ofKalum 
St., and other street rebuilds - including Tetrault from Keith to 
Haugland and Sparks from Munthe to Halliwell. 
Overall the city will spend $13,286,582 in 1998-about 2.1 per 




LOCAL MUSICIANS kept 
winning and winning at the 
Musicfest Canada competi- 
tions held recently at UBC in 
Vancouver. 
The Caledonia Senior 
Secondary concert band under 
direction of Geoff Parr won a 
silver in the concert band 
category with Courtney 
Preyser claiming an honour 
award. 
The PowerChor ensemble 
of the Kermodei Choristers, 
under the direction of Terry 
Anderson, won bronze in the 
vocal jazz combo category. 
The Kermodei Choristers in 
the concert choir category 
won silver, again under the 
direction of Terry Anderson. 
The Skeena Junior 
Secondary Jazz Band in the 
jazz ensemble category won 
silver. Susan Orme was the 
director and alto saxophonist 
Kasel Yamashita was the hon- 
our award winner. 
The Skeena Junior 
Secondary concert band, also 
under the direction of Susan 
Orme, won silver in the con- 
cert band category. Pare 
Austen, playing the piccolo, 
was the honour award winner. 
Caledonia Senior 's  
Horatio's Proteges, competing 
in the chamber ensemble cate- 
gory, won gold. Geoff Parr 
was the director. 
Geoff Parr was also the 
director for Caledonia Jazz 
Band's silver winning in the 
jazz ensemble category. 
Nathan Northridge, on drums, 
was the honour award winner. 
A silver went to the Skeena 
Junior Secondary's Terrace 
• Flute Quartet of Amelia Epp, 
Tabitha Nenninger, Meghan 
Payjack and Pare Sharma 
under the direction of Robin 
Hollettt and Susan Orme. 
For more results, please see 
the community section. 
; James W. Radelet " • III 
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Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial II 
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Levis Straight Leg, 
OrangeTab, 
Stonewashed 
Unt i l  
Mens  & Lad ies  
SHORTS 
Ent i re  Se lect ion  
25%.  





=x.~x~ $21.99 Reg. $27.98 











All playing fields at the Terrace, ~omhill & Kittmat 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 









B~ Rag $4.69 
3/11.25 
Kodiak  Quilt 
L ined F lannel  
SHIRTS 
M.XL 
r ~ '  ~ 'S  $28.99 
M-XL Tall Res ,~  $29.99 
Mens  P igment  
Dyed Canvas  
PANTS 
Gildon • 8" Gr i f f in  
Heavyweight SS ! TRACKER T-SHIRTS [ 
Loads  of  Co lours  CSAApprov~ed , 
Mens & Ladies Gortex 
BOOTS 
Reg. $179.98 
Shades of Yesteryear 
Workshop 
" 635-4025 or 638-1095 
Victorian Lamp 
Shades Hand Sewn 
1st c lass 
June 2, 9 & 16 
7 pm- 10:30 pm 
2nd Class 
June 5, 12 & 19 
12 noon - 3:30 pm 
Cost is $115.00 
This includes 
materials and lessons 
~t 
Space is l im i ted ,  book  ear ly!  
f • - 
Baby's Name: 
Bonina Eudora Christina Marrdli 
Date & ]]me of Birth: 
April 11, 1998 at 10:30 p,m, 
Weight: 61bs 15 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Shelly Haynes.Marrdl 
& Frank Marrelll 
@ 
Baby's Name: 
Joseph Rpn R0bcrt Bennett 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
April 12, 1998 at 5:O7 a.m. 
Weight: 6 ibs 15.5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents" Robert &Carolyn Bcnnel 
# 
Baby's Name: 
Juli~ F~lller Pedro 
Date & Time of Birflr 
April 15, 1998 at 2:O5 a.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs 14 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Victor& K,~leen Pedro 
Baby's Name: 
Ashley Danielle An~le Holmqulst 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 21, 1998 ~t9:54 p,m, 
Weight: 6Ibs 14 oz Sex:. Female 
Parents: Ben & Tanya Holmqulst 
Baby'a Name: 
Hanna Marie 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
April 27, 1998 
Weight: 5lbs 6 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Heather &Mltchull Pleshka 
Baby's Nm.~. 
S~ey Uraelan An#SI~ 
Date & Time of Birth: 
~pri122, 1998 
Weight: 7Ibs 15.5 oz. Sex: Female 







Just see our service desk for more information 
! Overwa=tea 
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~ ~  . Everyone uses long distance differently. Where, when and how often 
~e~ra  o n a I ~ z e d ,~  ,~/~ you call all have an effect on what type of savings plan you need. 
~:~ ' ~, o n g D :1. s "c a n c e That;s why BC TEL has brought a new, personalized approach to long 
distance. With plans that maximize your savings based on your individual calling patterns. And you take 
advantage ofconvenient calling hours and no minimum onthly spending requirements. F m ~  
Call today, and let's talk about building a Personalized Long Distance plan that's one ~, i l t . .  
of a kind. Just like you. 
www.bael.com For service in Chinese: 1-888-268-3333. For service in Punjabh 1-800.889-9088. 
BC TEL must be your pdman/long distance carder at time of billing, A tnmsaottoh.cha~.., may apply to all Cldll.ng.Card calls. A minimum charge of 20¢ per call may apply, 
Plans are lot available In conjunouon wire any BCTEL Rewe:ros program, 
Canoe trek ends inthe drink 
i 
'Pair, searches for gear 
' after surviving disaster 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
TWO CANOEISTS who were trying ),3 
paddle across Canada are now combing the 
banks of the Skeena River for their gear 
after catastrophe struck in the Babine Can- 
yon. 
Frank Wolf and Ben O'Hara were dumped by 
15-foot standing waves on May 12, a week after 
they had paddled upstream past Terrace. 
"We were thrown out of our boat," said 
Frank Wolf, 27. "I was sucked underwater for a 
minute. Luckily I got to shore." 
• Wolf said he and O'Hara, 23, survived near 
; death-experiences when 28 kilometre per hour 
waves crashed against their canoe. 
Wolf said he believes they're alive because of 
the special dry suits and the heavy-duty life 
jackets they were wearing. 
Thanks to his gear, he said be was able to get 
ashore and hike out of the bush to get help. 
Now the duo are on the lookout for their 
equipment that may have washed up 
downstream. 
Wolf and O'Hara set out on the Skeena April 
21 from the village of Port Edward near Prince 
Rupert. 
Wolf had already crossed Canada by canoe 
born east to west in 1995, so he wanted to try 
going the other way. 
They figured the 9,300 kilometre trek would 
take them five to six months, but they were 
stopped 22 days later entering Babine Canyon. 
"We survived," he said, "but all of our stuff 
got flushed out of the canoe." 
The men were filming their trip for Canadian 
National Geographic. 
Their videoeamera, still cameras, and journals 
i - 
DEATH DEFYING: Canoeists Frank Woff and Ben O'Hara were plucked off a riverbank 
last week after losing their canoe and most of their gear in Babine Canyon. 
+.  
are all still missingl 
"We want to get back out there to finish our 
trip, so we need all our gear," said Wolf. 
The men lost four waterproof buoyant con- 
tainers. One clear vinyl holder contains their 
professional Sony VX-1000 videoeamera, lent 
to them from National Geographic, one of their 
sponsors. The video tape inside the camera doc- 
uments their wild trip down the canyon. 
Also missing are a green and black ll5-1itre 
"Sealine Propack" containing a journal and a 
camera, and a yellow and black 70 litre yellow 
waterproof backpack containing another journal 
and a Pentax MZ-M camera. 
A grey hard plastic case With vahab le 
videotape of the trip and their 17.5-foot yellow 
canoe with the name "Groovy Gravy" on it has 
also not been found. 
The pair's gear could be scattered or still at- 
tached to the canoe. 
"The canoe could be somewhere in an eddie 
or stuck on some island somewhere," Wolf 
said. 
Anyone spotting the canoe or any of the gear 
on the Skeena near Terrace are asked to contact 
Gretel Miles at 250-842-6787. 
A reward will be given for some or all of the 
• items recovered. 
:MILITARY JETS BOOKED 
Airshow needs cash to get airborne 
A MONEY shortage has concerned 
i, airshow organizers putting out a 
call for more corporate sponsors to 
back the event 
The Kitimat-Terrace Ai rshow 
• Society is so far well back of the 
, amount of money it hoped to raise 
," to kickstart this year's airshow, 
; slated for Tuesday, July 21. 
They're planning to spend a total 
of $30,000 on acts and other costs, 
says society president Brian 
McNak. 
Much of that money will come 
from ticket sales on the day of the 
show. 
But McNair says they also need a 
chmtk of money up front to secure 
the performers and provide a finan- 
cial comfort zone. 
So far they have about $8,000 
and he said they want to boost that 
to about $12,000 soon in order to 
ensure the scheduled acts do come. 
"Right now we don't have to 
cancel any acts," he said. "But we 
need a little extra money to make 
sure we can get the acts to come." 
"We're not at the stage where the 
airshow is in jeopardy or anything 
but we could use some extra money 
to get things going," he added. 
MeNair said corporate sponsor- 
ships have been much slower than 
expected. 
"It has been very difficult fund- 
raising in this economic climate 
we're in fight now," he said. 
Closing the show will be a U.S. 
Air Force A10 ground attack jet 
and a Canadian CF-18 jet fighter, 
whose lly-bys will be accompanied 
by  pyrotechnic explosions to simu- 
late a strafing run. 
Other headliners include the 
Snowbirds and the Leapfrogs - -  a 
U.S. Navy parachute team - -  
which will open the airshow. 
"R ight  now we don' t  
have to cancel any acts. 
But we need a little extra 
money to make sure we 
can get the acts to 
come." 
Other military aircraft include a 
T-33 trainer, a U.S. Pave Hawk 
search and rescue helicopter, and 




,4x4  Pickups ~ ~k 6x6 ATVs 
-k Mini-vans (( ~rR~=CK'  ~)) "k 4x4 ATVs 
* Mo~ng Trailers ~ " ' " ' 7  -k RV Campers 
,- 15-passenger Vans ~ -k Snowmobiles r 
~k 16' & 24' Moving Vans -k Snowmobile Trailers 
, SM'T"E"S ] ForI.C.B.C "m-RRACE l 
1(250) 847-2110 Replacement Rentals 1(250) 635-3127 
l Fax: (250) 847.2125 
t 2493YelowheadHwy. 16 Reserve ~lb L 3097YellowheadHwy. 16 
"We're looking at having a 
Stealth fighter fly by," McNair 
added. "And there's a possibility 
of getting a U2 spy plane as a static 
display." 
Civilian acts booked include a 
Pitts Special. 
The show has also been shifted to 
somewhat later in the day than pre- 
vious airshows here. 
McNair said this one will be start- 
ing at roughly 4 p.m. and ending at 
about 8:30. 
"We've designed it at this time 
so everyone can get off work and 
get out to the show," he said. 
He said sponsors get a meet-and- 
greet session with the pilots. 
Anyone interested in sponsorship 
information can contact Brian 
McNair at 635-1854. 
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News In Brief 
Bob Hallsor to retire 
CiTY administrator Bob Hallsor is announcing plans 
to take early retirement after 22 years in his job. 
He won't be gone until March, 1999, but says he 
wants to give city council 
plenty of time to recruit a 
replacement 
Hallsor, who turned 57 
yesterday, worked under 
three mayors and says he's 
seen the city grow dramati- 
cally since he first arrived 
here in 1963 as a public 
health inspector. 
"When I first came here 
we still had some board 
sidewalks," he said last 
week. "It still has some way 
to go but it certainly has es- 
tablished itself as a regional 
centre and is a lot more 
diversified." 
Hallsor worked in Bob Hallsor 
municipal government in the Cariboo before returning 
to Terrace in 1974. 
He got the job of clerk-administrator f Terrace in 
1977. 
Sawmills stay down 
SAWMILL WORKERS in Smithers and Camaby 
are waiting even longer to get back to work. 
Skeena Cellulose spokesman Don McDonald said 
last week the shutdown of those mills is being ex- 
tended further due to what he called the continued 
softness of lumber markets. 
Caruaby and Smithcrs are now scheduled to restart 
operations June 1st - -  assuming market conditions 
improve. 
Lights on in Atlin 
THE ATLIN District Airport Association is getting 
$61,767 for a hazard beacon at the village's airport. 
Involved ill the work is relocating an obstruction 
lights. 
The money comes from the provincial government's 
air transp4ort assistance program through the B.C. 
Transportation Financing Authority, said Bulkey 
Vallcy-Stikine NDP MLA Bill Goodacre. 
It's on top of the $485,000 spent in 1996 on runway 
• lights and beacons for night operations and fits with 
Transport Canada regulations. 
West meets in Rupert 
PRINCE RUPERT is being tipped as the site of a 
w6tern ministers' conference next month. 
A tentative date of June 19 has been set for the con- 
ference, deputy premier Dan Miller told the Prince 
Rupert Daily News last week. 
Representatives from Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Al- 
bert,a, B.C., the Yukon and Northwest Territodes are 
expected to attend. 
The general focus is on northern issues, Miller 
added. 
GRADUATE iN STYLE WiTH 
+ 
+. ...... ' " /  
14 Riverview Drive 
Dease Lake, B.C. 
Asking Price: $130,000 
Well maintained 1V2 story house, 1431 
sq. ft., sited on a 3.5 acre landscaped 
view lot overlooking Tanzilla River. 
Constructed in the mid 1980's. 
Features: vaulted ceiling in living room, 
3 bedrooms upstairs, full bathroom 
plus en-suite, large dining area, wall to 
wall carpeting, fireplace, full height 
basement ready for finishing, includes 
pellet stove, electric baseboard heating, 
wood siding, and sundeck. 
+ i;:~!ilm 
63 Boulder Avenue 
Dease Lake, B.C. 
Asking Price: $72,000 
Three bedroom, 1270 sq. ft., full 
basement house on a 75 x 200 sq. ft. 
lot in Dease Lake townsite, Constructed 
in the mid 1970's. Features: 3 bed- 
rooms on main floor, full bathroom 
with 2 piece en-suite off master 
bedroom, wall to wall carpeting ancl 
sheet vinyl flooring, wood fireplace in 
living room, full height basement ready 
for finishing, and oil furnace heating 
system. 
' Please submit all offers to Tom Hume at BC Hydro, Shared Support Services Division, 
333 Dunsmuir Street, 9 m Floor, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 5R3, Tel: (604) 623-3531. 
Local house showing will be arranged upon request, Offers wi l l  be recelved up 
to 3:00 pm, Thursday, 29 m May, 1998. 
BC Hydro reserves the right to negotiate with one or more prospective purchasers 
and to decline any or all offers at its sole discretion. This is not a tendering or 
bidding process. 
THE POWER IS  YOURS 
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A NATIONAL HARDWARE and lumber sup- 
plies chain is now broadcasting a commercial 
featuring a man holding a piece of lumber. He 
extols the virtue of wood, saying you can make 
anything out of this precious natural resource. 
He's right, of course. Two weeks ago in our na- 
tional forest week supplement we told you about 
Roland Messervier who builds log furniture, 
Larry Sealey who whittles walking sticks out of 
wood nobody else wants, Sam Pun who hopes to 
use his forestry training from Northwest Com- 
munity College to help his people back home in 
Nepal and of a Forest Renewal B.C./Metlakatla 
Development Corporation project to build walk- 
ing trails in the forests of Pike Island. 
All of these people and organizations have one 
thing in common ' they're taking what the 
forest provides and are turning it into cam-. 
modities for sale and for education. 
To be sure, the provincial economy is taking a 
kicking because of the downturn in the forest 
sector but these people and organizations men- 
tioned above prove once again that the human 
spirit can adapt, grow and prosper no matter 
what the circumstances. 
In Terrace, the city has been proposing the es- 
tablishment of a community forest just north of 
the city, the trees from which would feed small, 
local enterprises. Proof again that doing some- 
thing, anything, is better than standing still. 
This is not to suggest hat the forest economy :
can turn from large mills to cottage-style enter- 
prises. Our way of life will continue to need 
those multi-million operations which in turn gen- 
erate income for other, supporting businesses. 
But there is reason to hope that the same human 
spirit which is working on all the above can be 
used to revive operations uch as Skeena •Cel- 
lulose. And with that, we urge Skegha ~el - ' :  
lulose's masters to quickly appoint a board of 
directors with sufficient northwestern epresenta- 
tion. 
The reasoning that a board of directors must 
contain experienced people in the big world of 
big business is far too limiting. Good ideas, com- 
mon sense, that human spirit is not the sole 
domain of those more comfortable in the large 
office towers containing overnments, banks and 
deal makers. After all, it's that kind of thinking 
which affected Skeena Cellulose in the first 
place. 
Our safety 
WHAT'S INTRIGUING about the strike of aux- 
iliary RCMP officers is not the issue of their car- 
rying firearms. 
Instead it's the notion that the regular force 
depends o much on these volunteers that not 
having them will place a heavy workload on the 
regular members to the point that public safety 
may be compromised. 
And that should have us asking if the budget for 
police services has been so diminished in this era 
of slash and burn governments hat it is only by 
volunteers that the RCMP can effectively do the 
job we ask of it. 
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(;hildren remain in danger 
VICTORIA - -  In 1995, the in government care, she said, Premier Glen Clark and his all- 
violent and tragic death of has grown by 45 per cent in the powerful deputy, Doug 
five-year-old Matthew last five years, but funding McArthur. 
Vaudreuil at the hands of his hasn't kept pace with that in- The rest of the cabinet minis- 
own mother shocked the na- crease, ters arc manipulated from the 
tion. Children and families minis- prcmicr's office like 
We all hoped that little Mat- ter Lois Boone offered in- marionettes. They can't go to 
thew's death would turn out sultingly lame excuses for the the bathroom without asking 
not to have been in vain. We deplorable situation, permission. And when they 
prayed that something good "It 's easy for someone to say feebly voice their requests for 
would come out of this we should have more funding, more funding at the cabinet 
unimaginable tragedy. Alas, it There isn't a ministry that table, they get slapped down. 
was not to be. doesn't require more funding. Lois Boone is one of those. 
Three years after the last But taxpayers right now, I It is clear that the child and 
breath was beaten out of Mat- I:ielL'AI S:l=i~-'ldife.1 don't think, have the interest in youth advocate needs an advo- 
thew, children in British putting a pile more money into eate of her own, an advocate 
Columbia are still at grave HUBERT BEYER government," she said in the who can exert enough pressure 
risk. And the disturbing aspect fail another child, legislature, on the premier and his advisors 
is that many children are still Preston tried, but has been What rot. We're not talking to open the purse strings. 
at risk not because of flaws in hamstrung at every turn by a about putting money "into Boone has failed miserably in 
the system that is to protect parsimonious government that governmenL" We're talking thatrole. 
them, but because the govern- can find millions to bail out about adequate funding for the The only thing that can per- 
protection of children, suede this government to keep.. 
ment isn't spending euough Skeena Cellulose, but refuses ,. You can'.t.~watch.a. "D/..,prp~,,,,.i.ts. ~romises and.startprovid-., 
money t0 make the system to allocate adequate funding to 
wbi'k. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the protection of children. gram these days without hay-  ' ing adequate funding for the  
Don't take my word for it. She told reporters that the ing to sit through some self- protection of children m 
Just ask Joyce Preston, the pro- government has reneged on its serving government commer- government care is public 
vince's child and youth advo- commitment to improve child cial, masquerading asinforma- pressure. For the sake of little 
cate. protection services, and tion. The money the NDP Matthew's memory and the 
"There are simply not ade- without significant increases in government spends on those safety of so many other chil- 
quate resources. I am frustrated funding, all the promised commercials alone would be dren, British Columbians 
beyond belief," Preston told changes will not add up to any- more than enough to fund the should shout heir disgust with 
best child-protection system in the status qua from eyery 
reporters at a press conference, thing more tlaan a paper ex- the country, rooftop. 
Preston was appointed in the ercise. 
wake of the Gave inquiry into "Promises were made and The problem is that only a Bayer can be reached at: 
the death of Matthew not kept," Preston said. " I  few cabinet ministers are paw- Tel: (250) 920.9300; Fax: 
Vaudreuil. Her mandate was to challenge the govcfinnent o erful enough to get what they (250) 356.9597; E.maih 
make sure that the system that get on with it." want. Dan Miller had no prob- hubert@coolcom.com 
failed Matthew would never The number of young people lcm getting the Skeeua deal by 
Hey, let's raffle, )ff a quilt 
WHILE SCHOOLS are equipment. Mortlaeh's first prize will be 
anyway teaching our kids 
street proofing against attacks 
by strangers, how to roll on a 
condom in Child Care 9/10, 
and budgeting and banking, we 
should add what is fast becom- 
ing a vital skill - -  fundraising. 
Before long our taxes will 
pay no more than salaries, 
perks and jaunts to Italy for 
our elected officials. We al- 
ready hold plant sales to fi- 
nance city beautification, raf- 
ties to build senior housing, 
and bingos to fund community 
groups, not to mention Lotto 
649 and other gambling to 
boost govenmaent revenue. 
Soon our kids will have to 
fundraise for everything from 
hospital equipment such as 
CAT scanners, and nurses, 
school theatres, and books. Al- 
ready two such fundraisers are 
taking place, one to supply 
Talking Books to a library, the 
other to sponsor essential texts 
for school kids. 
In Vancouver, Johnny Post, a 
sight-impaired 85-year-aid, has 
THROUGH B IFOCALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
set up a joke contest where 
each five dollar entry fee goes 
to Vancouver Public Library's 
Talking Books budget, a 
budget that was slashed from 
$90,000 to $45,000. The prize 
for the best joke will be to 
have a mountain ear Terrace 
named after the winner. 
And in Mortlach, Sas- 
katchewan, parents of the 
school's 180 students have 
organized a quilt raffle to raise 
$15,000 for school books, 
computer and playground 
In recent years the Sas- 
katchewan government has 
severely cut the school's 
grants, until parents feel it .is 
just a matter of time before the 
school closes and their kids 
ride 30 miles by bus to Moose 
Jaw. 
Mortlaeh's quilt is made up 
of 26 prairie scenes reproduced 
from the pages of the best sell- 
ing children's book, "A Prairie 
Alphabet," written by a city 
nurse who married a farmer 
and couldn't find a book ex- 
plaining farming life satisfac- 
torily for her children. 
It took four years to hurdle 
the problems of gaining 
permission to use the book's 
paintings, figuring out how to 
reproduce the colourful scenes 
on squares of fabric, and final- 
ly involving everyone in the 
community. 
Some contributed by looking 
after the toddlers while 
mothers were away batting the 
quilt or stitching the layers to- 
gether. 
a treat o the eyes as well as to 
the toes. Second prize is a 
framed Prairie Alphabet print 
of your choice. Third prize is a 
copy of the book, signed by 
artist Yvette Moore. 
Ticket - $2 each or three for 
$5 - are available from Mort-. 
lach Parent Association, Box 
296, Mortlach, Sask., S0H 
3E0. The draw takes place 
September 14. 
Deadline for joke entries is 
June 15. Judging ~ by con- 
sensus of a group of members 
of the B.C. Humour Society - -  
will be June 30. Exactly what 
criteria will determine the win- 
ning joke is not clear to me, 
but with his background work ~ 
ing with Bob Hope, no doubt 
Johnny Post will know a win- 
ner when he sees iL 
With cutbacks and govern- 
ment funding less and less, if 
we can't each oar children the 
art of fundraising, maybe we 
can at least nurse their sense of 
humour. How else will they 
survive? 
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School  cuts  co..,s,o.o,.c,,o.,.,,,..,o, s,,. .o 
mirrorta.ctics The Mail Bag 
for hosp , ta ls  
Dear Sir:. 
I would like to address the issue of the School 
District #82 budget. I was at the meeting on Mon- 
day, May 4, and I was struck by the amount of 
anger that was directed to the members of the 
school board budget committee. 
One union representative made some comments 
about he district being top-heavy, with too many 
administrators. 
=Well, cutting one administrator's position may 
pay for one and a half teachers m hardly enough to 
keep the music program alive. 
If you cut out all the administrators, you could al- 
most make up the deficit, but then who will do the 
administrators' jobs? 
While I too am upset by the budget cuts, I think 
that our anger and frustration should be directed to 
the right people: the provincial government in Vic- 
toria. 
Does this scenario sound familiar to anyone? The 
provincial government egotiates a salary increase 
for union members. 
The provincial government refuses to fund said 
salary increase, instead expecting the local body (in 
;this case the school board) to "find" the money 
somewhere in its operating budget. 
The provincial government blames the local body 
and/or administration for being fiscally ir- 
respons~le (ironic, isn't it?) and the local body gets 
a lot of fiak for cutting services. 
i This has been happening for years in the health 
care sector, and it is just beginning in the field of 
education. 
It is interesting to note that the people who really 
are responsible for the budget cuts (provincial 
government representatives) didnot bother to show 
up  to the meeting on Monday N they were too 
busy, presumably. 
Instead, the school board representatives were the 
recipients of the public's ire, as though it was 
entirely their fault that there is a shortfall - -  isn't it 
great o have such a convenient scapegoat? 
The school board is required to follow certain 
guidelines and directives as laid out by the minister 
of education. These guidelines and directives relate 
to programs which must be provided (such as 
CAPP), wages that must be paid (negotiated by the 
provincial government), abling a balanced budget, 
and a number of other areas. 
When all is said and done, there is very little left 
that is actually discretionary spending. If  the 
government egotiates a pay increase that they do 
not adequately fund, then the money generally 
comes out of discretionary spending. Elementary 
school music is not a required program. 
I think that the best thing the school board could 
have done was to recommend cutting the music 
program. 
It got an immediate and vocal response from the 
community. 
But.we can't sit back and rest on our laurels, even 
if the provincial government does grant ns extra 
funding this year. 
We may win this battle, but that will not mean 
that we have won the war. 
I f  we want to keep our music program, then we 
need to keep sending letters to our MLA and to the 
education minister. 
We need to keep telling them how important our 
music program is to us. This is a figh t that will take 
years to win, so keep writing those letters. 
Monna J. Manhas 
i Terrace B.C. 
Anti-theft device can 
'bring big hassles 
Df,ar Sir:. 
I read with some interest, in the Standard of May 
13, that ICBC is offering a discount of $10 to local 
drivers who install a device which prevents theft of 
their vehicle. 
Before vehicle owners are enticed by this and 
think they are getting a deal, let me recount a very 
recent story. 
My brother and his fiancee, who live in the Lower 
Mainland, recently had their vehicle stolen from the 
underground parkade of their townhouse. 
They had installed a device called "The Virtual 
Key", which disabled the electrical system of the 
-vehicle and was rated to be 10(3 per cent effective 
by ICBC and the outlet hey purchased it from. 
The vehicle was removed from the premises and 
driven a few blocks away, where the tires were 
removed and the interior of the vehicle damaged. 
Because the Virtual Key is rated to be so effec- 
tive, my brother and his fiancee were accused of 
removing the vehicle and damaging it themselves 
.2_ in effect, accused as criminalsl 
They are two people who are law-abiding 
citizens, who hold down jobs, are active with youth 
in their community and are basically very decent 
people. 
ICBC has ruled that they are not entitled to any 
compensation and the case has been closed. My 
brother has hired a lawyer and is in the process of 
taking ICBC to small claims court. 
My advice? Use caution when installing an anti- 
theft device in your vehicle such as ICBC is sug- 
gesting. The stress and anxiety that my brother has 




SIGNS AND SONGS filled the R,E.M. Lee Theatre May 12 as supporters of various school pro- 
grams gathered to find out what the board would slash, Although bound by law to file a 
balanced budget by midnight May 12, the board instead decided to postpone sending a budget 
unlil a government-appointed efficiency team scours the district's operations. 
the time of the vote who abstains from voting shall 
be deemed to have vote in the affirmative" 27..5- 
(3) (RSBC) Municipal Act, Province of British 
Columbia. 
If a member, as •defined also in the act being the 
mayor or a councillor, does not indicate his/her in- 
tention their vote is recorded in the affirmative. 
' There is no provision for tie breaking votes or the 
chair voting at a separate ime to "break a tie". 
The act further clearly states that a tie vote is con- 
sidered a negatived (failed) vote, RSBC 225-(2), so 
the reasoning that the chair only votes in the event 
of a tie holds no logic or place according to the act. 
The vote regarding the installation of condom ma- 
chines in City of Terrace buildings is officially re- 
corded as being passed 5-2 (totally the seven voting 
members at the table) with councillors George and 
Vanderlee having their negative votes recorded (an 
option also provided for by the municipal act). 
The Municipal Act and the procedures bylaw for 
the City of Terrace, only provides one opportunity 
to vote, when the question is called. If you are in 
favour or opposed that is when you vote. To not 
raise your hand when requested is a vote in the af- 
firmative. Period. 





Sneakiness over cuts 
Dear Sir:. 
Having looked back to when I first heard about 
proposed cuts to the school music and other pro- 
grams, this way of thinking by our provincial 
government is not new and they have been turning 
it over for a number of years now. 
I am wondering how that they were suddenly able 
to accomplish it this year and the answer came to 
me is "amalgamation" of our individual school 
districts. 
Am I paranoid7 
Possibly, but this is the way it is beginning to take 
form in my mind. 
First, proposed cuts to educational programs are 
slrongly objected to by local school districts 
throughout the province. 
We (parents) go to the school board meetings and 
voice our conccrns to our local administrators. 
They strongly support education in the com- 
munity because more than administrators trying to 
save a few bucks, they are also parents who want 
the best education for their children. 
The provincial government meets head on with 
this resistance and is unable to impose its agenda. 
I f  I was say the minister of education and I 
wanted to reduce this resistance, how would I do it? 
I would say to myself how can I limit or un- 
dermine the amount of control that each school dis- 
trict has? 
How can I handicap all of these little locally run 
administrations so that they can't oppose my 
agenda so strongly7 
All on city council vote I would do exactly what the minister did. 
Expand areas under the guise of cost savings 
Dear Sir:. 
You have a consistent error in your reporting that (amalgamate). 
i have personally pointed out to your reporting and Reduce the number of administrators from each 
locality and create dissension amongst hem by 
editorial staff numerous times over the years. 
Last week's story on the vote to have condom having them travel for hours to attend board meet- 
machines installed in City of Terrace buildings lugs with other adminisUators from different com- 
munities with different problems, agendas concerns 
iepeated this error. . . . . . . . .  , Section 225 of the Municipal Act (RSBC 1979, etc. effectwely Inmtmg their abihty to admmrstrate 
Chapter 290) which governs the structure of the their own communities' education standards. 
city council, including voting structure at meetings, After amalgamation has festered in communities 
deafly states that everyone at the table votes when for a year or so, then bring in the ax and start chop- 
ping. 
the chair calls the question, It seems to have workedl 
"A member of council present at the meeting at 
I would like to think that our elected people 
would not be this sneaky and underhanded to the 
detriment of oar children, communities and educa- 
tion standards, but it is hard for me not to suspect 
this type ofbehaviour given their past rack record. 
I would just hope that the minister would 
reconsider his position and his agenda in regards to 




Bring on the dance 
Dear Sir: 
For over 20 years, Vicki Parviainen has been 
dkecting, staging, choreographing and producing 
dance revues featuring her students, providing 
many of them with their first performance op- 
portunities. 
This is a great achievement for one woman. But 
something else prompts me to write this letter. 
Shice 1988 Vicki has been donating most of the 
proceeds of her gala to the Theatre Alive Society. 
For example, in 1996 she donated $700. In 1997 
it was $900. Rather than taking a profit for her 
studio or herself, she returns the resources to 
friends of the theatre to be used for upgrading 
projects uch as the purchase of a coffee service 
system, FM microphones, a scrim, or other equip- 
ment. 
At this time, as many are expressing their concern 
over the future of the arts in our community, we 
have a fine example of how an individual can have 
a significant positive benefit both artistically and 
financially. 
I'd like to publicly commend Vicki for what she's 
done and encourage veryone to support her and 
the theatre by attending the 1998 Dance Revue at 
8:00 p.m. on Saturday, May 22. 
Warren Wilson 
Terrace B.C. 
A few airport questions 
Dear Sir:. 
Does it seem to you that the matter of the Ter- 
race/Kitimat Airport is being kept under wraps, and 
away from the public? 
A citizens' committee has been appointed to 
study the situation. 
With all due respect, what does the ordinary 'Joe' 
know about operating or financing an airport? Only 
after months of concentration and extensive travel 
could anyone attain this knowledge. 
Members are obliged to put aside earning a living 
and time with their families to attend crash meet- 
lugs, and on short notice, go out of town. 
Some drop.outs will occur and replacements will 
have to run very fast playing catch-up. Members 
could end up making scapegoats of themselves. 
The present members of city council (whose term 
in office is up in 17 months) are not being fair to 
themselves or their successors by taking into their 
hands this momentous decision regarding our 
destiny. Forever is a long time. 
Face the facts: Ottawa would not be off-loading 
the Terrace/Irdtimat Airport if it were a money- 
maker. It is understood, that at year 2000, financing 
from Ottawa will have stopped. Are we not entitled 
to know, for sure, from where the working capital 
will come; the entire financial resources? 
There are firms whose sole purpose is to forecast 
the future of airports: responsibilities, operational, 
finances, etc. 
One of these should be engaged to provide a hard- 
nosed, factual ten year prospectus. 
Although these finns charge high fees, in the end 
the local committee could cost us more in more 
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ways than one. 
The matter should be put on hold until the profes- 
sional firm has submitted facts, figures a nd data. 
Everything should be sifted through until com- 
pletely understood. 
Then all the information should bc presented to 
the people by discussion, open meetings and the 
media. 
When our leaders are agreed that the public has a 
thorough understanding of the issue, then a 
referendum ust be held which allows the people 
the citizens fight to decide, by ballot, their future. 
Yes or no7 This i of prime importance during 
these uncertain and worrying economic times. 
The Terrace/Kitimat Airport is not going to go 
away or stop operating. Let us not decidc in haste 
and repent at our leisure. 
Gerald Duffus 
Terrace B.C. 
Another multiplex idea 
Dear Sir:. 
During the past several years Terrace has wanted 
to build a multi-million dollar complex to serve as a 
second ice arena, convention and youth recreation 
center. 
I have lived in the Terrace area for the past 26 
years and noticed that Terrace is very rapidly run- 
ning out of much needed green space. If such a 
large complex is built near the arena the last green 
space will certainly be a thing of the past. 
I wonder if the planner's have calculated how 
much parking space ts needed for all those ac- 
tivities? 
At the same time Terrace also needs a center for 
the performing arts. The school board who owns 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre is going broke, because the 
place is empty. Why not create a theatre-pool and 
use the R.E.M. Lee Theatre for all plays, build the 
multi-million dollar complex beside it with space 
left over for several hundred cars7 
I am certain with the money already collected for 
those various projects it will nearly pay for the 
multi-million dollar complex. 
Manfred Bader, 
Terrace B.C. 
Our effete fish snobs 
wouldn't have survived 
Dear Sir:. 
Let no one misunderstand me. I am no advocate 
of the fishing technique known as the "ornamental 
hook". Nor do I (and many others presumably) ad- 
here religiously to the catch-and-release m thod of 
fishing. 
Suppose, for sake of argument, I want a moose. 
Well, I would arrange m go out and shoot one. To 
throw a lariat on the animal and bully it around un- 
til it's exhausted and then set it free (supposing 
even one 175 lb man could do that) would strike 
most logical persons as ridiculous. But this is exact- 
ly what catch-and-release fi hermen seem so proud 
of. 
Better to venture forth determined to kill and cat 
what one can catch. Had our ancestors been such 
effete snobs as Mr. Rob Brown and his ilk appear to 
be, the human race could scarcely have survived. 
Floyd H. Dean 
Terrace B.C. 
It's that 'R' word again 
Dear Sir:. 
I am sure that most people are aware that recently 
the Reform Party of Canada has threatened tosue 
Phil Fontaine, Grand Chief of the Assembly of First 
Nations, for defamation. 
This comes after Grand Chief Fontaine accused 
the Reform Party of the"worst kind of racism." 
I cannot completely agree with Grand Chief 
Fontaine; however, I certainly cannot disagree. To 
the constituents of Skeena, I must sincerely say that 
I find it unfortunate hat 
Mr. Mike Scott, Reform 
MP for Skeena, is not 
only Reform's 
aboriginal critic, but the 
Official Opposition's 
aboriginal critic. 
Having run against this 
Reform MP in the last 
federal election, I was 
saddened to see how he 
took a region where 
aboriginals and non- 
aboriginals have lived 
together in harmony for 
Kent Glowinski years, and used 
fearmongering and "us-against-them" tactics to pit 
one side against the other. 
Perhaps the Reform Party is not "racist", but it 
does represent only a very extreme, marginal point 
of view in Canada. 
As Official Opposition, Reform is in theory sup- 
posed to represent all Canadians. It does not. 
As Member of Parliament, Mr. Scott is supposed 
to, without prejudice, represent all people in 
Skeena. 
He does not. May it be the annual meetings of the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council or hearings on Tsimpsian 
Land Claims, Mr. Scott is not there, even though he 
is Canada's representative n Skeena. 
The agenda behind Mr. Scott's phrase of 
"equality for all Canadians" is to rewrite Canadian 
history, to pretend that residential schools and 
abuse to First Nations children did not exist, to 
pretend that aboriginal and was not arbitrarily 
taken, and to pretend that First Nations people are 
not worthy enough to be included in this country's 
history. 
Possibly, Grand Chief Fontaine was out of line 
with his comments at the Reform Party; but if you 
feel that Reformers like Mike Scott and the Official 
Opposition of Canada aren't representing all Cana- 
dians, it's because they aren't. 
• ' Kent Ghwlnski 
Progressive Conservative candidate 
for Skeena, 1997 
About the Mail Bag 
Letters to the editor can be malledto us at 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C., VSG 5R2. 
Your.an also fax letters to us at 250-638- 
8432. Or you can emall your letter to us at 
standard@kermode.net Name, address and 
phone number Is required for verification. 
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government's approval 1-800-893-5033 
A FLOATING casino aboard a Prince ably larger than the Aurora. ~sc~os~rw ~t~:o~,o~ 
The Wells casino would have seven Leena Klein Official Suppliers of Norstar, Mitel, Lucent Technologies Charlle firayflon 
tables and 125 slot machines, while the 638-6025 Formerly Tolsec Telecommunications 638-6024 
Cranbrook area casino would have 30 
Rupert-based pocket cruise ship is the only 
destination casino to get the government's 
nod in this.region. 
Victoria released a list of three casinos 
proposals in the Kootenays, Cariboo and 
North Coast that have now received the 
province's approval-in.principle. 
The Motor Vessel Aurora, proposed by 
Pacific Gaming Ltd., a subsidiary of 
Vancouver-based Inside Passage Cruises 
Inc., is among the three. 
Besides a 70-seat restaurant, pub, cabins 
and viewing lounge, the $4 million pocket 
cruise ship would also have a gaming room 
with four tables and 35 slot machines. 
The ship would sail between Prince 
Rupert and Vancouver in the summer, and 
to Victoria, Seattle, Nanaimo and Campbell 
River in the off season. 
Company officials also say they'd tie up 
the vessel in its home port of Prince Rupert 
some of the time so northwest residents 
could visit the casino. 
Company president George Bartel 
estimates the project will mean 32 seasonal 
and 12 full-time jobs in the first season of 
operation, increasing to 90 seasonal and 36 
full-time jobs by the third year. 
The vessel is expected to make its fhst 
sailing to Prince Rupert June 8. 
Also going ahead with approval-in- 
principle is the Casino of the Rockies, prc~ 
posed by the Ktunaxa/Kinbasket Tribal 
Council on reserve land near Cranbrook 
and Kimberley, and the Jack O'Clnbs - -  a 
casino proposed for the town of Wells, near 
Barkerville. 
Both of those casinos are to be consider- 
tables and 300 slots as part of a large resort 
complex. 
"None of these projects, however, will 
open until I am fully satisfied that each of 
them has met appmpflate regulatory and 
environmental requirements," aid employ- 
ment and investment minister Michael 
Famworth. 
The government made decisions on the 
nine proposals for the Kootenays, Cariboo 
and north f '~t - -  ahead of other parts of the 
province. 
The reason given for that was the shorter 
construction and tourism seasons in the 
north. 
Still awaiting decisions are 15 proposals 
in the Thomspon-Okanagan a d Vancouver 
Island and another 13 in the Lower Main- 
land. 
Destination casinos are limited to a maxi- 
mum of  30 gaming tables and 300 slot ma- 
chines. 
Terrace was the preferred location of two 
casino proponents - -  Vancouver-based 
Royal Diamond Casinos owner Gary Jack- 
son and Terrace Inn owner John Georgilas. 
Georgilas wanted to redevelop his hotel 
including acasino. 
Jael~aon pursued sites in Terrace, Thorn- 
hill and Kitsumkalum reserve. 
But the idea of allowing a casino in this 
area met widespread opposition here and 
was rejected by all local government 
bodies, including the Kitsumkalum band 
council. 
City pays to squish millenium bug 
WONDERING if that pesky 
Year 2000 bug is going to 
paralyze City of Terrace 
computers and cause them 
to spew out generous tax 
refunds on Jan. 1, 20007 
Fear not, says city 
l~easurer Keith Norman. 
The city is installing an 
upgrade from Vadim Soft- 
ware for its municipal 
government PC-based com- 
puter system. 
Norman says the Year 
2000 fix is part of the soft- 
ware upgrade, which the 
city wanted anyw~ty o make 
the program Windows com- 
patible. 
He says the upgrade is 
scheduled for completion i  
April, 1999, at a cost to the 
city of $48,000. 
"Some people are doing it 
earlier. But that's when 
we've scheduled it," 
Norman said. "We thought 
we'd let other clients debug 
it first." 
Older computer software 
only used two digits to keep 
track of years and now must 
be upgraded to handle the 
four digits required for dates 
after 1999. 
Regional district officials 
say they're going out to 
tender for a new computer 
system this year that will be 
Year 2000-compatible. 
School disffict officials 
say the computers that hand- 
le their payroll and adminis- 
lration have been all ready 
for the milleninm for a num- 
ber of years now. 
Mi!lionaires 
Friday, May 22 & 
Saturday, May 23 
Want to feel like a million bucks? 
Come to Hanky's this weekend 
and you might just get the 
chance to win the big onefi/ We 
will be giving away lottery tickets 
as spot prizes all Weekend. 
'Located in the coast Inn of the West 
:iiii:i~.: ..... 
..... : i  ii:i 
:~i!i::~i!~! i 
i t ' s  Not  About  T ime.  
No time Limit On 30 Calls Every Month. 
No Time Limit On Weekends. 
! 
• Free airtime on your first 30 calls every ~ | 
month - no matter how long you talk. ~ ~ ..... , . . .  ! 
• everyUnlimltedweekend.free calling ach and L~ ~/~~ 
• Rrst 30 days of usage free. I~  
• Just 30¢ per minute. 
S30/mo 
ELECTRONIC FUTURES ~~ 
4710 Kedh Ave. • 635-7767 f~1 g~ 
Annual system access fee fo $48 applies. Cancellation fee appplies. Umited time offer. 
Tu to r ing  A va i la  b le ! 
Does your child struggle in school? Help Is Available! 
I am available to tutor school children grades 1 through 8 in a wide variety of classes. 
Reasonable Rates! For more information call Kelly at 635.4768 Evenings 
erside Foods VI 
. i:: i!i ~ill !iiii ¸Fi:!~/i!!~!'~i!iii~i~!~ii~ii~ /~ ~ i i: ~;~:: ! 
i i i ~. i~ ~( ~ 
PL J( fu " FISHING TACKLE II line of fresh & salt water) 
AT FISH TALES TACKLE SHOP 
• HUGE PARKING FACILITIES 
(room for your rv or boat) 
ALL AT 
Copperside i. oods@ 
4928 Hwy 16, Terrace B,C. 
635-5274 
Telegraph Creek residents 
aim for heritage site status 
RCMP wanted to 
riP down building 
TELEGRAPH CREEK residents are 
pushing for their townsite to be 
declared a heritage site after the 
RCMP wanted to tear down one of the 
town's oldest buildings. 
The tussle surrounds the old Pres- 
byterian Hospital, built in 1910, and 
probably the most prominent land- 
mark on the hillside. 
The RCMP needs to build new 
quarters for an officer and family after 
deciding to make Telegraph Creek a 
two-constable d tachment. 
But the force's property manage- 
ment division were unable to cut a 
deal with a local man who owns land 
adjacent to the detachment. 
So they've turned to the old hospital 
land, which was purchased by Public 
Works Canada in recent years. 
Dan Pakula, a local lodge owner, 
says the RCMP's original plan was to 
tear down the old hospital, which last 
served as the Catholic Church rectory, 
and build a new suburban-style house 
on the land. 
That met cries of protest in 
Telegraph Creek, and the force is now 
proposing constructing the new house 
on the same chunk of land, adjacent to 
the pioneer building. 
" I 'm not tearing anything down," 
says Bo Breic,  the Vancouver-based 
construction manager for the RCMP's 
property managcmcnt section. 
But Pakula and others arc worded 
the building could still cnd up getting 
damagcd or dcstroycd during con- 
stmction. 
"We're circulating petitions," 
Pakula said of efforts to win heritage 
site designation for buildings through- 
out Telegraph Creek. 
But Brcic says the Federral Heritage 
Buildings Review office has looked at 
it and concluded the building is not 
heritage material. 
However, that's not a popular ver- 
dict in Telegraph Creek. 
"Here we've got somebody sitting 
down in Vancouver making decisions 
about a community in the north where 
he doesn't see any heritage value," • 
Pakula said. "We're talking about a 
northern pioneer structure. He's com- 
paring it to gingerbread historic 
houses in Vancouver." 
"It 's not for him to decide what our 
heritage is," hc added. "It's for us to 
decide." 
Brcie says his latest plan is to try to 
get an adjacent piece of land ~om 
School District #87, so the new house 
can bc put up with more room be- 
tween it and the old hospital. 
" I f  that doesn't make them happy, I 
don't know where to go," Brcic said. 
" I 'm at a point 
where if they 
don't want us to 
do it, we proba- 
bly won't do it. 
I don't need to 




the building is 
perched on the 
hillside as 
people travcl 
down thc hill 
into Tclcgraph 
Creek is sccn Dan Pakula 
by somc locals as an idcal location for 
a vis itor ccntrc. 
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MORE ON THE FLOOR 
Marketing 
You and Your  Natura l  Resources  
1998 Forest  Exhib i t ion 
Fr iday  May 22-.. 10:00 Iml - 5:00 pm 
G i tseguk la  Hall  
~Tbis  springs trade fMr is 
designed for you to show off your 
business and your products. Come 
out and drum up some business, 
l.e, ll products, and 
yourself. Booths will be'judged on 
presentation, marketing 
techniques and uniqueness, 
provided by 
Gltsegukla Life Skills Group 
Oilier hlehllehL~: 
Come out and see what forest 
related projects are happening In 
our forest* this year. 
Upper Skeena Marketing 
Assnelatlon 
Gltstgukla & Gltwaugak 
Forest Sector Economic 
AcUon Plan 
~" '~ '~ [ 
Gltsegukla Ilemp Project 




mud munh more... 
Marketing. Marketing skills for 
any type of forest related business: 
from the logger, silviculture 
company, and outdoor tourism 
business, to the wood product 
manufacturer. 
Non.Tbnber Forest Products. 
(Mushroonis and other edible 
wilds, floral greens, medicinal 
herbs, etc.) What Is the market; 
how to market local businesses. 
For those in business or thinldng 
about business. 
Please call More on the Floor Coordinators, 
Barb or Dave, if you would like to set up a 
booth (at no charge); would like to know 
more about the workshops; or have any 
questions: 849-5490 or 874-0277. 
Ideas wanted 
NORTHERNERS WILL soon get a chance to say how $15 
million for development should be spent in Kitamaat Vil- 
lage and other places. 
The money comes from Alcan and the provincial govern- 
ment and forms part of the deal signed last year between 
the two parties to end a dispute about cancelling the 
Kcmano Completion Project. 
This money is to be spent in Kitamaat Village, com- 
munities along the Nechako Rcscrvoir and to the Ncchako 
Basin area which have all been affected by the Alcan pro- 
ject. 
A brochure outlining the fund and how to pass along 
ideas will be distributed in those arcas this wcck. 
The costs for psychologkal 
services are often covered by 
extended health benefits 
Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered Psychologist 
Now Regularly Practldng from Mills 
Memorial Hospital 
• Relationship & Family Therapy 
• Full Range of Individual Psychotherapy 
• Training and Seminars 
• Brief results oriented 
• Chronic pain & il lness consultat ions 
Ask about he couples consultations 
F~ mm kfm/ke ~ te k~ q ~  Idem all: 
1-800-456-7733 
i 
Things Are Changing 
At Mulligans! 
Mulligan's i pleased to 
~ "dust~dddi~" 
~.~ Indoor Adventure 
" Playground 
~ . BilMday Packages available 
* OroupOu~ngs 
Check Out Our New Menu! 
• Barfing Cages 
• Goffsimulator 
MULLIGAN'S 
4818 Hwy. t6, Terrace (Behind Home Hotdwara) 
635-1180 
Escape To Paradise 
Who says you have to be rich 
to be comfortable? 
Enjoy A Free 
Mini Vacat ion 
with the purchase and installation of a 
qualifying all season Comfort System 
from Acadia Northwest Mechanical. 
Units must be sold and installed within 
promotion dates of March 26, 1998 
through May 29, 1998. 
**Mini Vacations are 4 
days/3 nights, two adults 






round of golf (in season), 
First morning breakfast 
(for two), Discount 
coupon book, Tickets to 
an area attraction 
LENNOX: 
[ See us  for deta i l s  A "~" '~ 
l[ Northwest Mechanical Inc. 
[ I 5z~ g~ Avenue * 635-4770 or 635-7158 
Oat of Town- 1-800-~B6-71~8 
~ O ~ E ~ R ~ G  




12 Month  B i r ths tone  & 
: :  ,: D iamond Sets  
P r i ced  F rom $99.00 
.~ l~  n,.. Rea l  S tea  
that  Car ters  ~s famous  fo r  
Diamond So l i ta i res  
~,~ ,,~ 
DIAMONDS DIRECT FROM 
THE IMPORTER TO YOU. 
14kt Diamond 
Earrings 
0.10 ctw PAP $376,95 
SALE $279.00 
0,20 ctw PAP $666,95 
SALE $469.00 




0.10 ctw PAP $434.95 
SALE $299.00 
0.15 ctw PAP $608.95 
SALE $399.00 




14-karat gold setting 
,02 Carat TW 
PAP $79.95 SALE $39.99 
,05 Carat TW 
PAP $149.95 SALE $74.99 
,10 Carat TW 
PAP $249.95 SALE $139.99 
,15 Carat TW 
PAP $349.95 SALE $179.99 
,20 Carat TW 
PAP $489.95 SALE $299.99 
.25 Carat TW 
PAP $549.95 SALE $349.99 
Many other sizes to choose from,,. 
ALL ON SALE 
1/2 Carat $169999 





,990o ...... i 
i ,~i!;ii!~!171 :i,!: 7i:~:i~,!! 
G eat,G ad o 
:L??: 
10 kt Gentleman's Diamond & 
Colour-stone Rings 
Blue Star  Sapphi re  
PAP $431.95 
SALE $299.00 
Sendyour graduate offwith the 
gift of time - from our collection 
of fine men's and women's watches. 
Fine time pieces that stand the test 
of time for quality and beauty. 
On sale up to 
6e%f f  
GENUINE ENGLISH 
TAN: kRDS" 
PAP $42.95 ~ 
ONLY 10% DOWN 6 
MONTHS TO PAY! 
_. :!¢: . . . .  :: i! $.:.. ,.:$::::.~ : : :.:..%. 
;~i:x;:~ti::. : W :~ : '~! i~  . 
~ ~ ~ ' . ~ k  "~ '$~ " : "  :::" 
10 KARAT GOLD 








0.15 Carat TW PAP $499.95 
SALE $299.99 
0.25 Carat TW PAP $753.95 
SALE $449.99 
0.33 Carat TW PAP $942.95 
SALE $569.99 
0.50 Carat TW PAP $1435,95 
SALE $859.99 
10 KARAT GOLD CHAINS 
SAVE UP TO 55% OFF 
10 KARAT TWISTED 
7" Bracelet ........ PAP $17,95 
16" Chain ......... PAP $35,95 
18" Chain ......... PAP $39,95 
20" Chain ......... PAP $43,95 
22" Chain ......... PAP $47.95 
10 KARAT FLAT 
7" Bracelet ........ PAP $22,95 
16" Chain ......... PAP $35,95 
18" Chain ......... PAP $39,95 
20" Chain ......... PAP $89,95 













F ! DON'T  MISS  THIS  SALEI , 
. DIAMOND RINGS • GOLD PENDANTS I 
. EARRINGS 
. BRACELETS' JEWELLERY 
FAMOUS BRAND NAMES YOU 
KNOW AND TRUSTI 
SALE 
CA RS 
i ewe l le rs  
Smithen Shopping Centre Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Box 20070, Smiiher~ B,C, VOJ 3PO 4741LakeheAve,,, Terrace, BC, VSG i
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Campbell no longer insisting 
natives 'surrender' in treaties 
Liberal leader 
eases stance 
on key issue 
NATIVES won't have to 
agree to "surrender" their 
aboriginal rights to please 
Gordon Campbell. 
The B.C. Liberal leader 
said last week he's changed 
his stance on the key issue 
of how legal certainty is es- 
tablished in treaty negotia- 
tions. 
That issue is believed to 
be the main obstacle to 
finalizing the Nisga'a treaty 
in the last several months. 
Campbell was among 
those calling on the govern- 
ment to only agree to 
certainty language that re- 
quired the Nisga'a attd other 
natives to "cede, release. 
and surrender" their 
aboriginal title and rights. 
Now Campbell says he's 
.satisfied that the provincial 
position is to get an agree- 
mcnt in which natives 
receive treaty rights but 
"release" any residual 
aboriginal rights that aren't 
specified in the treaty. 
"I believe at least at first 
blush the parties may have 
found a way of dealing with 
that entire issuc," he told 
TI~ Standard last week, ad- 
ding he no longer sees the 
words "cede, rcleasc and 
surrender" as being neces- 
sary if different wording has 
the same resulL 
Those words ~ particu- 
larly surrender ~ had gen-: 
erated opposition from the 
Nisga'a who resent he idea 
of having to come out with 
Riverboat group 
gets money back 
THE GROUP that organizes the annual Riverboat Days 
celebrations says it has recovered money that was misap- 
propriated. 
Committee representative Donna Lament said the money 
- -  taken last year by a former member ~ was fully 
returned last week. 
She said the amount returned totalled more than $4,000. 
Laurent said the mishap is in no way hampering the 
Riverboat Days committee's plans for this year's events on 
the B.C. Day long weekend in August. 
"We're going to be bigger than ever," she added. 
Anyone wanting info about entering a float in the parade 
or getting involved with the celebrations can contact Dawn 
at 638-7688 or Donna at 635-4351. 
• Water Lily Bay Resort 
Lakelse Lake, B.C. 
Gordon Campbell 
their hands up as a defeatcd 
people. 
"The devil's in the details 
here," Campbell added. 
"We haven't seen the 
words, but we have seen 
what we have been calling 
for, which is certainty." 
Although the opposition 
leader now shares the 
provincial position on the is- 
sue, Victoria is still far from 
agreement on the issue with 
Ottawa and the Nisga'a at 
the negotiating table. 
"There's been no agree- 
ment," said aboriginal af- 
fairs ministry spokesman 
Peter Smith. " I  emphasize 
that it's still under negotia- 
tion." 
And Campbell says his 
shift of stance on the 
certainty issue doesn't mean 
he'll instantly embraces s 
Nisga'a treaty when it's 
completed. 
There are several sections 
in it that remain of concern 
to him, including the pros- 
pect of a guaranteed fishery. 
"We believe aboriginal 
communities and govent- 
ments should be more along 
the lines of a municipal 
government," he added. 
Likewise, Campbell is not 
wavering from his in- 
sistance that a final model 
for future treaties be put to a 
provincial referendum. 
"Let 's establish the 
sovereign will of the people 
and the way to do that is 
with a referendum," he 
said. 
The B.C. PARAPLEGIC 
ASSOCIATION 
would like to thank 
ALCAN SECURITY 
KITIMAT FISHING CHARTER 
ASSOCIATION 
and the 
LADIES AT THE BEACH 
for the good time had by 
all at the annual 
FISHING CHARTER FOR 
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 
in the Douglas Channel 
on May 4, 1998 
• Quiet, comfortable, two-bedroom lakeshore cottages. 
• Fireplaces, fully-equipped kitchens. 
sBoat, canoe & paddle boat rentals R.V. storage. 
eCampsite & Marina, *Golf& Hotsprings nearby. 
eF'tshing, birding or just relaxing. 
• Daily or weekly rates. 
Phone or Fax: 250-798-2267 
Or write: Water Lily Bay Resort, Box 70, Terrace, B.C, VSG 4~,  
You BE THE JUDGE 
Thompsons Bridge Is Falling Down 
Hey, Tommy, catch anything yet? ' " "  "= '~Lm¢~,~ 
Tommy pulled his line out of the water, swung it 
A back and then switching directions threw it back in. Nah, nothing yet, But hold on to your socks. Yah BASED ON ACTUAL COURT cant be pressed for time when you fish, Yah got to CASES take it nnnnntce and eaaaaasy. 
Tommy and Amy were fishing underneath the 
bridge. 
Amy grimaced as she fished around in the jar of 
worms for one to hook onto her line. 
Yuk, Hey, by the way Tommy why. ........... 
-.- - _ - - - - _ - . - . _ - : . - .GHI  
Horror struck, they watched mesmerized as a car 
fell through the bridge and hurtled at frightening 
speed to crash into the water. 
For a second the two kids were paralyzed with 
horror. Another two feet closer and the car could 
have crashed on them. 
Then they were galvanized to action, 
Throwing away their fishing lines, they ran at 
breakneck speed to the corner grocery store, 
Call the police, call an ambulance, call the fire 
trucks, a car just fell through the bridge. 
The grocery store owner looked at them in 
disbelief. 
Are you crazy or something? Those kind of 
things happen only on TV, If you werent too young 
to drink I would say youve had too much to drink. 
Amy and Tommy were gesticulating wildly, 
Hurry, hurry, the driver is in the car, Get the 
police, get help or that man is going tc drown. 
n a few minutes the sirens were tearing the 
silence apart, 
Police cars, ambulances, fire trucks, divers, the 
whole city was sending help. 
The divers didnt waste any time. They wiggled 
into their wet suits and dove into the water. 
They surfaced with the driver of the car, 
Hes unconscious, Quick bring your stretchers, 
The ambulance drove David Cunningham to the 
hospital 
He was grossly injured and he was in shook, 
When he got out of the hospital, David collected 
from the provinces no fault insurance scheme, 
Im being paid pittance. The city was ~orribly 
negligent. They must not be allowed to get away 
with what could have been murderlllll 
David was shaking as he addressed the court, 
Your Honour, the city cant be allowed to hide 
behind the provinces insurance scheme, It was 
designed for car accidents. The city left a hole in 
the bridge big for a car to fall throughl You cant 
let them get away with thisl Make them pay me 
for the horrible Injuries their carelessness caused, 
This isnt our problem, replied the city. The pro- 
vincial insurance scheme specifically states that 
David cant collect over and above the insurance 
money he received. His accident was a tragedy, 
but the law is clear, As long as David was driving 
a car at the time of the accident, he cant ask us 
for any more money, 
Should the city pay David more money? 
Youl Be The Judge. Then look below for the 
decision: 
SPONSORED BY  
0 LAWYeaS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant L indsey 
Criminal Defence Law 
Phone 638-1764 
Holly Grueger  Marshal l  Matias 
Genera/Law Family Law 
Fax 638-7249 
fOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
I 'm sorry, David, but the statute is clear, ruled the Judge. You were driving a car at the time of the accident. 
You cant get more money than the insurance scheme allows. 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases. Today's decision is based on the facts of the case and the 
law or the province of Manitoba. If you have a similar problem, please consult Lindsey & Grueger, Claire Bemsteln is a 




IMPRO~/ING "lerrace, B.C. 
YOUR VeG 4A2 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne Evans 
CANADA'S 638-1966 
#1 KILLER 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
A HAWAIIAN WEDBING 
Usa May Dams was joined in marriage to William Marston Zickmantel on 
January 24, 1998. The wedding took place in the Seaside Chapel at the 
Grand Wailea Resort in Welles, Mad, Hawaii. 
Usa, who was ralsed in Terrace, wore a beautiful white dress that she 
dedgned herself. The wedding party consisted of Jann Marie Wilson, odgi- 
naily from Terrace, (Maid at Honour), Oatli Ann Rudiger (Bridesmaid), 
Rei0erl Dams (Groomsman on the brides side), Paul Harder (Bestman), 
John Zlckmantel (Groomsman), James Zickmantel (Groomsman) and 
Alexis Gordon (Flowerglrl). 
The ceremony was performed by the groom's first cousin from Texas, 
Thomas Perchik. 
1'he Seaside Chapel is a beautiful building set In a Poi pond, a stones 
throw from the Pacific Ocean, The chapel has wonderful stained glass 
windows and a beautiful wood Intedor. 
Fody.three guests made the Iourney to Maul to attend the ceremony and 
they all thoroughly enjoyed the mawetous reception In the Grand Dining 
Room. The bdde and groom danced to the Hawaiian Wedding song as the 
guests watered their eyes, Dancing to Calypso and Raggae music followed, 
Much to everyone's surpdse the groom, bestman and Michael (a friend 
of the groom) got up on stage and lammed with the band for a song. 
Rosalie Zickmantei, mother of the groom, and Jann Marie Wilson pre- 
sented a marvelous video they had prepared which outlined the lives of Usa 
and William through photos, music and commentary. This of course helped 
water those eyes a little bit more. 
The bride and groom, who now reside in Vancouver, stayed on to honey. 
moon In Maul 
Une ot 13 I .L. tent res  aooefl  to L gnt-mp cu  ctwuw , 
Now, your business can experience lightning-fast connections to the 
internet,, plus speed-of-light links between your own and distant local 
area networks (LANs). 
In a major new extension to our advanced network technology, we've 
extended our fibre-optics cabling to 13 more communities on the 
Island and in the Interior. It brings our high-speed ATM (asynchronous 
transfer mode) network that much closer to being an everyday part of 
your communications and commerce. 
With AIM over our fibre back-bone, you can gain a competitive advantage 
from 8C TEL's Business Internet service for web hosting, security. 
e-mail management and more; plus InterLAN Connect service to bring 
geographically distinct LANs into a single shared-information network, 
The ATM network extension- to Castlegar, Chilliwack, Courtenay, 
Cranbrook, Duncan, Grand Forks, Nelson, Oliver, Port Alberni, Trail, 
Terrace, Westwood and White Rock - is the latest in our continuing 
technology Investment throughout the province, Our high-speed 
services are now within reach of 90% of B,C. business customers. 
Proof positive that we're well grounded in B.C. 
9~TEL  Call for details: 1-800-851-O904, 
Or go on-line: www.bcteladvaneed,eom 
Advadced Communications: 
II~e lerrace btandard, Wednesaay, May zu, ~ YYU - AY 
Multiplex opinions analyzed 
Consultants now sitting down 
to figure out what we want 
OPINIONS about what to 
put in the city's proposed 
multiplex are now being 
crunched into an analysis. 
The work is being done by 
consultants with Johnston 
Sport Architecture who 
hosted an open house here 
last week. 
More than 150 people 
turned out to give their 
opinions on the project 
through a questionaire. 
"We've had a broad range 
of people come through," 
said consultant David 
Roach, "We've had young 
people, We've had not so 
young,people. We've had 
students. We've had Ter- 
race." 
Roach said his fh'm has 
also been meeting with 
groups involved in 
organized sports and ac- 
tivities. 
They'll use the informa- 
tion from both the people at 
the open house and from the 
group meetings to put to. 
gether a picture of what they 
believe Terrace wants. 
That would be presented 
at the next open house, like- 
ly sometime inJune. 
Refinements would be 
made to the plan at that 
stage, and work would be- 
gin on designing the facility 
to accomodate the selected 
batch of activities. 
A third and final open 
house would be to unveil 
the final proposal. 
J'ohnston Sport Architec- 
ture, based in Vancouver, 
are international experts in 
the field, having built every- 
thing from Olympic sport 
venues down to community 
sports complexes i~ small 
towns. 
They were chosen by city 
council to go through this 
detailed approach to 
determining what should go 
in the multiplex. 
City councillors approved 
the reconunendations last 
year of the Terrace Parks 
.and Recreation Advisory 
rather than simply a second 
sheet of ice. 
That single-focus is con- 
sidered a main reason the 
proposed second sheet of ice 
was defeated in a 
referendum in1995. 
Roach says he's seen 
situations like this before 
where there's anarrow com- 
fort zone between what a 
community wants and what 
it's willing to pay for. 
"We gauge the com- 
munity's willingness to in- 
vest in its future." 
Roach said the community 
usually is prepared to make 
that investment if it under- 
stands the benefits the pro- 
ject will convey, 
His tactics for dealing 
with the challenge is a prin- 
cipled approach to deciding 
what facilities should be 
part of a multi-purpose 
building, and how it should 
be designed. 
"Is it appropriate? Is it ad- 
justable for the future7 Is it 
accessible geographically, 
physically and economical- 
ly? Is it affordable7" 
The community will have 
the f'mal say oil whatever's 
built through another 
referendum, Roach noted. 
FEEDBACK: Jean Galli was one of more than 150 
people who filled in questionaires at the city's multi- 




• ~-~ !!!PRo~c~ body 
of s~l~O01 ' trustees' has ae- 
ceptcd,;:,!a motion by the 
C~ast i::i M~qntains' School 
District :~to: cr~ate~: drug-flee 
~'bUb'~ie~ !~ zones"" around 
'Sch~+Olboa'td Chair Roger 
Lecle~c.~ays the motion was 
l~asse~l~,!'~t 'ihe B,C School 
Truste~ Association's an- 
~.'i + : " . nual general meeting two 
week~:~go a.nd will now be 
forwarded t~. the: education 
ministry: -i, 
':Everybody backed the 
id~i, ! said Leclerc of the 
~ne?,:\:i, aconcep: to create 
z~tff :!tole,...c , drug-free 
areas a r0imd public schools. 
;~t  the:~same time, Coast 
Mountains 'trustees will be 
~t ing  judges in Kitimat, 
~'e~ai~ ahd in the Hazeltons 
a'~king'them'toimp0se max- 
in, urn" sentences O n drug- 
related crimes. 
' I.,¢clerc said the trustees 
aren'tgoing as far yet as as- 
king for, a meeting with 
judges' to press their point of 
view, 
"We'll:start with the let- 
t~s;" ~fie.satd. 
/Tlie ide~ ,of drug, free bub- 
I~le:7o~es began in Thornhill 
~l~r¢~"~.~ parents'., began 
~o~ied .",.~hat drug ~ sellers 
~(~6.!.hanglng around that 
~/un i ty ' s  schools. 
i:~:,~couver: civic: Officials 
have had success in creating 
prostitute-free zones around 
in certain sections of that 
city. 
And there are zones 
around abortion clinics pre- 
venting protests or +other 
acts designed to stop people 
from entering. 
The expectation ofa drug- 
free zone around a school is 
that criminal penalties 
would be higher than other 
places. 
r.,,,,,..,.,,.i,.+,.-°.+.,,~l 
11 = nP~iSlt COLUt, imA LUt~O ~.qsocta~on i
[ ta+.LUNO or++0o4ss4.UNO ] 
I 
FACTORY DIRECT 
Spring Clearance Sale on Now! 
Also  Ava i lab le  
SPECIALS 
8"X16" patio slab 
16"X16" patio slab 
24"X~" patio slab 
Portland Cement 
Reta in ing  Wal l  Un i ts  
..... ~N ~. ::~ 




Building or renovating this year? 
We prov ide  more  than concrete and  concrete  pumping .  We have,  
reinforcing steel, fo rming  mater ia ls ,  dra in  rock, sand,  bricks, 
blocks,  masonry  suppl ies ,  pat io  slabs, pavers ,  retain ing wal l  
b locks,  septic tanks,  curbs.  Talk to us  about  our  special  pr ices. 
~ SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Dr. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5P4 
Fax (250) 635-4171 Ph: (250) 638.8477 
Western Phone Directories Company 
brings you 
The New Terrace/Kitimat/Prince Rupert 
Phone Directory & Community 
Information Guide 
• . . L6 ,~•- ' . * :  ,~ '~,•~* '~ ' :  ~t t t  ,~p l  "~ ~Z ~¸~'~ ~'*~ 
{ +:i, + ..  
Oelivered FREE to every home, business, ~ hotel & motel 
• Complete addresses including postal codes ,~  ~ i  ~ 
• Dining Guide with menus 
• Numerical cross reference guide; look up a name by the phone number 
• Full regional street maps 
• Custom & additional white page listings at NO CHARGE//. 
• Acid your spouse's name, e-marl address, and your cellular phone number 
• Community Information~Activity, Tourism sections 
Maps, Activity Guide, Calendar of Events, Community History, Golf Course Layouts etc. 
Western 






Quite Simply, A Better Phone Book! 
1-800-228-0801 
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Adult basic education to be free 
MOPE THAN 850 Adult Basic Ed- 
ucation students attending Northwest 
Community Colleges have cause to 
celebrate. 
The provincial government an- 
nounced May 13 that tuitio6 fees for 
all Adult Basic Education courses - -  
high school completion courses - -  at 
post-secondary institutions will be 
eliminated July, 1. 
"This is a big event for us," said 
Larry Bolingbroke, coordinator of 
NWCC's Career and College Prep in 
the central region. "We've been 
pushing for this for the past 20 years. 
We're really pleased about it." 
Career and College Prep is an Adult 
Basic Education program offered at 
most NWCC campuses, including 
Terrace, Prince Rupert, Greenville, 
Kitimat, Hazelton, Smithers and 
Houston. 
The program helps students gain 
skills and credits they need to get into 
other colleges or universities or direct- 
ly into a job. 
Students in the program can take 
courses from a grade 5 level to a 
grade 12 level in a wide variety of 
areas including English, mathematics, 
biology, chemistry, physics, social 
sciences, computer studies, plus edu- 
cation and career planning. 
Courses are available either in 
scheduled classes or on an individual 
self-paced basis where st.dents can 
work through at their own speed. 
"The Northwest region, has one of 
the lowest rates of high school com- 
pletion in the province," said Beth 
Davies, Northwest Community Col- 
lege President. "The government has 
recognized that tuition fees are a 
major barrier for many adult students 
who need to complete courses that 
will prepare them for the rest of their 
lives." 
Davies said the adult education 
courses at all NWCC campuses 
brought in about $400,000. The col- 
lege will be reimbursed'for the money 
they will lose. 
This year, there are more than 850 
Adult Basic Education students at var- 
ious campuses and the average full 
time student pays $1,100 in tuition 
fees for nine months. 
i 




Including the Men's Auxiliary 
their generous delivery of 
Prawns to "Members at Large". 
fo r  
BC 
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A COURT ACTION aimed 
at halting negotiation of a 
Nisga'a treaty will • go 
ahead, say the plaintiffs.. 
Kincolith natives James 
Robinson and Frank Barton 
say they now have a court 
date in late July for their 
challenge of the Nisga'a 
Trial  Council's authority to 
negotiate a treaty. 
Robinson said a day and a 
half has been set aside in 
B.C. Supreme Court in 
Kandoops to hear argu- 
ments. 
The pair are challenging 
their own leaders because 
they say key traditional 
lands surrounding their vil- 
iage of Kincolith are being 
•. cut out of the Nisga'a treaty. 
The ease contends that the 
tribal council did not follow 
its own rules in giving 
notice of and holding a vote 
on the agreement-in- 
princil)le signed two years 
ago. 
Barton and Robinson have 
• been even more vocal about 
the case since the Dec. 11 
Delgamuukw decision of the 
Supreme Court of Canada. 
Some Nisga'a have been 
saying their leaders are ne- 
gotiating a treaty that gives 
away too much in light of 
that ruling. 
Robinson attended the 
recent Nisga'a Tribal Court- 
• cil convention and said he 
received agreat deal of sup- 
port there. 
"My stance is even 
stronger now with the belief 
that I 'm doing the right 
• thing," Robinson said. 
Robinson said it's possible 
the court challenge could 
end up delaying a treaty and 
actually giving Nisga'a 
leaders more flexibility in 
negotiating a better deal. 
Tribal council president 
Joe Gosnell told those pres- 
ent at the convention they 
will be able to vote on the 
final treaty - -  and send 
whatever message they want 
to send - -  at that ime. 
"He basicallly pleaded to 
our people 'let us finish 
what we've started and then 
you can vote on it'," 
Robinson said. "I  don't 
think they're even sure 
which way the vote is going 
to go," 
One huge problem, 
Robinson added, is the $40 
million bill the Nisga'a have 
rung up negotiating the 
treaty so far. 
Those costs - -  paid by the 
federal government - -  are 
coz~sidered a loan that has to 
be repaid. It's to be 
deducted from the approxi- 
mately $200 million set out 
in the treaty settlement. 
"There's $40 million that 
has to be paid from some- 
where," Robinson said. " I f  
there's no deal where does 
that money come from?" 
Coke or Sprite 
- -  ~meee. Assorted PlUSFIRST 12 xdeposit 355 IXvarieties PACKS mLor " 
Campbell's 
 oups 
• Chicken Noodle, 
Vegetable 
orMushroom 





• Assorted varieties 
e 250 mL 
Pillsbury Toaster 
Strudel 
: Apple or $1rawberry 
Carton of 24 





Boneless "Hew Yo# l Strip Loin Steaks lKell°gg's  P°p'Tartsl., 
' 







• Single sizes 
• • ......... ~ • Assorled vari¢ies 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Out & About 
Law firm grows 
A TERRACE LAW finn is ex- 
panding and changing its name. 
Warner Bandstra is becoming 
Warner Bandstra Brown with the 
addition of local lawyer Don Brown 
as a partner on June 1. 
Brown is ending 22 years with the 
firm Crampton, Brown and Arndt 
after the departure to Duncan of that 
firm's other partner, Jeff Arndt, ear- 
lier this year. Gordon Crampt0n said 
he's going to continue for now as a 
solo legal practitioner. 
Joint Bandstra, of Warner Band- 
stra Brown, said the firm now grows 
to six lawyers with the addition o f  
Brown and articling student Scott 
Mulder, who has decided ta stay 
here as a staff lawyer after being 
called to the bar. 
"We'll actually be the largest firm 
this side of Prince George in terms 
of numbers," Bandstra said. 
Building slow 
THE CITY of Terrace recorded 
$833,000 worth of new building 
permits in April, including four 
single family homes and a scattering 
of renovations and additions. 
Construction started so far this 
year now totals $1.96 million. 
That's a sluggish start for Terrace, 
well behind the $9 million recorded 
to the same points in 1996 and 1997. 
Seeking youth 
THE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
Bank of Canada is hunting for 
young entrepreneurs aged 29 or un- 
der for an award program. 
One young person from each pro- 
vince and territory is to be given an 
award based on success, innovation 
and other criteria. Winners are 
matched with a business leader for a 
year's worth of advice and help. 
Get application forms at the local 
bank office or call 1-888-463-6232. 
i 
HONOUR 
Treaties open THE BEST IN 
in,,estment aoors BUSINESS 
Economist backs 
claim negotiations 
RESOLVING NATIVE land claims 
will lift a weight of uncertainty from 
B.C. and unleash a flow of investment 
and development, says noted 
economist Roslyn Kunin. 
Kunin spoke to a meeting of the 
Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce last Tuesday. 
Here to promote a book edited by 
herself and published by the Laurier 
Institution, Kunin said her economic 
assessment of treaties is that they will 
result in a net benefit o society, rather 
than a net cost. 
"There is a big pile of money wait- 
ing at the borders of B.C. that is not 
coming in because investors are 
hesitant o invest in B.C. because of 
the uncertainty of native land 
clainrs," she said. 
Remove that uncertainty, and the 
cash will come, she added. 
Kunin clainred an estimated $100 
million per year in new investment 
could come into B.C. if the issue was 
settled. 
And she said that could add up to 
the equivalent of $5.9 billion in new 
investment to the province over the 
lifetime of a young person. 
At a time when transfer payments 
from Ottawa have been declining and 
the province could really use a break, 
she said native land claim settlements 
whose cash components come ex- 
clusively from the federal government 
- -  are a way of directing large 
amounts of money here from the east. 
More court battles are not the ans- 
wer to resolving land claims, Kunin 
said. "They keep us fighting 
forever." 
And likewise, she said, referendums 
on the issue are not a good idea, call- 
ing them "the ultimate win-lose situa- 
tion." 
ECONOMIST  Ros lyn Kunin,  of 
the Laurier Institution, spoke  to 
Chamber  members  last  week,  
"We have had referendums where 
49.5 per cent of the population said 
one thing and 50.5 per cent of the 
population said another thing," she 
noted. 
" I f  we are all going to live together 
we don't want to do it as winners and 
losers," Kunin added. "We've been 
doing that for 120 years and that's not 
the way to do that." 
Nisga'a speaker Rod Robinson 
echoed Kunin's thoughts, adding na- 
tive people spend more than $11 mil- 
lion a year in Terrace. 
"This is where we buy everything," 
he said, adding that trend will only in- 
crease after a treaty. 
Support for treaties only make 
sense, he added, when the benefits are 
stacked against what he called the fol- 
ly of federal policy of spending 
"millions of taxpayers' dollars to 
keep us beggars in our ewn land." 
Robinson said non-natives will criti- 
cize the treaty and even fellow natives 
will say the Nisga'a settled for too 
little. 
"They have taken their eye off the 
financial bottom line," he said. 
Located at Masset, in B.Cds beautiful 
Queen Charlotte Islands 
3&4 bedroom houses 
Wor ld- famous sa lmon 
f ishing 
Pristine beaches, golf, 
kayaking, . ~" 
sail ing and ~ ~ .~:,"~ 
more i l~L i ~  
CALL  FOR FREE ¢OLOUR BROCHURE i~ . '~ 
1-888-300-5557 




will be at the 
Terrace Public Library 
Tuesday, May 26 
at 7:30 pm 
Art Lingren will be presenting a 
slide show featuring excerpts from 
his new book "Irresistible Waters". 
Art will also be available after- 
wards for book signing. 
Pre,, 




will be at 
Ground Works 
Thursday, May 28 
at 7:30 pm 
Rose Hertel Falkenhagen will be 
reading from her book ~Fflder. 
ness Beginnings" Rose will also 
be available afterwards for book 
sigsings. 
For more information call Misty River Books at 635-4428 
I&-Z-BOY GALLERY 
NOW OPEN! 
Have you  seen  LA-Z-BOY la te ly?  They ' re  not  your  Dad 's  o ld  _ 
cha i r  anymore .  A complete  l ine  o f  S ta t ionary  So fas  & Love  Seats  - Mot ion  Sets ,  
Rec l iners  - C lass ic  Cha i rs  - Occas iona l  Cha i rs  
Come see  a l l  the  wonder fu l  ways  we have  to  make  you  comfor tab le .  
Help the Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce recognize 
excellence in the business community - -  fall in these ballots and 
return them to the address indicated at the bottom. 
Im m mm Im mm mm mm mm mm mmml mm In  I mm mm I ml  Imm | i i i i I i i i I i 
I I 
i Criteria for | 
, Business Executive of the Year , 
m i 
m (Sponsored by ScotiaBank) I 
m 2. The business executive must have owned or managed a business In the I 
I Terrace area for at least three yearn, m 
m 2. The buelness must be successful (profitable). t 
I I 
m 3. It should be clear that innovative and imaginative management has been I 
responsible for the success of the business, 
m I 
I 4. The business executive should have demonstrated acommunity minded I 
m approach and have supported local events/groups/sports teams or have some I 
m Involvement with local servlceclubs or business associations, I 
m 5. There should be some ~vldence of strengths In financial planning, marketing, m 
m production and human resource planning, m 
m 6. The business should portray a good corporate image and relate well with I 
m business peers, I 
I 7. Future prospects for the business should be promising, m 
I 8. The business should have created or'Improved Its market share by taking m 
I advantage of counseling, training, Information, and community (professional) I 
m and government sources, m 
I NAME: I 
I I 
I BUSINESS:. m 




PLEASE RETURN BALLOTS BY MAY 31,1998 TO: I 
I TERRACE & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 4511 ~ AVE., TERRACE B.C. V86 IKI 










l Doug Smith 
| Customer  Service 
l Award 
m (Sponsored by Terrace & District 
m Chamber of Commerce) 
m Have you ever been "wowed" by a Iocol m 
m i~slnass or company? m 
m Has a business or company gone thst m 
I extra mile for you? I m 1. 
m 1, Consistency. Is the service good all year m m 
' roui~d~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
m 2, service- do the employees go the extia I I 
mile? Are they helpful? Do they give a I I 2. 
referral to another business If they don't I I 
have the product or service? 
I I 
3, Warranty - do they stand by their I m 
product? 
m m NAME:, 
I I BUSINESS: 





PI.EASE RETURN BALLOTS BY MAY 31, 1998 TO: 
I TERIIA~ &DISnlICT QIAMBER OF COMMER~ m 
4511KF J rn  A~L, T I~CE B .C  Y86 I l l  II 
m mm im la  lu l  a l l  m am l ib  m ml  =m U l  Im 
I 
| | Contr ibutor to I 
, | the Arts  I I i 
(Sponsored by Skeena I 
m I Broadcasters) 
m I I 
The strength of a well-rounded arts m 
I comm.nlty contributes to the quality of 
I life In Terrace & Dtatdct. Nomlnass will I 
be people who meet the following m 
m cdteda: 
Three years or more involvement In a 
specific discipline or  variety of.  t 
disciplines in the field of the arts In I 
Terrace and area. 
Has demonstrated by their contribution I
of tlrne, talent and/or resources, a I 
strong desire for a sustainable arts I 





FLEASB I tL~ BALLOTS BY MAY 3 !, 1998 TO: m 
ii TERRACn & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 
II 4511 KEITIIAVE.,TERRACE B.C VBG IKI m 
m . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m 
n mm im n lm im I I  mm mm mm mm mm Im 
m 
n =Rookie of  the Year" 
I (Sponsored by Westel Telecommunications Ltd.) 
I 
I 
I 1. Operating success, 
I 2. Innovation. 
I 3. community Involvement. 
I 4. Must be new within the past three years. 
I 
I 












The Judges will also take Into cmmlderatlon euch factors a8 the entrepreneur's ago when the 
b~lnese was started and any unique problems that had to be overcome, 
NAME: 





m P ~  P, ETURN ~ BY ~ 31 ,1~8 TO: 
~ & D ~  CUAMB~ OF ~MME~ 4511 Eml  AR., R ~  H.C V~ I KI | 
m 
i S tudent  o f  the Year 
I (Sponsored by A&W Restaurants) 
I 
This award will be presented to a 
I student who has demonstrated 
I excellence In five major areas. The 
award will be presented to the nominee 
I who beet satisfies the odteda. 
I 1, Academic achievement, 
I 2, 0utstandlng achievement In athletic or 
I cultural activities, 
I 3. Contribution to school, affairs and 
extracurricular ctivities, 
I 
4, Partlolpatlon I  community acUvitles. 
I 








I FLEASE R.ICi~P,N BA11Ol~ BY MAY 31, 1998 TO: 
I TERRACE &BISTRICff QIAMBE,q OF ~OMMERC~, 
' = Company of  the  Year = 
I I (Sponsored byBusiness I 
! I Development Bank of Canada) I 
I I Nominees must have demonstrated I 
I I excellence In one or all of the following I 
I I areas: I 
I I Sales I 
Gro~h I 
I I Product Development 
I I Profitability I 
I I Job creation I 
I I Environmental Enhancement I 
I I Labour/Management Relations I 
I I quality of Product or Service I 
Nominees must have a permanent physical 
I I presence In Terrace and area, I 
I I I 
I I NAME: I 
I I BUSINESS:. I 
I I BECAUSE:. I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I~B REI l I I IN BA I . I~  BY M/~ 31 ,1998 TO: 
I I re~ce a nLmucr ol~mR oF c0~ueece, I 
I I 4511 I ( I~T I IAVB. , l lB I~GB B.C V86 IK I  I 
4511 I~rrll AVE, TEInqAcE B.C V86 IKI 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I . . . . . . . . . .  . .  I 
  ijk Totem's  Count_rywide I Furn i tu re  & App l iance  I 
4501 Lake lso  Ave.Terrace ~ ~ ~ i 
! " r ~  638-1158 ~t~l  .J ~ 7 ~  m 
1-B00-813-1158 ~g~l  I '~  ~ m  
Terrace & District 
Chamber of  Commerce  
4511 KEITH AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K1 
l l "~ 
to dismiss the ease, 
Williams said, their lawyers 
will seek a three-day hear- 
ing by the court to hear their 
challenge in the coming 
weeks ~ before the Nisga'a 
treaty is initialled. 
"We're hoping that with 
indications that Nisga'a is 
coming down within two 
weeks, we can flush that out 
in court and indicate to the 
court that it's not premature 
and that the documents that 
we have relied on is certain- 
ly ]tot privileged informa- 
tion and that we would be' 
able to continue with our ac- 
tion," Williams said, 
The Gitanyow want a 
court declaration that any 
treaty with the Nisga'a will 
not affect Gitanyow rights 
over their traditional terri- 
tory. 
"We're not here to pre-: 
vent the Nisga'a from 
achieving a final agreement 
in their territory," Williams 
added. "We just want to 
protect our territory and the 
r, 
Family 
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ask court to[ h el p ,.RV 
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income 
drops 
AVERAGE FAMILY in- 
come dropped in Terrace 
and area between 1990 and 
1995, indicates the latest in- 
formation from Statistics 
Canada. 
While the dollar value at 
$58,597 was higher in 1995 
compared to $55,402 in 
1990, the reality is a drop 
when inflation is factored 
in. 
Much the same was 
reported across B.C. and 
Canada by Statistics Cana- 
da. 
Average income for males 
for the same period in 1995 
was $34,960 compared to 
$35,287 in 1990. 
For females, the 1995 
average income was 
$20,212 while in 1990 it 
was $17,253. 
That reduction in male in- 
come and rise in female in- 
come was the case across 
B.C. 
"While the average in- 
come of men aged 15 and 
over fell by 7.6 per cent to 
$32,457 between 1990 and 
1995," says Statistics Cana- 
da, 'the average income 
among women aged 15-plus 
increased by 1 per cent to 
$20,028." 
But there were increases 
in men earning $50,000 or 
more. In 1990 21 per cent of' 
all male wage earnings 
made more than that com- 
pared to 26 per cent in 1995. 
The percentage of women 
earning $50,000 or more in- 
creased from 3.4 per cent 
or 120 women ~ in 1990 to 
5.1 per cent ~ or 215 
women - -  in 1995. 
As a sign of perhaps a 
growing population of 
seniors on government pen- 
sion plans, government 
transfer payments made up 
11.4 per cent of total income 
in 1995. 
That's substantially more 
than the 8.2 per cent in 
1990. 
Despite the drop in aver- 
age family income, the per- 
centage of families fitting 
the low income category 
dropped from 13.1 per cent 
in 1990 to 11.1 per cent in 
1995. 
The female lone-parent 
family average income in 
1995 was $29,246 while it 
was $50,312 when a male 
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agreement in principle with 
the province and federal 
governments. 
But they say their treaty 
won't be worth much if sig- 
nificant land and resources 
are already given to the 
Nisga'a. 
"It 's In'st-come, fkst- 
served approach and it calls 
into question the whole 
treaty-making process in 
B,C.," Williams said. 
He said the Gitanyow are 
having less success at find- 
ing out what is being negoti- 
tared at the Nisga'a treaty 
table than third parties like 
forestry and mining com- 
panies. 
"Here we are ~ the ones 
being most impacted - -  and 
we've never had the 
courtesy of goverment dis- 
el.sing to us what might im- 
pact us." 
Williams said that rather 
than go to court, the 
Gitanyow would have 
preferred to negotiate their 
agreement-in.principle in 
conjunction with Nisga'a 
talks so as to resolve any 
conflicts. 
But he said his requests 
have fallen on deaf ears. 
Williams said he's also re- 
quested mediation to resolve 
the overlap between the 
Nisga'a and Gitanyow. 
"The reds are interested, 
the Gitanyow are interested, 
but we've heard complete 
silence from the province 
and we don't know where 
court action on the Gitxsan 
land claim that ended in the 
landmark Delgamuukw 
ruling. 
1666 Jasper Ave. Hwy 97 S, Quesnel 
1704 S. Broadway, Williams Lake 
D.L #6146A 747"4451 
D.L. #6146 392-4451 
24 month SMAII:rLEasR ~ or 
"Try as we could, none of our group was able to flood the engine or belt driven auto clutch 
with water! --Dirt Wheels Magazine 
"The Kawasaki's suspension iscapable of handling much more aggressive riding, while 
remainingplush." --4.Wheel ATV Action Magazine 
"We were able to tow a huge grass cutter with ease and ~ I~mta ;m~. -~ l~|  
a 15-foot waeon ~ave the KVF 4x4 no vroblems" I i n '~, . Ig i l l i~ l  
" " " " Let the good times roll 
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Your participating Kawasaki 
ATV Dealer will hook you up 
with a Superwinch and 
499.1 Keith Ave., Terrace 
Phone: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 
Offer expires June 30,1998. 
See participating dealer for details. 
N 
SMAR'rLIL.~SE 
This extra-capacity truck is loaded with features including lowest lease rate of the year• It comes 
with 4300 SF1200 hp Vortec engine, dual airbags with passenger side suppression switch, 4-wheel 
ABS, air conditioning, stereo cassette, body-side mouldings, chrome grille, aluminum wheels. 
L,O .7OO EXTENDED CAB 
Pttrdhase ~
The redesigned Jimmy SLT is now high on comforts and low on financing. It's loaded 
with a 190 hp Vortec engine, dual airbags, 4-wheel ABS, InstaTrad" shift-on-the-fly 
4WD, air conditioning, leather interior, cd, remote keyhss entry, power locks/ 
windows/mirrors, and moral 19 
48 month '98 GMC J IMMY SLT , purdlasefinandng' 
24 month lease or 35 month purcltase financing on I SDO Series 
C/K Pick.ups/' Other great rates and terms a',,ailahle. 
% SMARTLEASE 148 ~i /24 months t/$3,176 dawnpaYmcm 
iii~~ No secur i ty  depos i t  
$19.988 ,,r ,,oo, m 
' 98  GMC S IERRA REGULAR CAB 
This full-size truck even comes equipped with our lowest lease rate , ' the  ),earl Other features include: a 200 hp 
Vortec engine, dual airbags with passenger side suppression switch, 4-wheel ABS, 2018lb. payload capacity, 5000lb. 
towing capacity, stereo cassette, chrome grille and wheels, and PASSLock TM theft deterrent system. 
SM^Rr LIg, SI! SMMtTLKhsE 
There's plenty of room for tire family even though we've packed this Safari with the best price of 
the year and the lowest lease rate. It's,also l aded with: 4.3 litre 190 hp engine, 4-speed automatic 
transmission with overdrive, dual airbags, 4-wheel ABS, air eonditloning, stereo cassette, chrome 
enP 
engine, q-speed automatic ransmission, 4.wheel ADb, air co,din,,rag 
with pollen filter, stereo cassette, deep tint glass, two-tone paint. 
48 mont l'l 
purchase financing" 
'98 GMC SAFARI TRANS SPORT 
Purcllase* 
McEWAN PONTIAC-BUICK-G] [C 635-4941 
Limited Time Offers. 
Hurry In. 
You thouU know ~a: ' B4, ed m | 24 mo~ k4 so d S k~m Flag uisr Ctd~eror ~ erred Cab, 36 month lee ss of Jthvny! ~tfa 6/Tra ns ~orL A dovmpeyment 
or Irado ~ $3,11et2,94 ~/3,97$/3,4~,250 is f~ed.  ToN 0b~lion is ~,726ff,4K'VI 7.583/12,410/12,! re.Am,to hlomt~,, r~N is 20.000 I~, so.|2 per 
excess ki~omel,o. &Other leas, ~ on o~ed ,MAC credit ~ly. 0ownl~tmt, tmae aM/or teua~ depot! may be rtquked. I~r#hly ¢tyment and 
coid of tx~owbg v~ vary de~nd~g on ~ml fdhn lde .  ¢wmple: $10,000 Id 1.9%/~°R, Ihe nl~lt~ pay~lenl is S2t 6.$1 tor 4R monlh,. Cotlof boffovdr, g 
is ~2.48. TOf¢I cbligal~On is$10,3g~.46. AI o~lrts ,p#y Io 1FM fww or demomtnd~ mode h equt;~ aS Ue, crbed, and |pp/y 10 q.ua~ed total oust,men; 
k~ 90 Onig Llmlt~ time ~or, which mary not be con~kwd with o(l~ir ~¢~s, ~e4 ~ d~ist ~ ~ o  ~ d~ilis ~ . ~ . ~  is a ~ ~ of 
O~f | l  k/k~orl C~p~ll0~. ~e~i rod  Ttld~ Ixlltlk ol Oo~r,I ~ Cofporldo~. m ~ kOf~lKI USe, o( Mark ~l:xckldel othM Old Prods,. 
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COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 0 M MUNITY 
l l l [ , . ' l l l l f : l l  I: [o lUIel '  I 
KATHY FLORITTO 
Seinfeld was never 
funny 
I WATCHED the end last night. It 
wasn't funny. 
Of course, I 've *never* thought it 
was funny. 
What.'/Oh - -  what was it about? 
Nothing. 
Waddya mean it couldn't have been about 
nothing?l 
It's *always* about nothing. 
That's the point. There is no point. It's point- 
less. 
How long did it take to die? 
Oh, a couple of hoers. 
Yeah, yeah- - I  watched the whole two hours. 




Waddya mean, *something* must'vc hap- 
pcned?! 
I'm telling ya, nothing happened. Just yada 
yada yada. Two hours of yada yada yada. 
Ok, Ok ... for the first hour and a half, they 
showed clips from past shows. Then they threw 
in a little situation stuff, just so they could wind 
the thing down. 
And. then it was over. Pointless. Nothing. 
Waddya mean, the clips must're been fum|y?l 
They weren't funny. 
Why'd they show the clips then, if they 
weren't funny? :!! ::"" 
Right - - l i ke  they're gonna share that With 
me. How should I know?! I 'm just telling ya 
what happened,that's all. Nothing. Nothing hap- 
pened. 
What *about* the situation stuff?! Something 
must're happened? 
Ok, Ok - -  they got this contract o do 13 
weeks of a show about nothing, so two of them 
were moving away. Before the big move, the 
network boss gave them a private jet to'go any- 
where they wanted. 
One wanted to go to Japan - -  something 
about fulfilling his Geisha fantasy. The girl 
groaned. She wanted to go to Russia. The rest 
of them groaned. 
Get this - -  they didn't want to go to Russia 
because "nothing" happens in Russia. I think it 
would've suited them. 
Anyway, they decided on Paris. Before they 
left, the postie begged to go with them. When 
he was turned down, he swore vengeance. It
was nothing. 
So they headed for Paris. But, during the 
flight, the Iconic one started hopping up and 
down trying to get water out of his ear. He fell 
and slid into the cockpit. 
I guess he hit something, 'cause the plane 
went into a nosedive. I thought hat was the end, 
but it wasn't. 
The plane landed outside a town in Massachu- 
setts. They went for lunch. While they were 
standing on the sidewalk, a huge guy in a little 
car was carjacked. The looney took pictures 
with his videocamera. The rest watched. I don't 
know if they ate lunch. It wasn't funny. 
The local sheriff came along and arrested 
them for not helping the huge guy. Something 
about a new "Good Samaritan law. 
So they sat in jail waiting for the trial. Yeah,. 
yeah - - they  got a lawyer. But they still sat in 
jail. Some lawyer. Wasn't funny. 
Anyway, the courtroom was packed with 
characters from old shows - -  all waiting to get 
even. Seems nobody liked this bunch. 
It kinda reminded me o~f old Elvis Presley 
movies - -  lousy story lines built around show- 
casing Presley's songs. This was built around 
cameo appearances of characters from old 
shows. No music, but the same thing..sort of. 
What happened'/Not much. They got a year in 
jail. 
Waddya mean "that's *it*Tt" Yeah, that's it. 
The last scene showed the stand-up comedian 
doing a routine In front of a room full of 
prisoners. They didn t think he was funny. 
And then it was over. I told you it was point- 
less. 
Waddya mean, "that's funny!"? That's not 
funny. 
It wasn't even a good story. Nothing. Point- 
less. 
What? That's the whole polnt?l I t 's supposed 
to be pointless? Nine years of pointlessness 
wrapped up by two hours of more pointless- 
ness?l 
That's not funny. What? You think they'll be 
back in a yearTl What's the point7 
That's not funny.,. 
HE LOVES CARS AND HOTDOGS: 
dog cart is made from a 1957 Chevy. He hopes to have four other, on a 1959 Pink Cadillac, his aIMme favourite. 
Marcel dreams in chrome 
Meet the cart 
man who turns 
clunkers into art 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
MARCEL  KR ISTOFF 'S  hot 
dog stand is the dr iv ing force 
behind his business.  
Literally. 
This weenie man's  cart is like 
no other. It 's red, it's got 
chrome and it shines. In fact, 
it's made cut of an old '57 
Chevy. 
But the car wasn't a dream ma- 
chine when he found it. 
"It was nothing," Kristoff said. 
"It was a heap. It had rust, no 
floor. ' ' 
And he has the pictures to prove 
it. His customers are always 
shocked, he says, when he shows 
then| what the car originally looked 
like. 
"People always ask me how I 
could tanl such a beautiful car into 
a hotdog stand," he said. "So I 
keep the photos close by to show 
them what it really looked like." 
Today, the car's function goes far 
beyond what its creators could have 
ever imagined. 
It contains a propane fridge and 
barbecue, and it can spit out 48 hot- 
dogs at one time. 
The car's tail lights still work and 
when Kristoff flips them up, he can 
fill up the gas tank with water. 
Marcel Kristoff's classic hot- car-carts barbecuing hotdogs this summer• Presently, he's working 
NICE COUCH: That's Nathan McGovern lounging on Krystoff's 
couch made from a 1957 Plymouth Plaza. The couch's tail lights 
still work, lighting up the room. 
.+ 
"I saw a picture of a couch made 
out of a car in a magazine when I 
was really young," he said. "I 
kept the picture, so eventually I 
could build one myself." 
Inside his Terrace home, he has 
two car-couches and a nifty car-toy 
box for his daughter. 
One couch is made from a 1957 
Plymouth Plaza and the other from 
a '67 Chevy Impala. 
These couches are as beautiful as 
his cart. They are both profes- 
sionally painted and upholstered, 
All the handles are origonals and 
the license plate also lights up. 
The Chevy cart took him and a 
friend two months to build and cost 
him more than $8,000 in parts and 
material, bat Kristoff said he'd 
never sell it for less than $15,000. 
" It  had to pass the health in- 
specters like any other restaurant," 
he said. " I  had to show them the 
rplans." 
Kristoff's old car fetish doesn't 
stop there. He has six other old 
cars made into things. 
leaving an impeccable end result• 
The tail lights on both cars still 
work as if to let everyone in the 
room know the cars are very much 
alive. 
The only downside to the two 
couches is having to move them. 
Each couch weighs about 300 
pounds, so it was difficult to move 
them when Kristoff and his family 
moved here from Prince Rupert 
three weeks ago. 
"It took five of us to get them up- 
stairs," he said. "But we didn't 
scratch either of them, so I'm" 
happy." 
Kristoff also made a toy box for 
his daughter's birthday out of a '74 
Volkswagon Beetle. The" box 
• opens by lifting up the car's trunk 
• door. 
Next on his agenda are bunkbeds 
made from a Double Decker bus. 
" I  can just spot a car and instant-. 
ly know what it can be turned 
, into," he said, laughing. " I t ' s  a 
gift. A stupid giftF' 
Also on his agenda is another 
cart. This one will be his favorite, 
he says. 
lie and his friend, Nathan 
McGovem, are working on a 1959 
Pink Cadillac. 
When he found out the Cady was 
in Nanaimo, he rushed down to get 
it. 
"Since I could spell car, that's 
the one I wanted," he said, smiling. 
"The cadfllaeof hotdogs." 
Principal Jim Steele 
takes his retirement 
, I  I , I~ 
THE "SKIPPING" princi- 
pal is planning on hopping 
into retirement this year. 
Jim Steele, principal of 
Thomhill Primary School 
for 15 years, has decided to 
spend the rest of his life. 
fishing and doting on his 
granddaughter. 
He's called the "skip- 
ping" principal because he 
runs a skipping club, a tradi- 
tion at his school. 
"He teaches girls and'  
boys skipping techniques," 
said Barbara Howe, who 
teaches kindergarten at the YOU'D MOST likely find Thornhill Primary School  
school. "He certainly just principal Jim Steele on the floor with his students as 
loves children. He gets 
fight in there and plays with 
then l•  ' ' 
Steele came to Terrace 
from Vancouver in 1966 to 
work as a relief teacher for 
Rick Shaw at Riverside 
School, which is now the 
curling rink. 
He also worked relief for 
Eiatne Oregg. 
Housing was provided for 
him and wife Vivlan Steele 
in a teacherage on the 
grounds of Uplands school. 
The next year, when 
Riverside was shut doyen, 
Steele worked as a full time 
teacher at ET Kenny, 
you'd find him doing paperwork in his office. He's 
retiring after 30 years in the education business. 
ISle" +ilacn m-0ved onto Viv said they'll spend 
Uplands School, where hc most of their time on AI- 
became vice principal until bertlna, Stcelc's 35-foot 
hewas offered a job as priv- trawler that he moors in 
cipal at Parkslde Primary Kitimat. 
school. Boating, fishing and Laura 
After he stint at Parkside, (his granddaughter) are his 
Steele went to Thornhiil Pfi- biggest pleasures. 
mary School where he's "But," said Viv, "he'll 
remained for 15years. miss thc kids. Hc's dedi- 
"He's  always wanted to, eated to thosc kxds. 
retire early and enjoy life," Thoruhill Primary School 
said his wife, Viv. "He's will be holding an open.. 
not leaving because he's not  house retirement party for 
~happy. He's leaving on an Steele June 12 at 3:30 p.m. 
up-note,,' in the school gym, 
dl 
[] Daisy duo 
LOCALS GOT their chance to learn how to make 
daisy chain necklaces thanks to a workshop at the 
library featuring Diana Wong Adams, She's shown 
here working with Chepitemo Fernandez, 
i 
t ~ I 
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,, T .ER:RAC E STANDARD [,Georges Pub, I CITY SCENE lc|LiconsedF°rGo°d"mesl; [May22&23 
I/ The Accelerat°rs ,J l 
. iC'ass" ,I co..,,y .oc, At Best, JI 
M U SIC E T C E T E R A Friday, May22 at 6 pm 1: 
The first and perhaps last event of its kind I I 
,DANCE REVUE '98 presented by a Bouts  o f  / I  
, Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday , the Parviainen Dancers takes place on Bareknuckle  I 
night at GEORGE'S  PUB, every Fri- Friday, May 22 at the R.E.M. Lee 
day at the THE THORNHILL  PUB,  Theatre. Tickets are available at F low- 
and every Sunday and  Monday night at [ ers a la Carte. Adults $8, children under .  
1 HANKY'S. ,~ 12 and seniors $6. Proceeds to the - M.~u26 . . . . .  "} :=  R.E.M. Lee Theatre Alive S o c i e t y . . . . . . . . y  vv  
• GIGI'S PUB features live music Rustler / I  
May 18-23 from Sanctuary. In Beas- 
ley's Mix, (formerly Augie's Lounge) " I 
is DJ Neff. N IG H TS 
• ORCHESTRATHE ERRACEinvites SYMPHONYyou to their M USE U M ALIVE , / We're giving away a l~ip for tvm to see /1111 
Spring concert June 12 at 8 p.m. featur- • KITIMAT CENTENNIA MUSE- • Friday nights are for youth from 8- ::I Shania Twain 
. I Come on in and check out how you / !  ins a selection of pieces including UM presents Kitimat Child Art '98 un- midnight at the Carpenters Hall. .t, couldbe the luc  one, J::i 
waltzes by Straus. Special guest Pare til May 23. Weaving, papisT touche, 
....... :: iii :i I Kerr will sing two selections from Egyptians, dragons, ands rather large Make the 'Scene] Call 638-7283 or fax' i:ii6i~,-~M *t~'t)~ i 
Carmen. Tickets are $8 at the door. rhinoceros are featured in this exhibit, to 638-8432 to add your event o the ~ , ~  ~ g, lb! : 30116 H ighway 16; 
If you miss the concert, you can see showcasing the art of local elementary Standard's free entertainment lis ings. ! 
them in the bandshell in Lower Little schoolchildren. Museum is Ol:W, nMon- ThedeadlineisSp.m. Thursday forths ~~. .~ ii:Te race '  B~C'; ;;~ 
Park at noon. Fri 10-5 p.m. and Sat 12-5 p.m. following week'spaper. ~ i 
I I III II1' I I  I 
FREE INTERNET lessons at the 
Terrace Public Ubrary during the 
evenings and on weekends. Call 
the library to book your one hour 
lesson. For more information call 
638-8177. 
hotdog and hamburger sale May 30 
from 8-12 a.m. in St. Matthew's 
Centre, 4506 Lakelse Ave. Dona- 
tions can be dropped off from May 
26-29 or call Linda at 635-4754 for 
more information. 
Wednesday, May 20 
BC FESTIVAL OF THE AR'rS, 
also known as '98 Writing Competi- 
tion, takes place in Pdnce George 
May 19-24, with the literary com- 
ponent being held at UNBC. 
Sunday, June 7 
LAKELSE COMMUNITY Associa- 
tion is having its next meeting June 
7 at 2 p.m. The topics are sewer 
and septics with representatives 
from the Ministry of Health and the 
Regional Diskict. 
PICNIC IN THE PARK celebrating . . . . . . . .  
Child ~re  Month takes place Wed- .= :~ ~unday~ June 14 . 
nesd,@y; May 20th from 9:30 a.rn. to ROSSWOOD FARMERS' Market 
12:3~'-~m. at Elks Park on Agar ..... star~:on dune 14th and runs every 
Ave. second Sunday after that from 
noon to 4 p.m. It's hosted by the 
Thursday, May 21 Rosswood Community Association 
PRE-SCHOOL IMMUNIZATION 
clinics for children eligible to start 
Kindergarten in September take 
place May 2fat  the Skeena Health 
Unit. Call 638-2200 for an appoint- 
ment. 
Friday, May 22 
TERRACE WOMEN'S Centre 
presents Full Circle, the third film in 
the Women and Spirituality Sefles 
from the NFB. Film starts at 7:30 at 
the centre. 
Tuesday r May 26 
DIABETES EDUCATION Clinics 
take place May 26 and May 27 at 
the education room in Mills 
Memorial Hospital. For info call 
Penny at 635-2211. 
MISTY RIVER BOOKS presents 
Art Linden, author of 'Iressistible 
Waters'. Linden will be presenting 
a slide show featuring excerpts 
from his book at the Terrace public 
Ubrary May 26 at 7:30 p.m. 
TERRACE WOMEN'S Centre 
presents a women and health work- 
shop on healthy lifestyles on May 
Wednesday~ May 27 
RCMP COMMUNITY Consultative 
Committee meets Wednesday, May 
27 at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
RCMP detachment. 
t~0 ' -e  f0r 
$189" 
Pet  mon~n 
~6 tl~onf h, 
NORTH WEST COMMUMITY 
Health Services Society Board will 
be holding its annual general meet. 
ing on June 27 from 10-3 p.m. at 
3412 Kalum Skeet. (Health unit 
auditorium) For information contact 
Shirley Tank at 635-2224. 
Thursday, May 28 
MISTY RIVER BOOKS presents 
Rose Hertel Falkenhagen, author of 
'Wilderness Beginnings,' She will 
be reading from her book at 
Ground Works on Thursday at 7':30 
a 
p.m., and will be available for book 
signing as well. 
Friday, May 29 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
Iary will be having their Annual Tag 
Days on May 29 and May 30. All 
proceeds will go to the Endoscopy 
machine. 
Saturday, May 30 
ST. MATrHEW'S Anglican Church 
on the Rosswood Community 
Grounds, 30 minutes north of Ter- 
race on the Nisga'a Highway. 
Tuesday, Sept. 01 
POETRY DEADUNE - -  All young 
poets must submit their poems for 
the library's poetry contest by 
today. Contest open to those aged 
12-18. Cash prizes. For more info 




TI lE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
from 7-10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of- 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
MONDAYS 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR meets 
Monday evenings until further notice 
from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr. 
High band room. Everyone welcome to 
join amateur singing group. For more 
info call 635-1951. 
TERRACE YOUTH ACTION 
Society meets the second Monday of 
each month at the Skeena health unit at 
7:3"0 p.m. If you're interested in sup- 
porting youth projects and the 
skateboard park, please attend. For 
more information call Maureen at 638- 
0263. 
SKEENA SQUARES - -  Join them 
for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. 
starting September 8 at the Carpenter's 
Hall 3312 Sparks St. Beginners wel- 
come. For tnfo call Jim at 635-6724. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at I p,m, 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
will be having a garage sale and ~. Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
]]  ] I ] ] I 
at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more 
info call 1-888-706-1780. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the fhst and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thonthill Jr. 
Secondary in the l~rary. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2rid and 4th Monday o f  
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
"Hall, Ca11"635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free. confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
ARE, YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the education room at 7:30 
p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
, .. TUESDAYS 
PLANNED P - - - ~ O O D  Clinic 
is open e;cer~: Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. For more info or 
to volunteer call 638-202Z 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8-. 
1863. 
Tie "Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations, i 
This colurah~is intended for,non-' 
, profit, organi~tlons and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. 1terns will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions shouM be typed or 
printed neatly. 
Get into Nazda's biggest event of the year... 
1998 Mazda MPV RII Sport 
• RII Sport appearance package 
• B passenger seating available 
• Power windows and door locks 
with keyless remote entry 
• RH/FM stereo with CD player 
• Dual air conditioning (front t, rear) 
• Foglights are a dealer installed 
option accessory 
$3,500 down (includes Freight and PDE) 
36 m6nths 
PLERSE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT www. mozdo,ca 
1998 Mazda 2SOOSX4x2 Truck 
• 1998 flJRC Best New 
Pick-up Truck Rward Winner 
• RII new suspension 
with 350% stiffer frame 
• Power assisted rack-and- 
pinion steering 
• Rear wheel anti-lock brakes 
* RH/FH stereo cassette 
$2,500 down (includes Freight 0 PI)E) 
risk your dealer about Mazdo's University/Colleqe Graduate Program. 
MAZDA ~ 'Offers avaOable on refaO lea,re of new 1998 2500 SX 4~2 truck and MPV NI Sport hem parle*paring 
~ , . ~ . , ~ ~  d ~ ~  . . . . . .  ' Stock from Apnt 3, 1998 for a limffed ti . . . .  l yFI . . . . .  O AC, Maid. p . . . . . .  I Lease R,|. , :  All 
leases based on 36 rnonlhs Other lease terms available (]own payment or equivalent trade.m, Iirst 
monthly payment and securdy Oeposit due on defivery Mazda B-Series 4x2 Truck (model tX88(]58ADO0) 
w,th down I~aymenl of $2.500 (includes Fteioht & PDE). security deposit Is $250 Total lease nbligalion 
IS $9S54 MazdaMPV4x2A1•Sp•r••m•de••UALY?8C•33)wi•hd•wnpaymen•••$3`5•8•inc•ud••F•|i•h•&P•E)`se•ur••ydep•s• I 
IS $350 Total lease obltoalion is $14,614 Offels OAC 20,800 km per year mtfeage restrictions apply to all moUel eases, tl exceed- 
ed, 8¢ pet km al:plies. AH oilers: license Insurance, la,es and other dealer charges extra. See parllclpaUrlg dealer for delaile. Oilers 
cannel be combined.' • . 07041 
i I 
THORNHILL HRZDR 
3040 Hwy 16E, Terrace 
Phone 635-7286 
iFather's book a stirring tale 
, v  




~IISTY RIVER Books is in-' 
Mting people to come out 
:for a book reading and sign- 
~lng evening with Rose 
~ertei Faikenhagen, author 
]~f Wilderness Beginnings. 
: Rose will read from her 
book and talk of the time 
lhat her father Paul Hertel 
:~nd her mother, Greta, lived 
in Terrace and other areas 
itround B.C. 
After her father's death, 
Rose wanted to do some- 
thing with father's memoirs, 
~vhich had lay unread in the 
back of her closet for more 
than a decade. 
: When she finally opened 
,'the closet door and pushed 
~aside colourful old scarves 
~and an assortment of hand- 
bags, she pulled out a tat- 
~ered brown envelope. 
: And when she popped it 
bpen and riffled through the 
};tacks of handwritten pages, 
~he realized she held an in- 
,credible story of one man's 
Journey. 
• Wilderness Beginnings is 
a real life story of how Paul 
Hertel battled the harsh Ca- 
nadian wilderness, and 
faced disasters. 
Some people dream of 
leaving home to seek fame 
and fortune, and that's what 
Paul did. 
i He left his native 
Germany to cut a heritage 
out of the Canadian wilder- 
i l ess .  
Wilderness Beginnings is 
a great adventure story 
about Paul living out a 
dream as an early pioneer in 
B.C. and surviving the bru- 
tal cold winters as a trapper. 
The book also unfolds a 
wonderful love story about a 
couple separated by family 
differences and later by dis- 
tance. 
When Paul left Germany 
in 1929, he Sad no idea 
what lay in store for him. 
, First, he found a job fall- 
ing timber. He also did 
some fur trapping in the 
Babine Lake area. 
' Soon, he began making a 
log home for himself. He 
made bunks out of poles, a 
mattress from filled sacks of 
• dried marsh grass, stools 
from stumps of wood and a 
table out of shakes. 
Paul found trapping chal- 
lenging, but he enjoyed his 
• bee way of  life. 
But life was hard. He was 
~lone and penniless living in 
a vast wilderness. He did 
make some friends - -  some 
THAT'S PAUL Hertl, second from the left, with family members, friends and 
neighbours. The young lady sitting on the tree stump on the far left is Helen Und- 
strom and the man on the other side of Paul, wearing a hat is Bobby Wiggins. 
Greta Herd, Paul's wife, has her arms around sons George and Tommy. Crouch- 
ing over, beside Greta, is Elsie Froese while Bill Undslrom stands at the back. 
The young man beside the horse is Emil Froese. PHOTO CONTRIBUTED 
YVONNE MOEN 
of whom are still living in 
Terrace today. 
After years, Paul left his 
lrapline, sold his skins and 
headed for Terrace. 
Hc thought he was head- 
ing for easier times and a 
regular job, but he ended up 
going from one adventure to 
another. 
The reading and book 
signing will be held at 
Ground Works Specialty 
Coffee shop May 28 from 7- 
9 p.m. It 's in the same mall 
as Misty River Books. 
Mark this day on your 
calendars. For more in- 
formation call Misty River 
Books or myself at 638- 
0423. See you there. 
TO HELP help celebrate 
Rose's new book, the Ter- 
race Regional Museum 
Society is having an 
afternoon tea party at the 
Heritage Park Museum May 
28 from 1:30-3 p.m. 
We are inviting people to 
come up and have tea and 
meet Rose and talk to her 
about her book and her 
parents' life in B.C. 
The Terrace Art Association's 
Annual General Meeting 
will be held on Monday, May 25, 1998 al 7:30 pm 
at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
You can help supped the visual ads in your community b  sharing your 
skills with our organizalion and enjoy enhancing your communily at the 
same lime. Or if you just want to volunteer by helping out in any of lhe 
foll~ng areas, everyone is more than welcome lo luke part: 
Year Round Gift Shop Monthly Art Exhibitions 
Art rental Program Special Fund raising events 
Arts & Crafii Sales Workshops 
l Or just come down for a visit and cafch up on allthe local art news. 
For more info call 638-8884 
Now =388 
4-CYCLE 













Save $101.  













• , - ; i  
Now s958 
KENMORE 'SUPER 
CAPACITY' LAUNDRY' TEAM 
Save $191 on team. Washer. 
#47502. Reg. 669.99, $569 
Dryer. #88502. 
Reg. 479,99, $389 
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Terrace 
Home Hardware 
......... l~----"I ~ .w~,L_  s ~:,'~'?:.::~!~:~:.i:.iii:~iiiii~i~il]i:.ii:!~:.:.::.:i::. :.:!:::: .......... .......... Hours  . ~:~ :~ii':i !!"i i"-ii~?:~;!!;" !! ~!:!,;ii i  :~; ~:!~iii:.:ii~::~:il i~ : ....... 
, , :~z~.- ' : : : : , , :~::~::  <~:?~:~::~:~: * ============================?===================== Fr iday  8 - 9 
~ ......... 
~: i -  ~,~.~:~~ '~. ~ 
, 1: 
i" 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what ,ou want... 
but small enough to care who rou are. 
Now =358 
KENMORE 7-CU. FT. 
CHEST FREEZER 
Save $41. Adjustable 
temp. control. #I 8722. 









Reg, prices shown 






12" wide cleaning 
path. 18' powe r








Save $1 t 1. 




Jl,:' ~ i  i " 
Now s898 
KENMORE 30 I' GAS RANGE 
Save $101. #33452 
Sears reg, 999,99. 
Almond also available, All gas 
connections should be done in 




Save $31. Has 2 built-in 
stitches: straight and zigzag. 
#815o2. Sears reg. 219.99. 
SALE PRI~?ES START MONDAY, MAY 18 AND END SATURDAYp MAY 23~ 1998 
I Locally lii~!!i :~......................... ~:~!:::.i!~.!ii!i I S~ARS ~J l~_~mr J l lD4~ 3228 Kalum St. 
I owned and ~ ~ ~ U F J f U I K U  Terrace B.C. 
operated by • l:.::i]ii;:: : : :.:?. 
Brian ! ~ Ea  a~;maF 6ae  O I  I " Men-  Sat 
• ~?Iii i i~! ;  iii~:7: I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t . . / -  9:30am - 5130pm 
THE BRANDS YOU WANT I 635-6541 ~ Mclntyre !ii/~ 
, AT THE STORE YOU TRUST ® I 
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Carver heads to Oregon show 
THIRTY YEARS ago when a psychic told a local dec, 
trician he was going to be working with silver and gold, 
the electrician laughed. 
But this weekend, that same man, Ivan Ronald Adams, is 
in Portland, Oregon showing off his silver, gold and cop- 
per jewelry at a national native arts show. 
"This is a highlight," Adams said. "It's very exciting to 
have your work shown in a similar category as Bill Heling 
and other enowned artists." 
Adams, a Haida, was the only artist from the area 
selected by a panel of judges to display his work at the first 
annual Indian Art Northwest show. 
For four days, he and 250 other artists from more than 90' 
tribes will sell their works. Art enthusiasts will be able to" 
gather for exhibits, sales, performances and food. 
Similar to the renowned Santa Fe Indian Market, Indian 
Art Northwest will include the finest examples of tradi- 
tional and contemporary native art, including paintings and 
prints, sculpture, beadwork, jewelry and basketry. 
Adams is expecting his biggest sales ever, since there 
will be a lot of buyers and collectors attending. 
"We're trying to find out what sells down there," he 
said. "We're dealing with people who are used to South- 
western Indian art - -  their jewelry is different than ours." 
Adams said he discovered jewelry making when he tore 
the muscles in his shoulders five years ago. No longer able 
to do electrical work, he started working with silver. 
Nowadays, he uses his electrical know-how and his 
tools, like his grinder, to make art. 
Adams makes bracelets, rings, broaches and necklaces. 
He overlays many of his pieces with copper and gold. 
Most of his bracelets have a story line. 
"I love working with metals," he said. "I get so in- 
Volved with it. It takes in the shape. It does what I want it 
to do." 
Adams said people find his jeweilery unique. And since 
he's never been taught how to make jewelry, he says his 
style is original. 
Adams didn't get serious about his work until two years 
ago when people started noticing his art more and more. 
Lift Top 
So Easy 
to Clean Stove 
No more scraped 
knuckles .trying to 
clean below the ele- 
ments -jUst lift the top, 
and wipe it clean. 
Glass backguard 






• 3 water levels 
• 3 wash/rinse • 
temperatures 
HOTPOINT 




• 3 cycle - Reversible 
door 
NOW; S868 





• No more bending 






• A new, 
completely 
redesigned system 







: Low affordable - 







. Super flexible 
° 2 speed 
° 9 cycles 










Up-front lint filter 
IVAN ADAMS is self taught and comes to his new 
craft after an injury ended his electrical career. 
Now, he-makes pecial orders for people like gold wed- 
ding bands and bracelets. "He could have been famous a 





• 1.3 cu. ft. - 900 
watts 





















G.E. Lots of 
Fr idge-  Lots 
of Freezer 
Fully loaded plus 
thru the door - 
water/ice dispenser 
ONLY! S1299 MOW! $419 ONLY! $1599 
Bi~ PEREIRA'S Fur0Jtur~..d App,i~.0. ~] I 
W ~  A 'The Value Has Never Been Be,er' ~ I 
~ ' ~ ' ~  I I~"" l  707 Commercial Ave,, Kitimat ~ | 
II r F ~  ¢ O U ~  Ph. (250) 632-6604 ~ | 
Out of Town Toll Free 1-800-828-6604 
 BrMalgeg' s * t 
- Brides register at an one of our three E ~ ] - . g . ~  ,~ 
ewellers locations an~receive a $20 gift certificate ~~ ,:~ ,~ 
~ ~  SETS THE STANDARD 
~ ~  Pa ,Rem Pictured: 
~ ~  Arabella" 
~'- "Happily Eve. After" 
Danielle Lacasse & Gary Ventura May 16/98 
Diane Gagne & Jonathan Moore May 1'6/98 
~ Christina Silva & Paul Cabral June 27/98 
~ .J' Angie Start & Paul Silvestre July 18/98 
Kimberly Karlsen & Kensey Duarte July 18/98 . 
~ ~!* Carissma Nance. ~ &  Kevin Coelho July 25/98 : " qr ~ !i!!. 
'~  ~ Skeena Mall Terrace Shopping Centre : 
-'='=~ ~ 635-5111 . . . . . . . . . . .  635-7440 , .~  
0 
TERRA CE C 0 - OP 
   .ASHION 






OFF SELECTED CLOTHING ITEMS 
• 35% off All Fabrics & Sewing Notions 
• All sales final • No exchanges • No refunds 
Progressive discounts weekly  
until the end of June! 
Terrace Co-op 
4617 Greig Ave. Terrace 
Ph: 635.6347 
/ 
) t , 
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Play wins 
five awards 
TERRACE LITFLE THEATRE'S play "Better Living" 
may not have won best production at the Skeena Zone 
Drama Festival~ but it swept up most of the other awards. 
Actually, the play won five of the other nine awards at 
Ihe festival, which ran from May 7-10 in Kitimat. 
"I think it's pretty high honours," said Marianne Brorup 
Weston, the director of the play. "It's a great op- 
portunity." 
The play won for scene development, best director 
(Marianne Br0rup Weston), best actor (Alan Weston), best 
visual presentation (Marianne) and best backstage coor- 
dination (Naecy Stone- Archer). 
The people's choice awards, chosen by the audience, 
also named "Better Living" the best visual presentation. 
Because of their talented performance, the actors and the 
director get to go to the provincial competition called 
Mainstage 98 in Abbotsford this July to work with Bill 
Dow, a well known actor and director. 
Dew will offer the group advanced irectorial workshops 
for three days. 
"It's life getting free professional cting lessons," said 
Weston. "The crew are blown out of the water." 
Westo, said she believes her play was chosen because it
is at sudt an advanced level, and that he actors are willing 
to grow and learn. 
She s=id she hopes Dow will make her a better director. 
She expects to develop more tools so she can develop 
more actors. 
"I'm also pretty thrilled with best director," she saidl "I 
earned the award the hard way ~ I did my homework. It's 
a lot of work." 
Best production at the festival went to the play 
"Homeward Bound", by the Harbour Theatre, Prince 
Rupert. It'll represent the area in Abbotsford. 
ALAN WESTON, holding t~e newspaper, claimed 
best actor honours in Terrace UtUe Theatre's "Better 
Living" entry in the northwest drama festival. He's 
with actor Pactrick Mclntyre in a scene from the play. 
V 
Housing group halfway to goal 
A GROUP trying to build a supportive housing pro- 
ject on land next to Terraceview Lodge says it's now 
got commitments for more than half of the 24 units 
planned. 
;Marilyn Davies said the committee of the Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation has 15 people so far 
have put up the required $1,000 deposit for units in 
~e planned Heritage House project. 
i They need 24 in order to secure bank financing. 
The full price of each unit is expected to be around 
$79,000. 
Tenants would purchase a unit under a life-lease 
PJVIODE FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY 
3313 K4LUM STREET, TERRACE, BC 
We have various programs 
and actfvlties to offer: 
DROP BY & CHECK IT OUT! 
Youth Activities (13 - 18) 
Children's activities (7 - 12) 
Family Nights 
Homework Club 
Drug & Alcohol Counselling 
Friday AA Meetings 
Workshops & Special Events 
~'or more in format ion call  
-635-4906 ' 
] Z Z l I X Z Z X X Z Z [ | I I ~ [ ~  I X Z X Z X X I I ]  
: yF  . . . . .  "',. 
GOOD 
DEAL! 
i : i i  ..... BlanketYeiloWhead~i::~.,: ~ ! ::~, 
Classified ~,~ .... i~ :i: 
O.,...u...S~.mmun.,=,o,r-0u,,,~= ~' : ~ :: 
::;:i : : /  Reaching over 55,000 potential buyem. :' ~: 
~Or ad will appear In • Vanderhoof F_xpress • t7 .  SL ~ : 
i::i Caledonia Courier • Bums Lake Dlslr lct News  " : i  :I 
Houston ~ar  • smehm In.or 
~. : . : Terrace Standard • K#lmat Sent ine l ,  
_ ' l l [  . ' tml. , i  
David Warner 
and John Bandstra 
of the law firm of 
:WARNER BANDsTRA 
are pleased to 
announce that 
DON BROWN 
will be joining the firm 
on June 1, 1998.  
After that date the firm 
will be known as 
WARNER BANDsTRA 
BROWN 
and would be required to pay a monthly operating ex- 
pense charge to cover repairs, taxes and utilities. 
Each unit is a one-bedroom apartment with a 
laundry area and 562 square feet of living space. 
Anyone interested in getting more information 
about the plans or getting a copy of the prospectus 
can contact Wayne Braid at 635-1965 or Marylin 
Davies at 635-6468. 
Supportive housing is for seniors who can live on 
their own but who might need a minimum level of 
services. Planning for a complex such as this has 
been underway for years• 
390,000 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO AN ERROR IN OUR 
"GIANT OUTDOORS SALE" FLYER 
(dee a19) 
Psge 21 MASTERCRAFT DIGITAL 
MULTI.METER, 52.0060-2. Copy 
reads: 6 functions/19 ranges. Should 
read: 5 fun~0ns/9 ranges. 
WE SINCERELY REGRET ANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU. 
chela d31g. All Zones 
Richard Stanton 
Investment Advisor 
Making your money 
work for you. 
::i~, i 
Give me 10% of your 
trust and confidence 
and I'll earn the 
other 90% 
~ RBC DOMINION 
SECURITIES 




24 hrs /7  days  a week  
464:0 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 
Ins ide the Royal  Bank  
DUE TO THE RETIREMENT OF THE OWNERS OF 
NORTHLAND DRUG MART LTD. 
FIELD STREET, HAZELTON 
SMALL APPLIANCES • HOUSEWARES • WATCHES • GIFTWARE • TOYS • CAMERA 
DEPT. • COSMETICS ® VITAMINS • DIAPERS • BABY PRODUCTS • PAPER TOWELS 
• TOILET TISSUE • SUNGLASSES • FAMILY PLANNING • JEWELLRY • PERFUME • 
CARDS • CANDY & FOOD PRODUCTS • BOOKS & MAGAZINES • CLEANSERS • 
PET CARE • EYE CARE • TOOTHPASTE • DEODORANT • SHAMPOO & HAIR CARE 
• SKIN CARE • COUGH,  COLD & PAIN REMEDIES • MUCH, MUCHMORE. . .  
! SALE STARTS:pTom, l!6ow Thursd, ayA,gMay,21sl 9a,m ' 1 






LOCAL SCHOOLS con- 
tinued their fine showings 
nationally with awards at 
Musicfest Canada this past 
weekend. 
The Thomhill Junior 
Secondary jazz band under 
the direction of Michael 
Wen took bronze in jazz 
ensemble. 
Drummer Eric Thiessen 
was an honour award win- 
ner. 
The school's concert band, 
also under the direction of 
Wen, took silver in the con- 
curt band category. 
Meghan Payjack was an 
honour award winner. 
The Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School chamber 
choir, under the direction of 
GeoffParr, took silver in the 
chamber choir category. 
Vocalist Anne Silsbe was 
an honour award winner. 
The Kermode Choristers 
Teen Choir, under the direc- 
tion of school district music 
vice principal Terry Ander- 
son, claimed silver in the 
concert choir category. 
Art money 
up for grab 
The scholarship application 
deadline for The Terrace 
and District Arts Council's 
fine and performing arts 
scholarships i May 29. 
Students currently in- 
volved in fine arts studies 
may apply if they are: 
• Registered in a recog- 
nized summer school of the 
arts program or workshop. 
• Twelve to nineteen years 
of age 
• Residing in Terrace 
For more information call 
635-2101 for farther details 
or to obtain application 
forms. 
Empowering 
fo r  women 
The third fdm in the 
Women and Spirituality 
Series from the NFB, "Full 
Circle", will be showing at 
the Terrace Women's 
Centre May 22 at 7:30 p.m. 
The film explores women 
and the performing of rituals 
to give them the strength to 
transform their personal 
beliefs into political and so- 
cial action. 
Join in for an evening of 
film and discussion. As- 
sistance with child care 
costs may be available. 




No time to eat? Don't l ike 
running in the rain? Are 
vitamins and herbal 
remedies a vital part of a 
day? 
The Terrace Women's 
Cenl~e presents a seminar 
on healthy lifestyles to help 
answer these questions May 
26 fxom 1:30-3 p.m. 
Doctor Lani Almas will 
speak on the dos and don'ts 
of trying to maintain a 
hearty lifestyle in today's 
busy wod.d. 
JUDY CHRYSLER 'S  pass ion  for feeding trumpeter  swans  is getting an assist  
through the efforts of Cass ie  Hall students.  That's Chrysler,  bottom right, with 
some of the Grade 6 and 7 students who are helping pay for the swans'  feed. Be- 





wintering at Lakelse Lake 
will be happy about their 
breakfasts, thanks to Cassie 
Hall school's grade 6-7s. 
The students are donating 
$100 to Jady Chrysler, who 
feeds 90 swans in Water 
Lily Bay aear h~r home. 
This is the mos~ northern 
point where the swans spend 
the winter. 
Come stammer, the swans 
return to their other home in 
Alaska. 
Chrysler has been feeding 
the swans for 12 years and 
they consume 1,000 pounds 
of barley, wheat and corn on 
average ach winter. 
The students raised the 
money by selling pizzas in 
their school. 
They became interested in 
Chrysler'spassion after 
deciding to spend some of 
their profit on an environ- 
mental project. 
Other monies went to the 
school's Olympics of the 
Mind teanz and to one-day 
French festival at the 
school. 
V i I 
KUE~'flON TO THE 
FOLLOWING IN OUR CURRENT 
'GIANT OUTDOORS SALE" 
FLYER 
Pagll 14 VERI'GLAS BOAT 
RESTORATION KIT, 711.01~9.2. 
lllullrali~ Is loomed. The em~Jl bob 
tle~ of boat wash mcl sealer emover 
are not indudecl hig~e kit. 
~ VERI1JRER PORTABLE 
CO/CAS6ETTE PLAYER, 44.02SS¢ 
Copy Reads: Remote cont~ Included. 
Shoudl Read: Remote conU¢ not 
bdude(L 
p~ ~ lira ~ Ait¢o I~F.lltUll 
OUALFFY BRAKE ROTORS, 13- 
Copy rea~: 'Set" ~..99 - 
2S9.9~. 8hodd mad: 'ea~' 22,99 - 
25~.90. 
PlOe 1= hm e~ e~llW(Z ~RS,  
IO.01UX. CoW roads: 13.29 'PAIR'. 
read: 13~9 'EACH'. 
I~  ~o Rum ~ ~ESfaO~AL 
a~ caroms, 0~07~ c0~ 
~,~ T~AIff. 8houkl toad: cm.~ 
WE 81NOERELY REGRET ANY 
~CONVEI~EI~ WE MAY 
HAV~ OAU~ YOU. 
oriole ~llfa~o.N zm~ 
L ~l 
T ICBC we're working hard 
o br ing car insurance rates 
own. 
How? By work ing with British 
Columbians to improve road safety 
and change the way we drive. 
You can help make it happen.  
Early results of BC's new road 
safety program are encouraging. 
BC drivers are slowing down. 
There were 29 fewer deaths 
and 1,500 fewer injury claims in 
1997 than  in 1996. 
So ICBC rates for 1998 are 
remain ing  the same as they were 
in 1997. But we believe work ing 
together  we can do even better. 
A f ive percent  reduct ion  in 
crashes last year would have saved 
BC'dr lvers about  $100 mll l ton in 
Hire BC Youth Sp0ns0rshiren0n.sludenlsagd1&24 
to work on environmenlal and iuldoor 
rectealionol proje~. At leosl 2( per cenl of 
]he Environment Youlh Team is o Youlh projed lime musl indode froininl for youlh. - 
Options BC initiative administered by Ihe 
BC Ministry d Environmenl, Lands and Porks. Proleds musl run alleos110 we~s. 
'[he E.Teom program subsidizes wages Applicolion deadline: June 23. 
and benefils whih employers provide support For applicalion forms and informalbn on how 
oasis such aS training, supplies and travel, fo get involved wilh E-Team Inlern o'Work 
Businesses, non-profil groups, labour Crew programs, coil: [250] 387-2233. Eo.Ed 
groups, Firsl Nations organizations, inquiries should be dirked to [250] 187-8159. 
school dislricls, Crown corporations and 
munidpalilies may apply foad as E.Teom 
sponsors of Work Crews, Interns and ~ ~BP, rrlSH liZll I...OLUMB[A 
Youlh Opliom BCis o omprehnsive pmladol gov~men! 
program providing young Brilish Columl/m~ ~ ed,lmion, 
skillflroining and woJ'k exl~rience opporlonif~' i 
Fm ~e infom~on l~ul Yo~h 0p~o~ BCd 1-800-7840055 
or'~ lh I'rem er's yo~ ~lJ ~e w,,~.polk~.l~¢ 
"There  still time 
to look great this 
summer." 
-Sarah, Duchess of York 
h 
Start losing weight now 
on the 1,2,3 Success Plan, 
It's so simple.You don't feel ,~: 
like you're on a diet. And .. 
no food is forbidden, 
Our  biggest change in 30 years 
can make a big change in you,  
Join now for =/2 Price, and save $20.00. 
Call 1-800-682-8011 
for meeting times. 
Knox United Church (Terrace) - 4907 Lazelle 
'~ ..Tuesday 7!00 Pm~', ' . . . . .  : : ...... , . . . .  .. 
,j, .; 
*' ~/~iid at parti~i!~ating locations for a limited time only. Subsequent weeldy fees apply, 
Check our centers for details on our maintenance record. 
© 1998 Weight Watchers International. Inc. Owner of the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark. All rights reserved 
insurance premiums - an average 
of $40 per policy. 
And it could have meant  
13,000 fewer crashes resulting in 
fewer deaths and injuries on our  
roads. So let's all drive for safer 
roads and lower rates. 
For in fo rmat ion  please call  
1 800 663-ICBC, 
We're Driving for Lower Rates. 
[ 
_ Road I]]g]I 
Sense rq  / 
• BRrrlSH I 
t 
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ANITA DOLMAN PORTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
" B.C.'s best i 
L 
AST WEEK Art Lingren un- 
expectedly arrived at my door en 
route to Haida Gwaii in pursuit of 
sea run trout. 
I was delighted and upset: delighted to have 
the opportunity to fish with a good friend and 
mentor once again, and upset hat he runoff had 
begun in earnest and the rivers were straining to 
spill over their banks. 
Over the the winter I'd told Art by fax and 
phone that the fishing had been pretty good in 
the low, clear waters of our mild winter, and 
now I was forced to tell him he should have 
been here last week. 
Still, the Lakelse river was clear, and if there 
are fish around Art will find them. We spent a 
morning on the Lakelse. Morning is seldom a 
good time for trouting at this time of year. The 
sun blazing on the water and a singular lack of 
insect activity made things even worse. Never I 
~he less, Art caught six respectable trout while I '. 
~nght one. When you go fishing with Art you 
should expect this. ' 
There is nothing mystical or magical about 
Art Lingren's ability to find fish where others 
fail, or fail to do as well. Art has studied the his- 
tory of the sport with the dilligence of a Rhodes 
scholar. And he has tested the theories and 
hypotheses that study provoked on the best 
streams and lakes in this province, in a system- 
atic way that would impress cientists. 
Art is always writing while out in the field:" 
lwater temperature, lengths, weights, weather 
!conditions, bug life. Everything oes into a 
i notebook along with pictures of captives. 
'~ Art's is the kind of angling expertise that 
should confer heavy-duty bragging rights upon 
its possessor. Yet Art is quiet and self-effacing, : 
a trait he shares with masters I have met in other 
fields. 
::Over the years I have learned a lot from 
Arthur J. Lingren. When I was hurting my arms 
trying to figure out how to wield the stout, two- 
fisted, fifteen-foot Hardy fly rod, Art came to. 
the rescue with some suggestions as to its use 
a/td followed that advice up with a video on 
~pey casting, featuring the late Atlantic Salmon 
fishing great, Hugh Faulkus. 
i A few years later, Art assumed the position of 
editor of the Totem Topics, the official organ of 
the Totem Fly Fishers, the oldest fly fishing 
club in BC. 
Each of the issues was chock full of useful ar- 
ticles on casting, crafting flies and line choices, 
drawn from Art's experiences on the rivers and 
lakes in this province. 
Years later, Frank Amato, the editor of this 
• cofitinent's oldest magazine devoted exclusively. 
• .to sport fishing, had the good sense to ask Art, 
for a book on the Thompson River. This led to a 
delightful, and much-needed, little book on the 
flies of Roderick Haig-Brown. 
Following this work came a larger one on the 
fly patterns of B.C. -- a book that set some im- 
portant sport fishing history in print and firmly 
established Art's position as British Columbia's 
historian of fly fishing. 
Each of these works should be part of the li- 
brary of any fly fisher who plans to fish the 
waters of B.C. 
i Now Art has written the book I wish he'd 
written 25 years ago. Irresistible Waters is the 
perfect pad from which to launch one's explora- 
• tions into the more detailed aspects of sport 
: fishing in B.C. In honest, clear prose Art gives 
an  overview of every region in the province. 
i Raincoast Books, who have done a beautiful 
job of the layout, have wisely provided clear 
maps of esch region, adding clarity to the text. 
Art devoted a chapter to the sport fishes of 
. BC, sprinkling each section with historical ex- . 
c~rpts and personal anecdotes. 
'.Art has also devoted useful and interesting 
• chapters to the fly fishing seasons. Each of these 
could provide an excellent introduction, or ad- 
junct, to the seasonal books of Haig-Brown. 
" For most anglers, the most useful information, 
in Irresistible Waters will be found in the chap- 
'ter titled Fly Fishing Options. Here, Art 
presents a list of proven indigenous flies and of- 
' fers clear advice on how to trmh them. 
, In Irresistible Waters the accent is on the 
'practical. In the appendices Art has tables on 
the availability of fish in each region in every 
. month of the year, information on liceucos and 
regulations, lists of contacts and an excellent 
appendix with reference material. 
Finally, lrresistable Waters is easy on the 
. eyes. Raincoast Books has interspersed black 
and white renditions of Myron Kozak's striking 
transparencies throughout the text. 
Art will be in Terrace on May 26 to give a 
elide show and talk at the Terrace Public Li- 
brary, I f  you are a fly fishing veteran, a begin- 
ner, or considering taking up the sport, set aside 
some time on your calendar for this event. 
Great Whites 
mop floor in 
OPOV action 
THE OPOV floor hockey 
season continued last week 
with a tightly-packed sched- 
ule. 
A&D Trucking took a 13 
to 4 win over That's Us on 
May, 11. The night was 
rounded out by a 15 to 5 
win for Team Psycho-Holic 
over Canadian Tire. A dis- 
agreement b6tween Cana- 
dian Tire and league offi- 
cials during and after the 
game led to the possibility 
of the team dropping out of 
the league but Canadian 
Tire has since decided to 
hold out for the remainder 
of the season. 
May 13's game between 
the Great Whites and the 
Kitselas Wofpack ended in 
20 goals for the Whites, 
against an 8-goal total for 
the Wolfpaek. White Ken 
Lavoie scored 7 goals, in- 
cluding a power play goal 
and a short-handed goal. 
That's Us finished the 
evening with a narrow 13 to 
12 victory over the High 
Times Hoodlums. 
The following evening's 
lineup included the Great 
Whites against Team 
Psycho-Holic and High 
Times Hoodlums against 
Canadian Tire. 
The Psycho-Holies 
jumped out to an early lead, 
scoring two goals in the first 
minute and a half of play. 
The two undefeated teams 
played it very close through- 
"out the first period, with 
Psycho-Holies coming out 
ahead 5 to 4. 
But a goalie switch by 
Great White and strong of- 
fensive play by the Whites 
led to a 16 to 9 f'mal ~,ictory 
OPOV floor hockey goalies throw themselves into the line of fire at each game. 
Last Thursday's game between the High Times Hoodlums and Canadian Tire 
ended in a win for Hoodlums. 
score in favour of the Hood- fate of Canadian Tire. 
lures by the end of the first. Playoffs begin on Thurs- 
Tommy Munson of the day, May 21. 
Hoodlums put on a show in All games are held at 
the first five minutes of the Thornhiil Community 
final period, scoring a natu- Centre. Admission is one 




top of the Division B stand- 
over Team Psycho-Holies. ings. 
The game was the final The Psycho-Holies leR the 
one in the Great Whites' game still ranked at thc head 
regular season and assured ofDivisionA. 
them the title of the only The Hoodlums- Canadian 
team to last the season un- tire game also started out as 
defeated, puting thcm at the a tight race, with a 2 to 1 
course 
EXPANSION OF the 
Skeena Valley Golf 
Course is coming along a 
few holes at a time. 
"Soon we'l l  be able to 
put on major functions at 
the golf course and be 
able to accomodate 
everyone," says Jake 
DeJong, Club president 
of the new club house. 
The club house will be 
completed by the end of 
next month. 
The current nine holes 
"By spring or sum 
mer of 2000 we 
should be able to 
play 18 holes." 
will also be expanded to 
12 in June. 
Two of the current 
holes will be rebuilt and 
the course's holes will be 
spaced exactly 150 yards 
apart. 
By fall another six holes 
will be seeded and  
planted and DeJong 
hopes that these will be 
open by next summer. 
"By spring or summer 
of 2000 we should be 
able to play 18 holes," 
says DeJong. 
The new 12-hole format 
will be tried out during 
the upcoming MS Charity 
Golf Tournament July 26. 
GOLFERS are already making the most of the golfing season. They will soon 
get the chance to enjoy three more holes at the Skeena Valley Golf course. 
Pentathlon looking for athletes 
and of course you have to 
like to swim and run. But 
most importantly, ou need 
to be interested and be a 
good sport." 
Carroll says the training is 
there for those who would 
like to take advantage of it. 
Even those who arcen't 
strong swimmers or runners 
are encouraged tostart rain- 
IF YOU like to swim, don't 
mind running and don't 
have a problem shooting a 
pellet gun, then there's a 
sport out there that's just for 
you. 
Athletes 13 years ofnge or 
over who would like to at- 
tend this year's B.C. Sum- 
mer Games have a chance to 
do so in the Pentathlon. 
Dour Carroll of Smithers , ing. 
is the zone representative Of course most people arc 
• not experienced with a gun 
but the gun used in the 
Pentathlon is a gun anyone 
can handle. It's an air pellet 
pistol, not exactly some- 
thing with a lot of kick. 
ltecds a few willing Money for the training and 
participants, equipment is provided by 
He can bring up to eight the Canadian Modern 
people to the games to Pentathlon Association. 
represent his zone, which Each province has its own 
stretches from Vanderhoof organization as well. Addi- 
to Prince Rupert. tional money ekomes from 
Carroll stresses that he the B.C. Lottofund. 
would like to hear from any- If Carroll has a big 
one who is interested. Atti- response he will have to de- 
rude and the willingness to cide who will go to the 
try are the most important Games. For example, if 30 
things he's looking for. people are training he will 
In the actual Summer hold a selection tournament 
Games event, the athlete to decide who goes. 
will be required to swim If you would like to train 
200 metres, run 2000 metres for the pentathlon, contact 
and shoot at five targets, Doug Carroll at 847-5541. 
four shots per target. Deadline registration for 
The guidance attd instruc- Women and men have the the B.C. Summer Games is 
tion is there; Carroll just same requirements, June24.. 
for the Modern Pentathlon 
and he's looking for athletes 
from across the northwest 
region who want to train for 
the Games this July. 
" It 's not necessary to be rl 
star athlete," he says. "You 





MOTHER'SDAY got the_ ," 
year's racing seasofi s'~art~d' ~' 
with a bang at the Terrace 
Speedway. 
Three cars blew their 
motors during time trials but 
16 vehicles till managed to 
take part, with forty-two 
drivers, from as far as Hous- 
ton. 
Time trials also ended in 
new track records. Elizabeth 
• Cloakey, racing in Hobby 
class, landed a time of 
18.40, shaving .11 seconds 
off the old record set last 
year by her brother, John 
Cioakey. 
Dawn Patterson also set a 
new record in the all-female 
:C Class, with a time of 
19.12, breaking Elizabeth's 
three-year-old record. 
Mike Lemky swept the 
Sportsman class, winning 
the Trophy Dash, Heat and 
Main races. 
Gord Klassen and Len 
McArthur did the same for 
the B Hobby and B Street 
classes respectively. 
In A Hobby, John Cioakey 
took the Trophy Dash and 
Wes Patterson came out in 
. front in the Heat, while 
Elizabeth Cloakey saw the 
whuter in the Main. 
Vicki Johnson walked 
away with both the 'Trophy 
Dash and Heat victories, 
leaving the Main to Debby 
Reinhardt. 
Car 323 saw a good day, 
which included McArthur's 
sweep of the B Street. Rick 
Meyer raced her to a win in 
the A Street Dash and Heat, 
leaving the Main to Ken 
Burrill. 
D.W. McArthur drove 323 
to a win of the Main in C 
Street, with the Dash in this 
category going to Koreen 
Alger. 
Len McArthur also got a 
win out of 323 for the Jam- 
boree in Street class, while 
Randy Chalifoux won for 
the Hobby. 
This year's eason is more 
driver-friendly than ever, 
with the Introduction of a 
new Bomber class. Cars in 
the new class can be any 4- 
cylinder with a ~' roll" cage, 
which organizers hope will 
open the door to drivers just 
starting out. 
Next races are on May 23 
and 24. 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word  Classified and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursdsv at 4 o.m. for  all d isolav and classif ied ado. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week $12.00 (+tax) *Additional at $7,00 
3 weeks $19.gg(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
t5¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mall out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional at $7.00 per column inch 
For regional  coverage place your  ad in the weekend 




10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mtsc 
70 For Sale Mtsc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
00 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 AircMft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 tn Mamorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Dpportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 .Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard Mserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that It is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of chlldMn, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to Mtaln any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instruction0 aM received, 
These answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odginal documents to avoid loss. 
All clalmepf errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It la agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertisar for only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that them shall be no liability In any event gMater than the amount paid for such advertising, 
Name Address_  
Phone  Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #.__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card  No. Exp i ry  Date .__  
' 13 ViSA r-I MASTERCARD 
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For  longer  ad ,  p le . se  use  . separate  sheet  
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
" SMALL  ACREAGE " 
Nice ly  treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 fire- 
~laces, 6 appl iances,  close to town centre & schools, 
neared barn ,  large workshop with 220  wi r ing ,  glass 
greenhouse,  fruit trees, garden pier. 
.. Price $199,000 Phone 635-4453 . 
Custom grade level entry  on 1/2 acre 
view lot backing onto Terrace Mountain. Beautiful terraced gardens 
largo concrete patio. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room, nook, 
ren, dining room, and large livin$ room with gas fireplace PLUS 
¢ fletelv equipped "nanny" suite w~tb full bathroom. AIso attached 
double garage and paved rive. $209,000 MLS 
Excel lent Horse Setup 
with fenced corral, lean-to and small hay shed. Ideal for young 
fi lily. Private, treed 2 acres. 3 bedroom obile well set up. 
C npletely upgraded with new kitchen, bath, floor coverin s
a iI|ances. Includes stove, fridge, dishwasher, garburator, wss~e~r 
a! ! dryer, and pellet stove. This is a very nice home A~king 
$ 19,900 MLS 
MUNAOI~ ST. 
. :  . . . . . . . . .  r..: ,,:..:. ,f  .... 
, oe ¢, | 
)il • 
I 4 S~01 
1 
T£NPL£  St'. 
F ¢'1"t'1"1 " t ° ' l ' ' l " l -~  ~ 
Cul-de.sac Lots 
starting from $41,500 (P]ua GST). Excellent home 
sites in established Bench location. Only 3 left. MLS 
O 'O"  
37 acres in Thornhi l l  
with 2 homes, 2 shops, large shed, mostly treed. 
Excellent oppportunity for trucking operation or 
contractor. Potential for 2 acre lots. Don~t pass it by. 
Call Now. MLS 
3 Bedroom Home To Move 
Currently located in Old Rome, this 1976, 1152 S.F. 
double wxde ia available immediately, Must be moved. 
We have lots and acreages available to eel it up on. 
This excellent value at only $23,900 EXC. 
Operat ing Service Station in K i twanga 
Excellent opportunity for family business. WeN 
located near highway to Alaska. Over $750,000 
annual  gross. Good facility. Vendor assistance 
available. Call for details. 
Only $299,000 MLS 
Call Steve Cook at 638-7144 
Visit the CREA Webslte at www, m/s.ca 
Shei laLove 
:~+iii;! ;~':' ' :~:~::i~iii 
- -  r --~ 
Affordable family homel Quick Possessionl 
1/2 acre on Medeek. 3 bedroome, 2 bedroom obile home with addition, 5 a~nliances, new 
sundeck $119,900 MLS skirting. $28,~10 MLS 
Live At The Lakel Vendor Wants A Salet 
Renovated ~ bedroom home. Cute 3 bedroom home, quiet 
Oak kitchen, in-law suite, street, n.g. fireplace 
A bargain at$159,500 MLS $99,500 MLS 
Lesati0~ Lo~alion~ Down Payment $2,000 
2 bedroom starter on Homer Just $38,900 for this updated 
Ave. Vinyl sided. /~duced to 14-wide mobile on Graham Ave. 
$89,900 MLS 4 appliances in]cluded. 
OPEN HOUSES 
SUNDAY, MAY 24, 98 
1 PM - 3 PM 
~:•j~:!;,! ; ~ ! ~ ~ ~  4411Maroney  Ave 
Hosted by 
.... ~"~ Jim Dully 




• . ~ ~.~l~,  :~';~.~=,~ :.:~, "~:~ . 
• ' i~z;~ '~,i ' : ; 








2608 Evergreen St 
Hosted by 
Ted Garner 
4728 Vesta St. 
Hosted by 
Wands Walberg 
I . .:. I}7~.~,[.t't.~,],,~.,~l 
~ ~ ~  3:30- 5pro 
~ ~ . ~  4627 Souc ie  Ave. 
Hosted by 
~ ~ , ~ ~  Wanda Walherg 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 KALUM STREET, TERRACE 635-6361 
Vis i t  us  on l ine  a t  www.mls ,ca  
1 1/2 storey, 3 bedroom spa- 
cious log home. Large lot, spa- 
cious living area, covered patio, 
natural gas fireplace, hot water 
heat, Thornhill water and sewer, 
$130,000. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Call 635-7721. 
1/4 ACRE with lake view. 2130 
3rd Ave S.E., Salmon Arm - 3 
bdrms, 3 baths, office & family 
room down. Huge back yard, 6 
• yrs. young - No GSTI Best buy 
in town. $157,500. To view: 
832-7521. 
12 X 68 mobile on lot, 2110 
Hemlock, 3 bedroom, ng heat 
and hot water, lot is 60 x 120, 
good neighbourhood, next to 
park. Asking $73,000 obo. Call 
635-4253. 
1320 SG ft Condo. 3 yrs old. 
Immaculatel 2 over-sized bed- 
rooms. Large bright kitchen, 
built-in dishwasher, Two bath- 
moms, storage, room/den. Co- 
lonial doors. European cabi- 
nets, patio doom. Private deck. 
Backyard. Crawl space, Yard- 
care and snow removal taken 
I care oft Medeek Ave. Must be 
' viewed to be appreciated. 
$117,000. Phone 638-1558. 
2 ACRES in Gossen Creek, 3 
bedroom mobile with addition, 
1150 sq ft corral, gr house, gar- 
den, very private asking 
• $107,000. Phone 638-0352. 
24 UNIT motel for sale, situated 
on prime property in Terrace. 
For more information phone 
(250) 632-5249. 
i~iii :!.:: . . . .  315 LODGEPOLE ST. 
i" ::i ~ ~ ........... /:' ' :~.. ./;~".. :?:. 3 bedrooms, two bathrooms, 
:" * <. .~ . . . . .  i'~ , ~ large open living room & di ~- 
ing room, full daylight bas~ -
ment, oak hardwood fleari~ a, 
oak kitchen cabinets, natural 
gas heat, 20x26 workshop. 
EXTRA2 ACRE LOT' - 
ADJOINING PROPERTY 
B~ Appo in tment  6 3 5 - 5 6 9 2  
SINGLEHURST FOREST 
2 to 8 acre parcels located 15 minutes from town. 
Each parcel offers a great view, stream, treed, and all 
back onto Crown Land./t/ewer mobiles are welcome. 
$55,000 to $79,000 MLS 
Buy NOW and SAVE the G.S.T 
~ Sheila Love • 635-3004 
P~j~J~( of Terrace 
an BO1N1L IS!  
Buy y one of these homes through me 
before June 30 and receive 
1000 Bonus Air Miles Travel Miles 
"~,~i" !'~' ~ ,: : i ,', • ': .: • . 
4411 Maroney St 
4622 MeCo~el l  Ave 
316 Sockeye Creek Road 
4117 Skoglund St 
2264 Spruce St 
5333 Mountain Vista 
6303 Mountain Vista 
4633 Souele St 
3307 Thomas St 
3410 River Drive 
Jim Dully 
635-6361 (Office) 635-6688 (Home) 
Wightman & Sndth Realty Ltd. 
3.227 KALUM STREET, TERRACE 635.6361 
Vis i t  us  on l ine  a t  www,  mls .ca  
2 LOTS cleared, Wiggins Way, 
Hazelton. Under-ground wiring, 
water and sewer. Sacrifice for 
$8200/ea. Phone 250-635- 
4855. 
276 ACRES on Skeena river 
near Kitwanga, mainly treed in 
aspen, with scattered pine, 
spruce, birch, and cedar. Spec- 
tacular views of Seven Sisters 
mountain range. $189,000 obo. 
5 acres on Murphy Road, Burns 
Lake. On paved road, minutes 
from town, fully treed with 
spruce and aspen, Quiet area 
would make this an excellent 
homesite. $36,900 she. Phone 
845-7948 evenings. 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 bath, full 
basement, F/S/DW, garage, 
greenhouse, ~screened pomh, 
large fenced corner lot, 18' x 26' 
wired shop. $154,900. Call 635- 
1878. 
320 ACRES In the District of 
Houston town limits. Ample wa- 
ter, timber, beautiful view. 180 
acres in hay, 140 acres in pas- 
ture trailer with addition. Older 
barn and outbuildings. Serious 
enquiries only please. Call 1- 
250-845-7599. 
4 BEDROOM full basement 
home, 5.4 acre treed exception- 
al lakeview, southern exposure, 
15 minutes east of Burns Lake 
on Hwy 16 workshop, green- 
house, carped. Also 12 x 68 
rental on property & much more 
$129,900. 1-250-692-3011. 
4 BEDROOM house with fin- 
ished basement and rec room. 
1 1/2 baths, laundry room and 
carport, DW', F/S included. 











4921 Gair Avenue 
Ten'ace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
i 
OPEN HOUSE 
4619 SI~UNE AVE, 
Great workshop and 3 
bedroom spacious home, 
Come and view, 
Saturday 1 pro-3 prn 
May 23 
Rusty Ljungh Host 
el uamlooms re-oono, carpet & flooring i replaced, 3 be~oo~ up and 3 pce bal~ 
J .and 2 bedroor~ down, landscaped ~rd, 
I renting and ~ge rear su~deck. 
I 
[ PAQUETTE STREET BUHGALOW 
[ Great 10g for the family wi h Ios o 
I vehcles with a2 bedroom, 916 sq. It. 
home that has been renovated. 
$114,500 M,LS. 
• • • 
ACRB~ 0H ~ AVE 
7.9 Acres of Development property neat 
Uplands School and Thomas Street. 
t,s~Jng $315,000 M.LS. 
Call Rusty 
635-5754 or 638.0371 
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5 ACRES & 4 bedroom house; 
2 1/2 baths, new line, carpet & 
cupboards. New 3 level deck 
with hot tub, fenced and cross 
fenced. Barn, outbuildings, sat- 
ellite dish all in beautiful Hous- 
ton Estates. Full basement and 
.qara~e. Phone 845-7234. 
5 BEDROOM house in Horse- 
shoe, 2 full baths, 2 fireplaces 
(1 gas, 1 wood), French doors 
off Master. Full basement has 
hardwood floors, custom made 
wet bar. Priced to sell at 
$138,000. To view call 635- 
9758. 
50' X 100' Lakefront lot with a 
1400 sq ft cabin on Okanagan 
Lake, just off Westside Road. 
Reasonable yearly lease for 
more into contact Gus at 250- 
542-3558 or 250-542-7795. 
80 ACRES, 18 kms Burns Lake 
area. 20 acres prime bottom 
land, Hayfields, timber, creek, 3 
bedroom home, garage, Land- 
scaped. $179,900. 1-250-696- 
3646. 
C.1 Zoning, Downtown Terrace. 
1100 sq ft home with fully de- 
veloped 3/4 basement, ng heat, 
good revenue property. Only 
$149,000. Call 638-8443. 
CAPITAL DIRECT LENDING 
CORP. Start saving $100's to- 
dayl Easy phone approvals. 1st, 
2nd or 3rd mortgage money 
available now. Rates starting at 
4.76%. Equity counts. We don't 
rely on credit, income or age. 
Specializing in the Cariboo. Call 
1-800-625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
EXCELLENT 3 bedroom, one 
bath, rancher on quiet street, 
close to schools & hospital. 
Recently renovated, deck & fruit 
trees in yard with closed in ga- 
rage, No real estate fee's, must 
sell $113,900. 4641 Webber. 
Call 635-1151. 
FREE CALIFORNIA sun with 
each 1/4 acre Iotl Mobile 
home/residential lots in South- 
ern California. $50 down, $50 
monthly, $4995 cash. 1-800- 
884-7060. 
HAND CRAFTED TWO STOR- 
EY LOG SHELL, 30' x 40' large 
spruce logs. Ready to be 
moved. $40,000. Call 638-8375. 
HOUSE FOR sale on large lot. 
Close to downtown Terrace. 
Many renovations over last six 
years. Roof, windows, siding 
and more. Call to view at 632- 
5873. 
Jackpine Flats 
Completely renovated home 
on 10 acres. Includes: new 
viny iding, remodeled front 
&b porch, tile, carpeting 
& gyproc. Subdivision possi- 
biMes, 1000 sq. feet upstaii's, 
;full.unfinished basement.. New .* 
' roof in 1996.  s183,90o. 6SS-lSZ  
HOUSE 
FOR SALE  
4 bedroom, finished 
basement, fenced back- 
ya , paved driveway, 
h tub with gazebo 
comes with dishwasher, 
fridge, stove, washer 
and dryer. 
Asking 
Price Reduced to 
$141,000 
4810 Scoff Ave. 
638-8444 
i 
For Sale By Owner 
2 Bedroom W.oodgreen 
i;onoommium 
1032 sq. ft. 
Main floor features: 
• Bedroom 
• Full Bath 
Living room/Diaing room 
Kitchen 
Upstairs features: 
• I= ,e loft style bedroom 
• E! ite 
• LarEe deck 
includes, fridge, stove & 
dishwasher. Security entrance, I 
covered c,!tport, full laundry J 
facility in building, very short I 
walk to downtown. I 
$105,000 I 
Call 635-2402 [ 
(No Agents Please) I 
GRAVEL BUSINESS. 30 yr 
trucking and excavating busi- 
ness in growing community of 
Salmon Arm, BC. Owner retir- 
ing, Asking $730,000, Bob 
Dunn: 1-800-890-9166 Home- 
life SA Realty. 4rw05. 
GREAT INVESTMENT. Large 
fenced corner lots with 4 
bedroom house. Corner of Eby 
and Davis, One block from K 
mart. Cherry and apple trees. 
No agents, $158,000, 635-0891 
or 635-3228. 
HOUSE IN Granisle, 3+ 1 bed- 
rooms, gas heat, wood RSF 
back-up basement rec room, 
new h/water tank. Offers to 
$50,000. Phone 697-2730. 
LADYSMITH ON 49th Parallel 
Vancouver Island 2 bedroom 
strata apartment, retiree orient- 
ed waterfront and mountain 
views, easy walking to all 
amenities downtown, five ap- 
pliances, b/i vac, window cover- 
ings, garage $82,500. 1-250- 
245-5996 or www,bchomesell- 
ere.cam 
MOUNTAINVlEWS FROM this 
1056 sq fl 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 
bath home. Good condition, re- 
cent renovations, large 
fenced/landscaped lot, reduced 
to $92,000, rent to own. Consid- 
ered. call 638-0042. 
NEW 3 bedroom home, 1187 
sq ft, 2 full bath, skylights, May- 
tag dishwasher, garage, sun- 
deck brick/vinyl, full basement, 
quality construction throughout. 
Reduced $165,000 will consider 
all offers. 3540 Cory 635-4568 
eveninqs. 
OLDER 2 bdrm house in Thorn- 
hill, Needs work, large lot with 
fruit trees in quiet area. Asking 
$60,000. Call 632-7717. 
ONE BEDROOM condo in 
Woodgreen, Newly renovated, 
c/w f/s, dishwasher, NG fire- 
place, laundry facilities, covered 
parking. Call 849-5851 or 638- 
8520 (mess). 
OOTSA LAKE 120 acres, 
1800+ sq fl home with alterna- 
tive power, 960 sq ft shop with 
hydro, scenic view, treed with 
pasture, fenced, $139,000. 1- 
250-694-3702 Burns Lake. 
PEACHLAND, BY owner. 3 
bedroom, 1220 sq ft plus, 
home, fantastic lake view, wrap 
around deck. Easy care yard, 
underground irrigation and 
more. $171,500. Phone 250- 
767-9650 
REDECORATED/RENOVAT- 
ED THROUGHOUT. Home in 
horseshoe. Close to schools. 2 
gas fireplaces, 4 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, garage. $174,000. 
Call 635-7033. 
REDUCED: 3 bedroom com- 
pletely renovated house. New 
carpets, lino, siding and shin- 
gles, Fenced yard, fruit trees, 1 
1 /2  baths in Horseshoe. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances Included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
30' PARK model trailer with two 
expando's need some work, 
Perfect for lake or builder to live 
in while building a house. Ask- 
in.cl $3,500. Call 635-1326. 
76 MOBILE, good condition, 
Metal roof, 12' x 48' with 12' x 
24' moveable addition. Must be 
moved, $15,000. All offers con- 
sidered, Ph 698-7956 Burns 
Lake, 
BOULDERWOOD MHP has 
prime space for a new double 
wide, Order your new home 
with 5% down, $1140 per 
month including pad. Phone 
Gordon 638-1182. 
FROM ONLY $65,900. Chapar- 
rals Awesome "Limited Edition" 
modulars feature, painted gy- 
proc, oak cabinetry. Only at 
Sheldon Custom Homes, 3075 
Sexsmith Road, Kelowna. Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992. DL10146. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accrues from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated and as is 12' & 14' 
homes. Clearout pricing. 1-403- 
478-1404. Edmonton, Alberta. 
MOVING MUST sell: 1974 12 x 
68 McGuiness trailer. Recent 
renovations 4 appliances, air 
conditioner. Located in Pine 
Park. Very good condition. 
Fenced yard. Will sell furnished 
$28,500. Call 638-8508. 
PARKWOOD MOBILE home, 
NG, heat. Vinyl windows, locat- 
ed at C-12 Skeena Valley trailer 
park. Reduced to $12,000. Call 
638-0569 or 635-4894. 
14 X 68 mobile home, newly 
renovated, gyproc walls, new 
flooring, 8 x 14 addition, 11 x 12 
deck, fridge and stove. Must be 
moved. $29,500. Phone 250- 
845-3271 eveninqs. 
14' WIDE mobile homes in 
Burns Lake. Prices range from 
$19,900 - $24,900. 1976 - 1981 
models. No tax on our B.C. reg- 
istered homes. 1-250-692-3375. 
1973 SAFEWAY 12 x 64 3 
bdrm mobile home located 
Nass Camp. Ready to move. 
$11,0O0. Call 635-3213. 
1974 12' x 68' mobile home. 
New n/g furnace and hot water. 
Thermal windows. Z-240 electri- 
cal code rating. Pad rental 
$175. Kitimat 632-3820. 
1 - 2 -  3 bedroom suites for 
rent. References required. 635- 
6428, 638-1595 or 635-0039 
$155',900;'Oalt 638-1587 '::---,~.~-.-,.availab e Immediately. 
RENT TO'Own your own 2 
bedroom mobile home with 4 
appliances in family oriented 
mobile home park. $700 per 
month. For terms call 635-2126. 
Available June 1st. 
THREE ACRES zoned light in- 
dustrial/residential located 1/2 
mile from Vanderhoof. 1100 sq 
ft house with full basement. 
Spacious fenced yard, 24 x 30 
shop. Large covered carport 
and numerous outbuildings. 
Asking $168,000. Call 250-567- 
3148 eveninqs, 
U.S.A. PROPERTIES - take 
over 40 acres in prosperous 
West Texas $14,900 - $150 per 
month. Owner will finance. Call 
1-800-875-6568. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftll One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9648. 
VILLA FROMTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftt One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
WANTED: A 3 bdrm house with 
a rent to purchase option. Close 
to town. Reply to P.O. Box 1219 
Terrace B.C. V8G 5P7. Refer- 
ences available. 
TRAILER PAD FOR rent in 
Thornhill. $300, Call 635-1326. 
6.7  ACRES IN  
WOODLAND PARK 
SUBDMSION 
Fenced for animals. 5 bdr, 21/2 beth, large new kitchen. 
Laminaie floors, n0t. gas fireplace, family room, rec room, office, 
double garage, garden shed, paved driveway. 
3,000 sq. ft. wired and healed shop 
$295,000 - 638-0771 
4912 Cooper Drive 
2500 sq ft country style home on the bench, close to school, 4 bdrms, 
21/2 baths. Open spacious kitchen, eating area and family room. N/G 
fireplace, formal living/dining room, large fenced yard, covered veran- 
da in front of home, 4 appliances, double garage. Must ba seen, sed- 
ous inquiries only, Asking $249,000 abe. Phone 635-9546.  
== ¢ 
2 & 3 bedroom trailers for rent, 
please leave message at 635- 
4315. 
2 BDRM trailer with attached 
addition, Pine Park in Thornhill, 
Adult oriented. W/D, F/S, NC, 
no pets, references required, 
Available June 1. $650 per 
month. Call 638-8183 leave 
message. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
charming rural, 5 minutes to 
Terrace Hwy 16 West. 
Appliances, utilities, no cable, 
Small pet OK. $600 Adult 
orientated. Call 635-0198, 
3 BEDROOM apartment, f/s, 
w/d, dishwasher, minutes from 
downtown, References, security 
deposit. $725/month. Call 635- 
5954. Available July 1st. No 
pets please. 
3 BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite, new carpet, 3 appliances, 
large windows, self contained, 
in Horseshoe. $675. Available 
June 1st. Call 635-0797. 
3 BEDROOM house. Close to 
downtown and schools. F/S and 
washer, 11/2 bath. No pets, 
references required. Large 
yard. Call 635-4570. 
3 BEDROOM in triplex, 4 ap- 
pliances, hardwood floors, 
excellent condition, utilities in- 
cluded. $850. Available June 
1 st. Call 635-0797. 
3"BEDROOM trailer on own lot 
in Thornhill. $600/month plus 
damage deposit. Phone 635- 
9530. 
3 BEDROOM upstairs. Close to 
town/schools, available May 
1/98. No pets, no parties, no 
smoking. Call anytime 635- 
5174. 
3 BEDROOM, 3 level town 
house in beautiful Granisle. 
$350 with all appliances. Call 
604-230-6388 or collect 604- 
433.1168 after 8:00 pm, 
3 BEDROOM, 3 level town 
house in beautiful Granisle. 
$350 with all appliances. Call 
604-230-6388 or collect 604- 
433.1168 after 8:00 pm, 
4 BEDROOM house on 1/2 acr- 
es. River front property, 
Queensway. $850 per month. 
References required. $425 
damage deposit. Call James 
635-7537. 
4 BEDROOM house with fin- 
Ished basement and rec room. 
1 1/2 baths, laundry room and 
carport, DW, F/S included. 
Close to schools and hospital. 
Call 638-0252. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 2 
BDRM basement suite, Ig yard, 
private entrance - no pets, 
$625/month, includes utilities, 
call 635-2556 on the southside. 
2 BEDROOM renovated mobile 
home in Pine Park, Very clean, 
4 appliances, 50% damage de- 
posit, $650/month. Available 
June 1st, Call 635-2126 even- 
in.qs. 
2 bedroom suite country 
location, laundry room and 
utilities included. Non smokers, 
$600 per month, Call 638-0989. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, f/s in- 
cluded. No pets, adult oriented. 
References required. Phone 
635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM unit in 6 plex on 
Pear with f/s, hookups for w/d. 
$620/month. No pets please. 
Call 635-5213. 
AVAILABLE MAY 17TH, 3 
bedroom top floor of home, 
fridge/stove, washer, dryer, 
across from school, large 
fenced yard, $800/month. Call 
638-1584. 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent. 2 
blocks from town. No pets, ref- 
erences and damage deposit 
required, Available June 1st. 
Call 638-8874. 
BRIGHT TWO bedroom upper 
floor of duplex. Four appliances. 
Ref required. Close to pool. 
$625. Available June 1. Call 
635-6352. 
CONDO FOR rent: Available 
May 1, 1998. Newly renovated, 
no pets, references required. 
Call before 6 pm 635-3908. 
FOR RENT: Newly renovated 
main floor of house, 3 bed- 
rooms, 4 appliances, no smok- 
ing, no pets please, $800 nego- 
tiable. References required plus 
" :d&mage deposit, Cbntact 635- 
8885 or 250-624-6275 available 
June 15, 98. 
LARGE DELUXE brand new 3 
bedroom condo, Bay window in 
living room and master bed- 
room. Carport. Available June 
1. Call 635-2932, 
NEW 3 bedroom basement su- 
ite, fridge, stove, washer/dryer 
included, 12 x 12 outdoor stor- 
age. Large yard, walking dis- 
tance to town, n/s, n/p, $750 
per month. Call 635-5459. 
NEW 3 bedroom condos, 1320 
sq fl, 5 appliances, blinds, on 
site mini storage, non smokers, 
no pets, references required, 
$875/month. #2609 Braun 
Street, Terrace B.C. Call 632- 
6636. 
NEW SPACIOUS 3 bdrm, w/d, 
f/s, dishwasher, blinds, non 
smokers, no pets, quiet area 
close to town. Available June 
1st. Call 638-0046. 
ONE AND 2 bedroom apart- 
ments available June 1 on site 
management. Call 635-2424 or 
635-5136. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM trailer, $390 
per month, 1 bedroom house 
$415 per month in Thornhill. 
Suitable for single person or 
couple. Call 635-9530. 
ONE HALF of an above ground 
duplex. 5 appliances, Two bed- 
room $650/month. No large 
dogs. 638-8089 evenings 6-9 
ern .  
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
IIIII Phone: 635-7458 
FOR LEASE 
4816 Highway 16 West 
Prime commercial location next 
to Home Hardware. 2,627 sq. ft. 
Warehouse space 880 sq. ft. 
5001Pohle Avenl;e 
951 sq. ft. worehouse/o$ce 
¢/w Off door 
Grelg Avenue - Ceotral Location 
1,700 sq. ft. retail/office space 
900 sq. ft. retaiVo$ce space 
5008 Pohle Avenue 
998 9. ft. new office/ 
slore front 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex in 
Thornhill, $370/month. 3 bed- 
room, 1 1/2 bath, 1100 sq ft 
above ground basement suite in 
town, $650/month. 3 bedroom 
top floor incl. utilities 
$850/month. Call Lisa 638- 
8639. 
SMALL COZY, furnished one 
bedroorn unit, Utilities included, 
full cable, laundromat on site. 
Suitable for non-smoking single 
person. $575 month, damage 
deposit reouired. Call 638-1511. 
THREE BEDROOM town- 
house, n/g heat, close to down- 
town, hookup w/dryer, 
fridge/stove included; 2 bed- 
room apartment, central Ioca- 
lion, security entrance, laundry 
facility, available June 1/98. Call 
after 5 pm 635-5653. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment in 
walking distance to town. Re- 
cently renovated and quiet. Ide- 
al for adults. $600 per month. 
Call 635-5338 after 6, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
VICTORIA CONDO. Walk to 
inner harbour, park, sea front. 
Weekly, monthly, minimum of 2 
nights, suitable for 2, Call 250- 
537-2606. 
WELL MAINTAINED recently 
painted 3 bedroom Thornhill du- 
plex available June 1/98. Non 
smokers please, w/d hookups, 
own storage, references. 
$750/month and security de- 
posit, Call 638-0436. 
ROOM FOR rent. Horseshoe 
area. $375 includes utilities and 
kitchen facilities. No pets, no 
smoking. Available immediately. 
Call 635-4760, 
PARK MANOR 
We are taking 
applications for a 
2 bedroom apartrnenf: 
$580 per month, 






1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monica Warner 




WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 









furl  &2  
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample pa~king 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
COMMERCIAL SPACE for 
lease up to 6000 sq ft or less. 
Reasonable rate, dock level 
loading bays. For more informa- 
tion call 635-7171. 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Almarlin Building 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.fi. Relafl or Office, Ground floor 
1,000 sq.ff. 1o 1,500 sq.fi. Office 2nd Float' 
Ph: 635-7191 
WORKING MAN requires room 
or shared accommodation in 
house, trailer or apartment ,, 
Kitchen facilities. I am clean 
and quiet. Non smoker. For 
June 1st. Call 635-5879 bet- 
ween 7 - 9 pro. 
JUST A Day Awayl Queen 
Charlotte Islands -North Beach. 
Rustic ocean front house keep- 





KAREN M~TI'EIS I 
635-7810 Pacific I 
I l l  
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BILLS GUNS Burns Lake. FAC 
Instructor. Instead of turning in 
firearms for destruction at the 
R.C.M>P. I will purchase any 
unwanted firearms during Fire- 
arm Amnesty. 1-250-692-3600. 
BRUNSWICK 5' x 10' pool 
table with 2" slate $1000. Four 
person Beachcomber hot tub 
complete with skirting and new 
cover $2500. 1-250-696-3447, 
Both in .ClOOd condition. 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Terrace 
Correctional Centre, Monday to 
Friday, 8 am to 11:30 am. 
$50;29/plck up load. 638-2171. 
FOR SALE: Gas furnace and 
wood burning stove furnace 6 
years old 125,000 BTU model 
Rudd Silhouette stove in good 
condition. Best offers. Contact 
635-8885 for further informa- 
tion. 
HORNO 5000. The revolution- 
ary new aphrodisiac that works, 
Better than Viagra. Full money 
back guarantee. No strings at- 
tached. Call Joseph L Homo 
Distribution. 1-800-688-5847. 
LOOKING FOR a Herbalife Dis- 
tributor? Special Spring. Dis- 
counts. Serving Northwest BC/s 
health-conscious individuals 
since 1994. Call Mary in Decker 
Lake, B.C> 1-250-698-7319. 
MUST SELL: 1972 Yamaha 
golf power cart (gas). $1800. 
847-4859. Leave message or 
858-0956. 
Driving [ 
School a i 
"The Keys 1o Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find girl for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or . Graduation  
Assessments (4 ~- )) 
•  vo,oa,,oo, 
Terrace, Kifimat, , / f / i f /  
Prince Rupert u-, 
Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 
.... PX/FAX 63s:Tm , 
30 o. 
Pre-packaged Summer 
Bulbs, Glads, Cactus, 
Dahlia, and Lillies 
See the Garden Shed 




5033 Graham Ave., 
Terrace Ph: 638-7697 
Maleriah 
Chairs on casters, w/arms, 
chairs wood, upholstered, 
comauter desk, metal table, 
storaae shel, ight fixtures, 
map rile cau high 
pressure air tanks, 
snowblower, safe and 
tube tester. 
Location: 
BC Hydra Terrace Office, 
5220 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
Inspection: 
For furlher information please 
call Greg Paulson at tel: 
(250) 638-5662 or 
fax: (250) 638.5695. 
Sale is "as is, where is" and 
subject o BC Hydro 
Conditions of Sale. 
NOTE: At sates must be made by 
cheque, no cash sales. 
BChydro 
ONE LADIES wetsuit. Size 
large. (full suit), excellent 
condition, $60. Call Janet 635- 
2402. 
s'rYRO CONTAINERS 14" x 
17" x 12" deep. 1 pot cooker, 4- 
4' x 8' stainless steel tables, 20 
It plastic pails with lids, 1 venti- 
lation system with hood, Metier 
digital scales, 4 - 28 cube fish 
totes, 1 - 40 GAC hot water 
tank, 1 Ventilation system 1017 







are :  
E la ine  635-3018 
Terry  635-6348 
Crys ta l  635-3531 
Gi l l i an  635-3044 
If .you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~ne of us acall. 
WE BUY Timber: North Ender- 
by Timber want to purchase: 
cedar saw logs, house logs and 
poles, fir peelers and house 
logs, spruce peelers and house 
logs. Pine and white pine saw 
logs. Hemlock pulp and saw 
logs. You will receive a prompt 
fair appraisal and competitive 
rates. Please call: office: 250- 
838-9668, Ran Carter. Home: 
250-832-4805. Ce11:250-833- 
2141. Warren Carter: Home: 
250-546-1919. Cell: 250-833- 
2591. 
1979 CORVE'n'E 350 auto. 
Recent black paint. Runs well. 
$8000 obo. Call 846-5151. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, ~ 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156, 
1988 SHELBY Daytona, Turbo 
4 cyl., 5 speed, loaded, t-roof, 
ex, con., never driven, stored, 
low kms, owned and operated 
by a little young lady in Decker 
Lake. $6000. 1-250-698-7409. 
1989 HYUNDAI Excel, 4 door 5 
speed, 142,000 kms. As is 
needs work, $1500 or best off- 
er. Call 635-4653, 
1991 CHEV Cavalier 102,000 
kms, fully loaded, c/w Clifford 
alarm, keyless entry. Red with 
black interior $6500 abe. Call 
635-1438. 
1992 OLDSMOBILE Achieva, 
grey, exc. condition, auto. 6 cyl. 
loaded, 60,800 kms. $9500. 
692-7629 or 697-2470 leave 
messaqe. 
1994 FORD Aspire SE, com- 
pact car. 55,000 kms, 5 speed, 
stereo, a/c, ABS, excellent run- 
ning condition. $8000 abe. 
Flawless interior. New winter 
tires. 635-8208. 
1995 HONDA Civic CS hatch- 
back, green, 5 speed, am/fm 
cassette, snow tires on rims. 
Excellent condition. $10,900. 
Call Houston: 1-250-845-7515. 
1995 HONDA CIVIC CS hatch- 
back, green, 5 speed, am-fm 
cassette; snow tires on rims. 
Excellent condition, 40,000kms. 
$10,000. Call 845-7515. 
Moving must sell: 1992 Dodge 
Colt, 200 GT 2 dr, H/B, 5 
speed, excellent condition. 
$4500 abe. Call 638-8508. 
1981 JEEP Cherokee for parts. 
Complete working drive train, 
motor front end etc. $500. Call 
635-8270 leave messa.qe. 
ATTENTION! 
FORD DIESEL TRUCK OWNERS 
~ S 5 9 9 5  Complete D/agnostic heck of Fuel System 
~,"  
[i,?' Check Ope[ation o/ 
Injection Pump 
,~"~ ~ Check Glow Plug System 
Check Injectors 
See Our Qualified Specialists and Restore your 
Truck to like New Fuel Economy and Power. 
I 
B10 - The Terrace Standard, Wedne:daT, ~ay 20, i 998 
1 80. PETS 
1979 FORD 1 ton. U-haul alu- 
minum box, ramp, good condi- 
tion. $3900. 1981 Dodge 1 ton 
with 12' van. Rollup door. 
$1800. Call 635-3213. 
1982 FORD' F350 4x4 pickup, 5 
speed, 7.3 diesel, $10,500 847- 
3397. 
3HRVSLER 
1985 GMO $15 pickup, 2.8L 
V6, newer tires, brakes, starter, 
Fluffier, auto tran., recent tune 
up. Excellent running condition. 
$2000 obo. Call 635-8208. 
1990 F150 2 WD extended cab. 
5 speed, air, cruise, cassette, 
new canopy, paint. 70,000 kms. 
Excellent condition $8900. call 
638-0798 eveninfls. 
1990 FORD RANGER 4x4 - 6 
cyl. ex condition, $5300.00, 
849-5030. 
1990 TOYOTA 4 wheel drive 
pickup. Extended cab with ca- 
nopy; sunroof; chrome wheels; 
new wide mud tires; 4 studded 
winter tires with one spare; sil- 
ver grey; very clean. Call Hous- 
ton 1-250-845-7569. 
1992 DODGE 4x4 318. Good 
condition. 110,000 kms. Stan- 
dard 5 speed, running boards, 
canopy, box liner, 4 extra stud- 
ded winter tires. Open to rea- 
sonable offers. Call 635-7400. 190' L IvESToCK 
lg93 GM Stepside short box, 
a/c, cruise, tilt, excellent condi- 
tion only 38,000 kms. $17,500 
obo. Call 635-2126. 
1994 FORD F250, excellent 
shape. Only 59,000 kms. Rem- 
ote start, am/fin cassette, full 
aluminum running boards, box 
liner and rail caps. New rear 
tires. $15,950. Call 638-7724. 
180:PETS  ~_  GMC SIERRA Supercab, 4x4 
pick up, 1991 97,000 kms. Air 
tilt, cruise, boxliner, am/fm cas- 
sette, $14,000 obo. Save GST. 
Call 635-5010. 
120 :.:".'.. : • • . . . , . 
-RECREATION:. 
. ,vEH cLES  : i. 
1993 HARLEY Davidson Sport- 
ster. $8000 obo. Call 635-5789. 
1993 SUZUKI SAVAGE 650, 
under 5000 original kms. Mint 
condition. $2500. Please call 
635-6352. 
12' ALUMINUM boat c/w oars, 
lifejackets (3), $600. Call 638- 
8818. 
16' ALUMINUM boat. Galvan- 
ized trailer. 1989 25 hp Merc in- 
cludes anchor, rod holders, 3 
padded seats, $3200 obo. Call 
635-8270 leave messaqe. 
16' 'CAMPION, 140 hp IB, on 
Roadrunner trailerl 43 hp Merc 
kicker, fishfinder, downrigger, 
rod holders, ex shape. $6000. 
1-250-692-7967 Burns Lake. 
17 1/2 ft Thermo-Glass deep 
hull on EZ load trailer, 115hp 
Merc outboard, depth sounder, 
radio, down riggers, crab traps, 
all in good condition $7500. Call 
635-3592 after 5 pm or leave 
messaqe. 
1990 18' Alltcraft, EZ loader, 
aluminum hull. Enclosed 6' ca- 
bin with door. Outboard, well 
with 90 hp Mariner, 9.ghp Hon- 
da Iongshaft, electric start, two 
18 gal gas tanks, depth finder, 
downriggers, md holders, 2 
spare props, fire extinguisher, 
$25,000 obo 1-250-694-3591 
Burns Lake. 
21 FT fiberglass boat, 130 hp 
inboard motor, O.M.C. leg, stur- 
dy tandem trailer, all in good 
condition. $11,500. Phone (250) 
635-4855. 
24FT SEARAY Command 
Bridge Cruiser. 255 Mercruiser 
(Ford Windsor 351 cu in) with 
tandem trailer. G.P.S., VHF, 
CB, sniffer, fish finder. Comes 
with rods, downriggers, life jack- 
ets, charts, swim grid. Sleeps 4 
or 5. Has toilet. Excellent condi- 
tion. Ready to go. Needs noth- 
ing $19,500. Please call 635- 
6352. 
FORD 
1978 HOLIDAY Rambler 5th 25FT CARVER, loaded: Corn- 
Wheel, 28 1/2', a/c, microwave mand Bridge, 290 hp, 280 Vol- 
generator, good condition, vo leg, head, galley, 2 
sleeps 4. Vacuum system, sounders, 2 VHF, sleeps 6, 
fridge/stove. Call 638-8818. many up-dates. Includes 8 ft 
$11,000 obo. dinghy, EZ-Lcader trailer. 
$28,500. Phone 250-692-3357. 
1990 FORD class C motor- 
home, 460, 27 1/2 ft 33,000 SALE OR trade: 18' aluminum 
miles cab-air, tilt, cruise, asking flat bottom river boat. comes 
$27,000. Call 635-9627. with tandem axle trailer. 90 hp 
Johnson with jet. Two gas tanks 
$9,950 obo. Call 838-1587. 31FT AIRSTREAM Travel trail- 
er. Air cond, bathroom, rear 
bedroom, fridge, furnace, cano- 
py, good condition. Ready to go 
$11,000. 1-250-692-2311. 
8 FT Eldorado camper. 3 way 
fridge, 3 burner stove. No leaks. 
$1500 obo. 638-0798 evenin.qs. 
ADVERTISE YOUR boat/RV on 
the internet. Picture and 25 
26 FT Commander, twin Merc, 
i?o, GPS, sounder, radar, espar 
heater, propane stove/oven, 
stand-up head, achilles inflat- 
able, new tops, $56,000. Phone 
250-847-9298. 
FOR SALE: 19913 892 DLC ex- 
cavator, c/w hydraulic thumb, 
bush guarding and ~o buckets. 
1989 Cat O8K c/w ripper & U 
dozer 26" pads. Call 847-3397. 
WANTED: PORTABLE Bridge 
18'- 30' feet. Metal or wood 
deck. Phone leave message, 
847-9530. 
HESSTON 6450 self-propelled 
swather. $1500. Also MF 2805; 
cab, duals, with 16 ft offset 
Rome disk. $14,500. Call 1- 
250-846-5061. 
NEW HOLLAND 855 round bal- 
er, 1750 Ib bales, excellent con- 
dition. New Holland 12' hay 
conditioner, 488, good condi- 
tion. Massey Ferguson 2675, 
2400 original hrs. All are in ex- 
cellent condition. 1-250-847- 
5258. 
"WHITE" 19.5HP lawn tractor. 
Hydrostatic drive. Twin rear 
bagger. 48" cutting deck. Less 
than 30 hrs on unit Industrial 
Briggs and Straton motor. Re- 
placement cost $3600. Selling 
for $3100 firm. Call 638-1179 
new in 1997. 
BLUE AND Gold Macaw. Good 
talker, sweet natured. $800. 
Call 635-3152. 
CKC REGISTERED Kuvaszok 
guardian puppies. Breeders 
guarantee, natural predator 
control. Personal or livestock 
guardians. References avail- 
able. Quality plus. For $800 de- 
livered. 971-2205 
ENGLISH SPRINGER Spaniel 
purebred puppies. Ready May 
12, excellent family pet. Health 
guaranteed, includes first shots. 
$350. Only 2 males left. Phone 
250-632-3470. 
GOING ON vacation? Call 
"Keep Th'm Alive" at home pet 
sitting service. $10/day. Call 
638-8069 leave a messacle. 
HYBRID WOLF pups, a true 
friend, smart intelligent and very 
faithful. Beautifully marked. 
Phone 847-4959. 
POODLE/PEKINGESE PUP- 
= PIES. Small loving companions. 
Adults also available. Two well 
trained geldings. Easy keepers. 
Also a years hay. Call 1-250- 
845-7467 and leave messaqe. 
REG. BORDER Collie ups. 
Excellent bloodlines and work- 
ing parents. Black and white, 2 
female, 2 males, 8 weeks old~ 
great livestock, farm or com- 
panion dogs, $350. Australian 
Cattle Dogs. Blue and red heal- 
er pups. 1 red female, 1 blue 
male, 8 weeks old. Great cattle, 
companion dogs, $250. Anato- 
lien Shepherd Dogs, Turkish 
breed, 4 males, 2 females, 3 
months old, 2 black face, 4 pin- 
to. Great family, cattle and com- 
panion dogs. Raised and 
trained in the field, $350. Mill 
Swanson - Grandview Ranch 
842-6678. 
REG. TOY female Poodle, reg. 
Toy Pommerian pups, male - 
female. Shots, dewormed, vet 
checked, health certificate. All 
ready to go. 1-250-692-3722 
anytimo. Let it ring. Burns Lake. 
10 YEAR old Percheron mare. 
Broke for logging. With 13 
month old colt. $1800. Phone 
846-9675. Leave messa¢le. 
4 YEAR old polled purebred 
registered Hereford bull with 
papers. 2, 18mo old Hereford 
Angus cross bulls. 1, 18 moold 
purebred Hereford Bull. 250- 
846-9291. 
9TH ANNUAL 100 Mile Select 
Sale. Featuring registered 
Quarter horses and Paint 
horses. Saturday June 6, 12 
noon, 100 Mile Ranch barn. 100 
Mile House BC. "We continue to 
select top quality honestly rep- 
resented horses." 1-250-395- 
3911. 
A.Q.H.A. NEGA Jetbar stand- 
ing at stud. 16 hh solid black, 
good feet and withers. Some 
young horses for sale. Phone 
847-3311 for bookin~. 
FARM AUCTION: Saturday 
May 30th, 11:30 am - 9:00 am. 
Hold Road, QuesneL 4 km 
south of Kersley off Hwy 97. No 
viewing prior to sale. Phone; 
B.C. Auctions (250) 992-9325 
Quesnel 
FEED- oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 6outhslde Feeds. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
ONE OF the Best Studs in Ca- 
nada standing at Holders Quar- 
terhorse Ranch. Easy Flying 
Dun. $600 LF.G. No board. 
Fabulous foals, Call 1-250-692- 
3722 anytime. Let it ring. Burns 
Lake. 
PERFORMANCE TESTED 
LIMOUSlN BULLS• 250-846- 
5392. 
PUREBRED BLACK Arabian 
Broodmare. Will breed to our 
stallion. She has some nice off- 
spring in the valley. Griffin Ara- 
bians; 250-847-3938. 
REGISTERED 7/8 Arab mare, 9 
yrs old, 15.2 hh, very athletic, 
excellent movement/manners, 
proven dressage/jumper. 0Nah- 
keenah of Jaku). Can deliver. 
Offers (250) 477-5884. 
SQUARE BALES of good qual- 
ity first cut, second cut hay and 
straw delivered in from Alberta, 
no order too small. 847-4083. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 - 6 pm. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
WANTED: ALFALFA, mixed 
hay and straw, square bales, on 
an on-going basis, by the semi 
load. Phone 826-9099 late 
eveninfls. 
YEARLING HEREFORD 
BULLS for sale. Registered, 
polled, quiet, good feet. Also, 
hay for sale. Please call 846- 
494. 
YEARLING HEREFORD Bulls 
for sale. Registered, polled, 
quiet, good feet. Also, hay for 
sale. Please call 846-5494. 
LOST FROM 4900 BLOCK 
SCOTT: CERAMIC LAWN OR- 
NAMENT-  HUCKLEBERRY 
FINN FISHERBOY. REWARD 
OFFERED• CALL 635-6644. 
BEEF, LAMB, pork. Hamblin 
Farms Lean 'n' Tender naturally 
produced meats. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Visit the farm at the 
end of Mountainview Drive or 
fund our meats at Country 
Treasures, Ninth Street, Hous- 
ton. Serving people from Prince 
George to Prince Rupert. Call 
845-2133 or 1-800-665-6992. 
FIND LOVE and happtnessl If 
you're a single adult looking for 
a long term relationship/mar- 
riage, call The Swan and The 
Rose Matchmakers Ltd. 1-250- 
474-6685. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Chumh 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
mossaqe. 
HERBALIFE WEIGHT loss and 
nutritional products for better 
health. Lose weight now. Ask 
me how. Phone 250-632-6646 
cell 250-632-1362. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
TLC ESCORT Agency: Avail. 
able by appointment in Hous. 
ton, Smithers & Burns Lake. 
Call: 1-250-845-3200 or 1-250- 
845-8419. 
Isn't It Niffly 
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'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto,/VC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
was $19,995 now $18,995 
'97 Jeep.Grand 
CheroKee 
6 cyl, Aut0,NC,lilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
was $33,995 now $31,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, A/C, Cruise Control, Tilt 
was $17,995 now $15,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruisel 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $16,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V.8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $23,995 
'95 Dodge Dakota SLT 
Club Cab 4x4 
V-8, 5 speed, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Delsel, auto, A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, western snow pl0w 
attached 
was $26,995 sale $23,995 
'92 Dakota Club Cab LE 
4x4, A/C, Auto, Cruise, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & looks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $16,995 
'96 Ford Probe GT 
13,000 km, 6 cyl, 5 spd, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows, 
Locks and More 
was $19,995 now $118,995 
'96 Ford F-150 4x4 
NC, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
was $17,995 now $16,995 
'95 Ford Escort GT 
5 Speed 
was $11.995 now $10,995 
'95 Ford ~. , " /~g 
A ~ t ,  
was $~88 sale $14,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette i 
was $16,995 sale $13 ,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $13,995 
'97 Chevy Camaro 
Standard, T-T0p, 
0nly 2,500 km 
was $20,995 now $19,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chew' Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $29,995 now $25,995 
'94 GMC 4x4 
6 cyl, 5 speed 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Chev 1500 Silverado 
v.8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Crutse, Power 
windows & locks, extra cab 
was $17,995 now $16,995 
I I  IMPORTS [ ]  
'97 Toyota Rav 4 
Only 25,000 kms, like new 
was $25,995 now $23,99. = 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab 
was $21,995 now $20,99~ 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Stereo Cassette, 
Power Locks 
Na6 $30,995 now $29,99, = 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $36,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
Nas $27,995 now $26,99, ~
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, arn/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
'9"2 Toyota 4 Runner 
6 cylinder, auto, cruise, tilt 
was $23,995 Now $21,995 
Partial List 0nly 
uver 25 More 
Pre.0wned V e ~ k l  





1-800-313.7187 DL~, 59~8 
t~Nw.terraceautomall,com 
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Hud & Edna F i sher  . " ;~90' BUSINESS 
oPPORTUNITIES ( 50  ~" W=ddlng Annlversarg Celebration 
SUNDAY, MAY 24, 1-4 P.M. 
I 
Fair Wealher -




Elks Hall, Tetrauh 
St. NO GIFTS. 
But bring pictures, 





Call Dan after 5:00 p.m. 635-6350. • 
280, BUSINESS ,:') 
• SERVICES : 
BUTCHERING & meat cutting. 
Custom sausage; fresh & 
smoked. Sausage making sup- 
plies & spices. Hamblin Farms. 
End of Mountainview Drive, 
Houston. Call 845-2133 or 1- 
800-665-6992. 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at Par 
Blackbird Lodge. Leavenworths 
Best View Hotel Spa, compli- 
mentary breakfast, balcony 
rooms, when staying Sunday to 
Thursday. Some limitations ap- 
ply. Call 1-800-446-0240. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Caribou. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon 
request, black tie ar casual 
events. Call ~ for 
pricing and reservation 
information. 635-3763. 
DON'T PLANT your grassl 
High quality sod from Alberta 
delivered to anywhere - from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Very reasonable price, any size 
order. Call 847-4083. 
• IN THE Lakes District ..... Infil- 
trator Septic & Waste System. 
Health approved, wholesale 
pricing, easy to install, no need 
for drain rock, 45% more effi- 
cient than common septic sys- 
tems. Distributed by: S & B 
Enterprises. For a video and 
brochure .clive Reiner a calll 
AREYOUSAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shorter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 




24 HOURS A DAY 
ATTNETION FISH MONGERS: 
Excellent leasing opportunity. 
Retail seafood, fish/chip opera- 
tion, move-in readyl Terrific Io- 
cation new plaza, Vernon, B.C, 
Tatum Properties, Shirley: 1- 
250-765-2904. 
HARDWARE STORE. Located 
downtown Merritt, B.C, Family 
owned, established 30 years. 
Incredible returnl Package 
available. Eugen L. Klein of An- 
gall Hasman and Associates 
Realty Ltd. 1-800-818-8599. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO. 
GRAMS information. Govern. 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
HI PROFIT Vending Routes. 
From $2200. Financing avail- 
able. Toll free 1-800-387-2274 
(Dept 590) or (604) 597-3532. 
HUGE PROFIT. Does $100/hr 
or more sound good? do you 
want your dreams to become a 
reality? Then call now 1-800- 
811-2141 code 5366. 
LEAVING THE Country, must 
sell 7000 sq ft building, ex-Hud- 
son Bay store. Building com- 
pletely re-fit from 1995 including 
new roof (still under warranty), 
all construction to BCBC, 3000 
sq ft commercial space, current- 
ly triple net Government lease, 
4000 sq ft residential space, 4 
apartments, unique layouts - 2 
bedroom units. Capitalization 
rate is 22,19%o Sacrifice for 
$249,000. For more into, 250- 
635-1754. 
MOBILE REPAIR business 
serving Burns Lake to the 
coast. Excellent clientele base 
with numerous service and re- 
pair contracts. Reasonably 
priced with low overhead and 
good income. If you're mechani- 
cally inclined and want to be 
self-employed, here's the per- 
fect opportunity. Call 250-847- 
4236 evenin.qs. 
PERFECT HOME Based Busi- 
ness. Lucrative, fun, rewarding. 
24 hour recorded message. Call 
toll free 1-888-261-2501. 
SALE: MINI storage family 
business in Peace River Alber- 
ta. Beautiful residence with 
services for caretakers mobile 
home. Excellent tax shelter in 
growth area. Serious inquiries 
only. Call (403) 624-5830. 
-Misty River Tackle, Hunting & tracery 
* Hunting • Fishing 
• Camping ° Groceries 
We have all! 
Hours: 7am - lOpm Sunday to Wednesday 
7am - 11pro Thursday to Saturday 
[ 5008 Agar SL, Terrace, B.C. ] 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax'. 638-8500 1-800-314-1369 




In Loving Memory of 
a wonderful husband, 
father and grandfather 
who passed away 
May 21, 1996 
"1 arise from dreams of thee 
In the first sweet sleep of night. 
When the winds are breathing Io~ 
And the slan are shining bright." 
The ioy we bd together, 
/tow sweet its memory still" 
Your death has/eft o loneliness 
The world ran never fill 
Lovingly remembered 
end sadly missed by your 
beloved wife Marian, 
daughter Unda, son in law 
John & granddaughter 
r_. Jess and family , 
SMITHERS BASED Trucking 
Company looking for full or par- 
tial backhauls form anywhere in 
Alberta or Saskatchewan to de- 
liver anywhere from Prince 
George to Prince Rupert. 847- 
4083". . ................... , 
TUTORING AVAILABLEll 
Does your child struggle 
i through school? I am available 
to tutor kids grades 1 - 8. In a 
variety of subjects. Reasonable 
ratesl For more into all Kelly at 
635-4768 after 5 pro. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request, Phone 635-9592 




DIATELY. Stuffing envelopes, 
free supplies: send S.A.S.e. D 
Johnson suite 4, Dept. 11, 1699 
Trans Canada Highway, Victor- 
ia BC VgB 5T9. 
A DOCTOR Discovers: New 
Health PmducU Cdn/US patent, 
no competition, 95% retention 
rate. Networkers dream 
Launching B,C. May 28. Imme- 
diate action. Top $$$. 1-800- 
550-5181. 
Temporary  Youth Opportun i t ies  
BC Hydro is supporting the Provincial 
Government's Youth Options BC Program with the 
following opportunities which require self-motivated 
team-players with: • a valid BC driver's licence 
• good computer skills • strong interpersonal and 
organizational abilities. 
Pole Tag Clerks 
(3 months) 
You will be responsible for performing a variety of 
duties associated with tagging joint-use poles. These 
will include: • organizing and locating tagging routes 
and routes to be checked • applying tags to appropriate 
poles • performing routine clerical functions. 
Youth Energy Services 
Program 
(2-months: Ju ly  3 - Au'gust 28, ~1998) . . . .  : . . . .  
As a sales/marketing-oriented ambassador for BC 
Hydro, you will promote our expanding range of 
products and services. This will be achieved through 
aclivilies uch as: • affendance al community events 
= public speaking opportunities • follow-up phone calls 
to customers • targeted programs for schools and key 
consumer segments • promotion of intemet and loll- 
free message lines to provide feedback. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in 
BC Hydro; however, only those selected for an 
interview ill he contacted. 
To apply, please send your resume and cover letter 
immediately to: BC Hydro - Youth Options BC, 
Employment Centre, 333 Dunsmuir Street, 
Vancouver, BC v6g 5R3. Fax: (604) 623-3811; 
e-maih hrservices @bchydro.bc.ca 
BC tlydro is building a diverse workforce and a 
welcoming work environment. We are committed to 
employment equity and invite aFplications from all 
qualified candidates. 
THE POWER IS  YOURS 
www.bchydro.com BOhgdro 
~,l 11502 :. 
330, NOTICESI 3.: • ,  3301 NOTICES 
Elaine L, Ippel 
May 20,1995 
I'M FREE 
Don't gdeve for me, for now I'm free 
I'm ~lowtng the path God laid for me 
I teek His hand when l haard His call 
I tumed my bask and left it ail 
I ceuld not stay anothar day 
To lough, fo love, fo work or play 
Tasks left undone must stay that way 
I found the peace at 
the dose of the day 
If my paring has left a void 
Then fillet with a remembered Joy 
A f~endship shared, a laugh, a kiss 
Ah yes, these things Itoo will miss 
Be not burdened with ti~ee of sorrow 
I wish you the sunshine of tomorrow 
My life's been foll, I savoured much 
Good friends, good times, 
a loved one's touch 
Perhaps my time seemed all too bdef 
Don't lengthen itnow with 
undue grief 
Lift up your heart and sham with mo 
God wanted me now, 
He set me free 
Loved & Remembered 
Husband Jim, 
Daughters Shannon 
(Sergio), & Dana (Jim). 
Sons Alan (Monica) 
& Aaron. 
Grandsons Matthew, 
Chad & Kaelen, 
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Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of ths month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 4410Le ion Terrace ' _ _ _  
SALMON ARM B.C. 56 acres 
fenced, Includes operating, 
modern, heated 19 run dog 
kennels. 1300 sq fl & rented 3 
bdrm home with 3 bdrm. Base. 
ment suite, Only $219,000, For 
more information call Bob Dun 
1-800-890-9166 Homelife Sal- 
man Arm Really. 
SERIOUS INTERNATIONAL 
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SHIELDS GOLD Dust Cafe, 
100 Mile House, excellent lease 
- option to purchase land, build- 
eng. 250-395-4835 between 
4:00 - 6:00 pm. 
STOPf YOUR money problerns 
have ended with a home based 
business generating 
20K/month. Call 1-800-320- 
AN OKANAGAN specially ce- 
dar mill is looking for an experi- 
enced planer man. Please send 
resume to: PC Box 372 Ended- 
by, BC. V0E 1V0. 
Business Opportunlty. Income 9895 ext. 0187 or 
on the Web - Full training & www,q0flonline.com/untr 
benefits. Work at home, 
www.hbn.com - access code 
5869. 
SEVEN YEAR Track Record - 
Over 60 Locations: One of Ca- 
nada's fastest growing franchis-, 
es coming to the Houston 
Shopping Centre, Invest 
$125,000 and benefit from year- 
ly projected net profits of 
$30,000. financing available. 
Call Russ at 1-204-227-2297. 
sud CHRYSLER SERVICE Techni- 
cian for Okanagan Valley. A 
YOU TOO can be making big rare opportunity for a motivated 
money. Our reports will show journeyman technician witl~ 
you know to: make $5000 or proven producer excellent ben- 
more per moth with garage efit package. Fax resume 1- 
sales; earn a fortune with clas- 25%545-2249 or call 250-545- 
sifted ads; start and operale a 2261, Contact Ran Russell. 
profitable mail order business; COOK NEEDED for guest 
successfully start your ow, n ranch in the Cariboo. Organize 
business. For further informa- the kitchen, make weekly mo- 
tion please write or fax 549- nus, do inventory & ordering. 
3507 D Bunee Enterprises Salary negotiable. Phone r fax 
"Your Information Source" Box 250-459-2333. 
86, Vernon, BC V1T 6N4. 
Tar  Benders  
Bartending Services 
• Weddings and parlies of all 
kinds. 
=From 50 to 550 people we 
custom design a package to 
suit your needs 
"Out of town bookings welcome 
For more into 
Call Karen at 635-3763 
QUEENSWAY 
LEATHER & TACK SHOP 
4493 Queensway Dr. Thornhill, B.C. VSG 3X2 
(250) 635-7721 
Open Tues. to Sat. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
 ;ENffI AINgN 
PAULETTE PATTERSON 
4819 LOEN AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C., VgG ] Z9 635"2946 
Absolute Pet Care 
Professional 
All Breed Pet and 





u ~ DON'T PAY FOR A TOW, JUST CALL JOE 
Automotive, Med. Duty Trucks, RVs, Harleys, 
ATVs Pressure Washing Jump Starts 
At ~ome, at work, or on the side of the road 
Enclosed trailer with winch 
JOE MAUNOWSKI Ph./hx (250) 638-0352 
Cell. 615-7052 
Paci f ic  Cotton Candy 
~¢~:~:~:~:~:~:.~:~:~: , r : : :~:~:~:~:~:, Beckyard Birthday Parties :}~:i:?'::!:'. :i:~:!:. :¢ :! i i$!: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
~!~%:: ":~::~ ~ ~::~::,: :~ :~i!~, Events * Fairs 
Sporting Events 
iii::~:::, . . . . . . . . .  :~i~':il ' Fund Raisers 
• ~l~:~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~;~;~i o Community Events (privale/public) 
, Popcorn & Steamed Hot Dogs 
Contact: Jeff Town 
3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
Ph: (250) 635-3259 Fax: (250) 635.0186 
Your Whole Child is 
Our Whole Business "r~ 
Fun educational toys, books, 
games and awardwlnnlng 
software. Over 300 products, 
from birth to adult. Home 
parties & catalogue orders. 




i"P • CUSTO  
[ 635-3204 l 
FAX 635-1377 AL & NAN RICHARDSON 
4913 SCOff AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 2B7 
,! 
SPECIAUZING IN DIGITAL SATEUJTE 1~ ' ~ i i i (~ i~ i :~~i  = : ! '  4815S o/Avenue 1(  
k\\\~ I ~)'~----~O ENTERTAINMENT 
~t - /~/ '~f  INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IN: 
~ German, Porluguese ,, Italian s,.,h. Eo.,,oo,H,  : 01 
~ DEALERS FOR EXPRESS VU & STAR CHOICE 
.,I ~ For Information Call Karam 
TERRACE, BC 250"638-0315 Terr,te'B'(, V8G2B5 (250)635 236S 




Decor & Design 
Omce/Fax: (250) 638-1220 
I-tome (250) 638-1112 
IM 
TOPPERS, RENTALS & SALES I 
Tents for banquets, weddings or outdoor 
I activities. Rent by the day, week or month. Phone 635-2818 or 635-3367 
JANE'S PET GALLERY 
All Breed dog Grooming / ~  
JANE TURNER ~iii!~:!ii3}l~ , 
635-1904 ~-~}i~o} 
free pick up and delivery ~':.~:::".: .......... :~",~ 
PLUS: Original Pet Portraits ~ .. ~ : : .i .... 
   PARTYPE  
D,J. Service (with or wi thout  D.J.) 
Certified Bartenders 
Let us organize your next party, 
for bookings call Paul Lebrun at 
638-8813 
Decopatlng &Party Rentals 
Weddings  & Spec ia l  Events  
* Decorations * Bubble Machine 
* Cakes , Ambes 
, Centrepleces • Candlenhras 
* Flower Baskets * Lights 
635-4583 
Let us decorate so you don't bare to/ 
-ICBC Claims -Safely Glass -Plate Glass 
-Insurance Replacements -Screens 
Russell Billson Phone 638-0912 
5504 Lloyde Ave. Fax 638-0916 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R6 Cell 615-6241 
MAKE YOUR OWN SPARKLING BEVERAGES RIGHT AT HOME 
Offers you bubbling mh drinks, soda weler, [izzy trull julcos, 
heohh drinks and even boer and 
sparkling wines in your own kitchen. 
*Totally sue in normal use *Free in home delivery 
*Will supply C °~ • Easy to dean and rnalntaln 
i_~ ,~l Randy 63S-4305 
Alana 638-1341 
BONUS: RECEIVE SUPPUES 10 MAKE t 2L OF POP FREE 
JACQUE DAHL 
Terrace, BC (250) 635-5263 
Balance Fashions 
Cenad#s Own CIoth;ng Company 
To see Balance's legendary clothing llne 
call me todayl 
Custom made lampshades ¢ (~ 
& accessories 
Hand Sewn by 
Marguerite Sandy - i '  
635-4025 638-1095 
Fax: 638-1084 
• ~" ~'~i~i~:~i!i!:i::;:::'::•::::~;!::il I i:! :: !:F:!.i:!:::i:!!:::i:::!:':'~i:::;~:4:!:i::!::i:~.!~!:~:~:~:~ ' "× 
iii!i}:i~i::!: ! ii ~ ~ I  ~ IJIgltai~iu~/~i~i!ii 
~ ~ ' ~ ReesenaOle Rat}~:::i:i 
This Space Could 
Be v,.,.,.,= ii V~, l t  | ,~l  
Just Call Patricia 
i at 638-7283 
| 
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Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
4931-B KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K7 
NEW SERVICE// WCB Audiometric hearin# testing is now mobile. 
Phone to book a date at your 
SERVICE MANAGER required. 
Award winning Warren Burd 
Chrysler in Campbell River is 
looking for the best. Excellent 
pay and benefits. 287-9555 fax 
287-2500 Bill Howich. 
ST LEONARD'S Youth & Fami- 
ly Services: Requires Team 
Leader for Horse Program. 
Must have experience counsell- 
ing female young offenders & 
solid background with horses. 
Send Resume: #220-6545 Bon- 
sor, Burnaby, B.C., V5H 1H3. 
Fax (604) 434.1510. 
ST. LEONARD'S Youth & Fam- 
ily Services: Requires Foster 
Parents, part or full-time, for two 
children/youths, in Burnaby, 
New Westminster of Tri-Cities. 
Support available by Child & 
Youth Counsellors. Excellent fi- 
nancial remuneration. Send Re- 
sume: #220 - 6545 Bonsor Ave. 
Burnaby, B.C. V5H 1H3. Fax 
(604) 434-1510. 
i 
BEST WESTERN BC mountain 
resort now hiring for summer 
employment. Various positions 
available. For application send 
self-addressed stamped envel- 
ope to: John Gait, Glacier Park 
Lodge, Rogers Pass, B.C. VOE 
2S0. 
Enjoy working with teens? 
Want more information 
on fostedng? 
Ministry For Children & Families 
638-2330 
Exciting & Challenging 
employment for one full time: 
REGISTERED NURSE 
BCNU New D & T centre. Days M - F, alternating 
on call. Start June 15. Located in beautiful 
Stikine region northern B.C. 
Contact: 
Patricia Schindel, 
Director of Clinical Service, 
Stikine Health Centre, 
Box 386, 
Dease Lake, B.C. 
V0C 1 L0 
INTERIOR VALUE-ADDED 
FACILITATORS 
B.C.'s forest industry and the B,C. government are working 
together to inueasethe supply of wood to B,C.'s independen 
secondary manufacturers. Two individuals knowledgeable 
about he interior lumber industry's production and secondary 
manufacturing are being recruited to assist the members of 
the three interior lumber trade associations in building strong- 
er bus!ne~ relationships with secondary manufacturers and 
to improve the flow of fibre to the value-added industry. These 
two contract positions are for an initial term of two years and 
may be extended for a further year. An attractive remuneration 
package is provided in partnership with Forest Renewal B.C.. 
Applicants must possess effective communication skills. 
Considerable travel throughout the interior will be required. 
Qualified Individuals with an interest in the Okanagan or 
Prince George based positions hould send or fax resumes 





Suite 360. 1855 I~mmchner Rd. 




Northern Forest Products 
Association 
#400 - 1488 Fourth Avenue 




(full-time temporary contract 
• fo r  th ree  months  more  or  less) 
Refer to competition number 9805.009 
The Nlsga'e Tdbel Council Office in New Aiyansh, B.C, is seeking applica- 
tions from individuals with the skills and quatificatbns tofill this position. The 
Referendum Commissioner wi!l work under the direction of the Ratification 
committee. The primary purpose of this Referendum Commissioner's pesi. 
tion is to facilitate the process required for the ratification fthe Treaty bet- 
wesn the Nlsga'a Nation, Canada nd British Columbia. 
DUTIES.' 
The Referendum Commissioner will work on an 'as required' basis. It is esti- 
mated that this position will exist for approximately 90days including a brief 
duration after the ra~cation vote is held. 
• Assist he committee inenforcing rules; 
• Employ and train staff as required to conduct the Referendum; 
• Inform voters and other affected persons about he Referendum process; 
• Under the direction of the committess, upervise the conduct 
of the Referendum; 
• Supervise and guide staff regarding voter egistration a d 
the Referendum; 
• Ensure that Referendum officials carry out their duties with fairness 
and impaSality; 
• Issue information a d guidelines to ensure ffective implementation 
of Referendum; 
• Ensure o$ciaJs perform their duties end exercise their powers as 
required; and 
• Assign duties and related powers to oifidals as required. 
QUALIFICATIONS; 
• Must be a Nisga'a person; 
• Must Not be e member of the GEB, GEC or an elected member of any 
of the Band Councils or Urban Locals; 
• Must be d good personal character and have demonstrated use of 
good judgement; 
• Should have a good record of acting with discr~on and oonfidantiatly; 
, Should have managerial nd administrative competence; 
, Previous referendum administration experience would also be an asset 
Compensation will be in accordance with funding arrangement egotiated 
between the Hisga'a Tribal Council, Canada nd British Columbia. 
The daslng date for this position will be Friday May 29, 1998. 
Please forward your esume and covedng letter to: 
Human Resources Manager 
Nlsga'a Tri~ Council ~ ]  




OPPORTUNITY for apprentice 
cook. The Hudson bay Lodge 
and Convention Center, Smith- 
ors, B.C. Fax resume with train- 
ing and experience to 250-847- 
4878. 
DIRECTOR OF Corporate 
Services. The Town of Smithers 
s seeking a dynamic and highly 
motivated individual to fill a new 
position of "Director of Corpo- 
rate Services". Reporting to the 
Administrator, the Decatur of 
Corporate Services will be re- 
sponsible for preparing reports 
pertaining to land use planning, 
rezoning, subdivision, and 
working with developers, the 
public, staff, other government 
agencies, administering le- 
gal/statutory requirements, po- 
liciss, bylaws and office man- 
agement. The Director of Cor- 
porate Services should possess 
exceptional interpersonal com- 
munication skills, strong super- 
visory abilities, in depth experi- 
ence in land use planning, and 
should have a comprehensive 
knowledge of local government 
legislation and regulatory re- 
sponsibilities of the Municipal 
Act. The Director of Corporate 
Services shall establish and 
maintain effective working rela- 
tionships with Council staff and 
the general public in 
administering applicable regula- 
tions procedures and policies, 
and providing technical team 
support. Energetic candidates 
applying for this position must 
have working knowledge of lo- 
cal government administrative 
operations, senior experience in 
land use planning and should 
bold a Degree in Planning, Pub- 
lic Administration or equivalent 
trainihg a'nd experience. The 
Town of Smithers offers a com- 
petitive salary and attractive 
fringe benefits. Salary will com- 
mensurate with experience and 
qualifications. If this newly 
created position appeals to you, 
and you want to work with a dy- 
namic and progressive organi- 
zation, we ask you to apply in 
confidence no later than 4:340 
pm May 29, 1998 to; Mr, Wal- 
lace Mah, Administrator, Town 
of Smithers, Box 879 Smithers, 
BC V0J 2N0. Phone 250-847- 
1600 Fax 250-847-1601. 
DOG GROOMER required in 
high traffic Salmon Arm pet 
store. Percentage salary. Must 
be able to work alone. Apply 
Box 1194 Salmon Arm, B.C. 
V1E 4P3 or fax 250-932-8983. 
EXPERIENCED BRUSHERS, 
own equipment, contracts in 
Terrace area. Phone Kwassin 
Lake contracting. 250-749-6721 
or fax resume to 250-749.6720. 
ATTENTION! 
Need two people to work 
hard to replace two 
people who didn't. 
Call'. 250-635-3066 




Must be able to work unsupervised on
aJl makes of vehicles. RV and motor- 
home experience would be an asset. 
Lots of hours, top wages. Hours are 
flexible, xtremely busy dudng summer 
months. 
Apply by phone: (86"/) 536-7328. 
Ask for Margaret fax: (1567) 536,7327. 
e-mail: marg@watson, net 
Progressive salon 
located In Smithers has 
an opening for a hair 
stylist effective June 1, 
1998. Very busy with 
established clientele. 
Minimum 5 years 
experience required. 
Call (250) 847-5515 or 
fax resume to 
(250) 847-4184 
CAREER COUNSELLOR 
JOB  Tn 'LE :  
Career Counsellor for e Private Training centre. Responsible for career 
counselling services for the unemployed. Must be capable of working with 
staff and affiliated community resources. 
• Post secondary degree in Human Services field or related 
counselling experience 
• Excellent communication skills 
• Computer knowledge 
• Experience inCaseload Management an asset 
• Knowledge of community resources 
• Able to work independently 
DUTIES & RESPONSIBILmES: 
• Employment Counselling 
• Career Planning 
• Client Monitodng and Follow-up services 
• Administrative duties 
• Case Management 
Please submit resumes to: Northwest Counselling &Training Centre 
310-4722 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace B.C. 
VSG 1R6 
AltentJon: Loma Sandhals 
Closing Date: Tuesday, May 26th, 1998 
Job Start Date: June 8, 1998 
MANAGER 
Financial and Information Systems 
Terrace B.C. 
Northwest Community College is seeking candidates for the 
position of Manager, Financial and information Systems Services. 
Reporting to the Vice-President, Administration & Bursar, the 
successful candidate will be a highly skilled and dynamic individual 
with a strong financial and information systems background. 
He/She will manage the day-to-day operations of the accounting, 
payroll, and information system departments and will work closely 
and effectively with management and staff throughout the College. 
The successful candidate will have an excellent track record as a 
financial and staff manager. He/She will have five year's experience 
in management accounting in a large corporate or public sector 
setting as well as hold a professional designation such asa C.A., 
C.M.A. or C.G.A. A background in information systems would be 
an asset. 
The position offers a competitive salary and and attractive benefit 
package. We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only 
those selected for an interview ill be contacted. Please reply not 
later than May 29th, 1998, in full confidence to: 
Competition 98.032M 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
. I  I 
: ' 
LIFE ENERGYASSESSMENT 
Aromatic Bodyworl£:& Acupressure 
Reflexology, Reild, Herbology, Kai-igaku 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Frances Birdsell 
Natural Health By Appointment 635-2194 
Practitioner st. Mathew's Czn~, 4506 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
! 
tlAVE A Part-time job? Need a 
full-time career? funding may 
be available to assist you to 
start now. Hands-on courses at 
our brand new Surrey location. 
Building Repair Tech; Copl- 
er/Printer/P.C. Tech.; Forklift 
Repair; Locksmith; Security 
Alarm Installer; telephone/Net- 
work Tech.; Wireless Communi- 
cations. Call TODAY & be on 
your wayl GR Tech College 1- 
800-646-1477. 
NOW HIRING full time and part 
time taxi cab drivers. Please ap- 
ply in person Kaium Kabs, 4449 
Lakelse Ave. or Phone 635- 
7177. 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES: 
Scottlynn Contracting Ltd, a for- 
estry Consulting/contracting 
firm in Telkwa BC seeks 
"Expressions of interest" from 
RPF's for professional services 
on a subcontract/profit sharing 
relationship for various projects 
throughout he region. Please 
fax/call Duncan @ 250-846- 
9551 Email: slc@mail.bulk- 
lev.net 
SELF STARTING motivated li- 
censed automotive technician. 
Good communication skills. 
Team oriented. Vokswagon ex- 
perience an asset. Flat rate 
shop. Okanagan area. Fax 
resumes to 1-250-545-2351. 
WANTED: CARING depend- 
able .people who enjoy working 
with people and who have the 
Home Support Worker certifi- 
cate or Nursing background. 
apply at Terrace Home Support, 
BAR TENDER, We specialize 
in organizing and catering to 
your every need when it comes 
to Bar Service. We will custom 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to 
working with in your budget. We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember. 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
CHILD CARE PROVIDED in 
my home on Thornhill bench. 
Criminal record check done. 
Week days only cell Michelle at 
635-1969. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
vrs experience, Call 638-8526. 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS. Ex- 
perienced carpenter will do 
work in all aspects of construc- 
tion. Concrete, framing, siding, 
etc. Workmanship guaranteed. 
call 638-8210. 
LAWN & Garden, spring clean 
up, daily & monthly rates avail- 
able. Maid service, windows, 
light housekeeping, reasonable 
rates. Call 635-8114 TLC Ent. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist in loading 
reasonable rates. Call 635- 
2126. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
Interior/extedor. Low rates for 
seniors. Free estimate. We do it 
ri.qht once. Call 635-3783 
1 - 3215 Ebv St. 635-5135. 
( Looking for 
/ Child Care? 
eenaC are rc 
iRe fer ra l  has information on 
| child care options and on 
| choosing child care. 
1 |Drop  by The Family Place 
| at 4553 ParkAve. 
D i or call 638-1113. 
i Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
I Terrace Woman's Resource CentTe 
I and is funded by I~e Ministry for 
~ Children and Families. 
Field Serv ice  Equ ipment  Mechan ic  
Parker Pacific Equipment Quesnel is currently looking to 
hire a Field Service Equipment Mechanic. Competitive 
wage and benefit package available. Please forward 
resumes to: 
Parker Pacific Equipment Sales 
3150 Hwy 97 N I" ~ . . . . .  
Ouesnel, B.C. i l~lt~' / J J i i i : i  t 
f i i | V2J 5Y9 iJ;/;lit,(;I lg :HI l [ l iE  
Attention John Price ---'== .......... ] 
TER  E 
Business Manager 
Recent renovations and expansions at Terrace 
Chrysler & Terrace Motors Toyota have created 
an opening for a business manager. 
The successful applicant will posses good 
communication skills, be aggressive and sales 
oriented. 
Sales experience in finance and insurance is 
an asset. Full training provided. Excellent 
income potential. 
Send Resume to: 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd, 
c/o Bob Costain 
4916 Highway 16 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1 L8 
I , ' -L 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burk i t t  
Phone 638-0877 
• design and layout brochures, flyers, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, Iogps for print or computer use 
,, • design company Iogos, business cards, letterhead 
('~,~} • small volume printing at affordable rates 
,J ~ '~ • business cards pri,ted while you wait 
r~.~/~ computer slide presentations 
i 
a6i, qties on a/ lTa~.~ 
• Homeopathy *Detoxiflcollon *Preventative *Nulritlonal 
• Food Allergy Testing Programmes Medic ine Consultation 
• Vitamin & Botanical for appoinh, ents, call: 847-0144 
Supplementation Ste. 11-1188 Main St. 5mifhers, B.C. 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD, 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
t , 'l 
~ORRIED ABOUT your child's 
education? Certified teacher 
taking applications to home 
school students. For information 
call 635-6209, 
ATTENTION CRAFTERSI In. 
terested in having a booth at 
Smithers Mid-Summer Festival? 
June 26 - 28. Call Phillipa 
ASAP at 846-9777. 









T} Iq~HILL  
CO~N' ITY  
C I-i'~ R C X"I 
;u~,~ day.,*S~ ic  ¢,IO: 4 5 
t I" 
Teens & M' t I~ihle Classes 
today's C0ol CI ) F~ qes 2-12 9:30 
Collcg &;Car©ers 
Teens It ut.~ Groups 
~ult  ~'.lLd-w ck~Blble Studies 
CUb~e's P're p,~ . , , 
|Pastor :  ,o~ L~.b~ ok¢r  
t Zion Baptist 
Church 
• Worship Service 
I 0 a.m. every Sunday 
• Christian Education 
Hour fol lows 
2911 Sparks St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Everyone welcome 
I A I & HFJ~JNG CENTRE I 
Open Channell Readings J 
Aura-Body Allgnment I 
Physical.Emotional. I 
Mental.Spiritual.Tarot I 
Questions Amwered I 





When we fall  sbort of your 
~xpectatton, please tell us, 
When a newspa J~ story does 
not seem to reflect falrl 2 what 
was said, let our editors know, 
When we are unable to solue 
your complaint, we encourage 
you to submit it to the: 
B. C. Press Counc i l  
900 - 1281 I~ Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3.]7 
Tel~Fax (604) 683-2571 
The B.C Press Coundl  was 
created in 1983 as an 
Independent mt, lew board to 
protect he public f rom press 
Inaccuracy or unfairness and to 
promote quality 
Journalism. 
(:illMi' i  
I;11)1 1=!-:i11; 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
your assistance in solving a theft that 
occurred at the Terrace Airport, located 
• along Hwy 16 south of Terrace, B.CI 
Sometime between December 1997 and 
April 1998, unknown culprits entered onto 
the airport property and into the Transport 
Canada compound, they then proceeded 
to steal a 500 gallon water tank from with- 
in the compound before leaving. Due to 
the size and weight of the tank, it is 
believed the tank could only have been 
removed with the assistance of heavy 
machinery and/or equipment. 
The tank itself is described as a half 
cylinder, red/orange primer painted tank; 
and, it is valued at approximately $2000. 
If you have any information about this or 
any similar incidents, or if you know the 
identity of the person or persons responsi- 
ble for this theft under $5000.00, Crime 
Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1.000.00 for information leading to an arrest 
and charges being laid against an Individual In 
this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-Tips 
that's 635-841.77. Callers will not be required to 
reveal their Identity nor testify in court. 
Call 635-T IPS  
BCFW__. . 
Culvert 
Expression of Interest 
BC Rail Ltd. have approx 290 pcs of culvert in various sizes 
and gauges between Kluatantan River Mile 330 to Mile 360, 
which has now seen contracted for removal, 
BC Rail Ltd. is requesting Expression of Interest o purchase 
the culvert, which would be trucked by the contractor to any 
location between Dease Lake to Kitwanga on Hwy 37 and any 
location on Hwy 16 between Prince Rupert and Prince George 
B.C. by 4:00 p.m. PST May 29, 1998. 
Further Information may be obtained front the office of: 
Asset Disposal Agent 
North Vancouver, B,C. 
Telephone: (604) 984-5013 or 
(250) 561-4173 
Fax: (604) 984-5476 
Tim O'Brien 
Director, Supply Management Services 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEAUNG CENTRE 
by David Western 
from Victoria 





3229 Sparks St. 
Sunday Worship 
11 am 
The Httle church 
in the heart of the 
horseshoe. 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
NOTICE 
Take Notice that the Minlstry of 
Forests, I.=kes Forest District, Bog 
3500, 185 Yullowhead Highway, 
Bums Lake, BC, V0J lEO, is hereby 
inviting Qualified Con~octors to sub- 
mit a sealed tender on Ihe following 
Fish-Slmam fdenlificalion and Slream 
Classification Cataract based on lhe 
following information. 
CON11~CT #S8999L~S02 
The v,~rk required for this project con- 
si~ at the ~lawlng: 
o) The pmi~ contains approximately 
100 km o[ stronms reaches in vari- 
ous lacallons of the Lakes Forest 
Dish'id 
b) Estimated Cost Breakdown (Sam- 
piing, Mapping, Reporting) MUST 
BE DONE FOR EACH STREAM (In- 
duding TriEmtefies). 
c) Estimated Disbursement Cost (Ac- 
~mmodotions, Fond, Tmnsporto- 
Ion, Ete). will be Colcula~l for the 
To~l Pmi~. 
Coned packages available ~ the 
the Lakes District Office of ~e above 
address or Contract - Diane Popovh'ch 
@ (250) 692-2207 Or Fax (250) 692- 
7461. 
Tender will close Wednesday, June 
3rd, 1998 @ 2:00 p.m. 
Tenders must be made subject to the 
conditions oF Tender and submilted on 
the form and in Ibe em~elope supplied. 
No teeder shall be considered having 
any qualifying clauses wholsonver, 
and the low.st or any tender will not 
mcm.,=ily be ao:ep~l. 
Contrad award ls subject to available 
~nding. 
I~ furlber information is required 
phme oofltod, Zone Forester, Marima 
Domazet during regular woddng hours 
L~onday to Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00 
pm@ the above address or Phone 
(25OI 692-2200 or Fax (250| :6£2- 
7461. 
. . . .  =~ 
, ..,BP, fflSH Mlnist~ of ( ~  
L.,OLUMBIA Forests 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Kispio× Forest District Recreational Trail 
Rehabilitation and Training 
The Minish'y o[ Foresls invitespropamh fl'om firms spadalizing in recrea- 
tional trail rehabilitation for the Kispiox Forest District Recreational Trail 
Rehabilitation and Training Project Contract #16010.30/RE99DKJ-404. 
The ob ectlves oF lhe project ore to rehabilitate r creational trails in the 
Kisplox Forest District and train a ace crew in trail rehabilitation. 
Information packages will be available on or offer May 15, 1998 from the 
Kispiox Forest Disfrlct Office bet,,vasn the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. 
Proponent inquiries will not be accepted after June 1 O, 1998. Inquiries are 
lobe directed to Bruce La Hale, Resource Planning Forester: telephone 
842-7600 Facsimile 642-7676 or e.mall 
Bruce.LaHale@GEMS3.GOV.BC.CA 
Proposals will be received until 3:00 p.m., June 12, 1998 at the address 
below. Late proposals will not be accepted and will be rehsrned unopened 
to the Proponent. Proposals must be submi,ed in accordance with the terms 
and conditions pecified in the information package. The lowest priced or 
any proposal will not necessarily be accepted. 
District Manager Kispiox Forest District 
Mail to: Hand Deliver/Courier Address 
Bag 5000 2210 West Highway 62 ~' 
Smithers, B.C. Hazeltan, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 VOJ 1Y0 
Award of contrad ni l  be subject o funding ovoilobilily. 
Funding for this contract is provided by Forest Renewal BC. IINIIWM. Be 
PROPOSED FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
NOTICE OF PUBUC VIEWING 
Notice is hereby given that Bell Pole Company will hold a pub- 
lic viewing of the proposed Forest Development Plan for Forest 
License A16836. This plan will cover the following geographic 
areas within the Kalum Forest District: 
Exs~ew River 
Utile Oliver Creek 
Ne~rtown Creek 
Salvus 
This proposed Plan shows the location and orderly develop- 
ment of proposed harvesting, road development, maintenance 
and deactivation for the period 1998.2003. The Plan also 
includes informalian on the maintenance and protection of other 
resource values in the area. It is available for review by resource 
agencies and the public before approval is considered by the 
Ministry of Forests. All approved operational plans and higher 
level plans that encompass the development area will also be 
made available for viewing at this time. 
The proposed Forest Development Plan will be available for 
public review at the Bell Pole Company office, 4109 Substation 
Road, Terrace, B.C. from May 18 to July 20 between the hours 
of 8:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. or by appointment (635-6295). A 
representative of Bell Pole Company will be ~vailable to discuss 
the proposed Plan and receive comments. In addition, the pro- 
posed Forest Development Plan will be available at the Terrace 
Public Library, 4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, beginning May 18. 
If  any interested parties are unable to review the proposed 
Plan during these times, arrangements can be made to view the 
Plan at a time convenient for them. 
The proposed plan may be amended as a result of written 
comments received. To ensure consideration in the finalplan, all 
comments must be n wr tlng and addressed to lan Smilh, R.P.E, 
Area Manager, Bell Pole Company, P.O. Box 280, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4A6. All camments must be received prior to July 20, 
I 
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, r  ,.,BRII"ISH NOTICE TO ROAO CONTRACTORS u~.¢ '  
7 L.OLUMBIA tiWlllNO APPLICATIONS FOR Fo,,= 
CONTRACT BI9-1H955 
Sealed Tenders for the construction of 3,230 m, more or less, of eubgrede on the 
Forest Service Road will be received bY the Oistrk:t Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, #200-5220 Ketth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, VSG 1LI, up to 11:00 
&m, on June 12,1998, and will be eponed tapublio at that time. 
Tenders are invited from quaY;had contredors only. A qusJifled contractor is one who 
has eu¢ceasfully completed work of a similar size end nature wHhln the past five 
years, and Is In good standing with the Registrar of Companies and the Werkers' 
Compensation B~ard, 
Plans may be viewed and/or obtained for a non.refurKIz.bis foe of $25.00 (including 
GST') after May 25, 1998 from: Kalum Forest District Office, #200. 5220 Keflh 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia VSO tL1 
All Inquldas should be dlrect~ to Brian Bailey, at the above address, phone (250) 
638-5100o*' Fax (250) 638-5176, 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the tendered price as a bid bond or cash 
deposit. This will be refunded to the uns~l  bidders. In addition, the ~ -  
rut bidder must supply a perfomname bond of 50% of the tendered price, or a 
securily of ton (10%) In a term acceptable to the Provthco. 
No tender shall he ¢omldered having any qualifythg clauses whetaover, and the 
lewes1 ar any terKlar wig nof necessarily be accepted. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form and in the envelope supplied. 
Contract award is subject to funding belng erasable at the time. 
This solicitation is eul~ect to Chapter 5of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 




Prince Rupert, B.C. 
SEALED TENDERS 
are invited for Public Tendercall #1065-9899/07 to re-roof 
three separate housing developments in Prince Rupert. 
Tender documents and Bid Deposit Instructions will be avail- 
able after 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, May 19, 1998 at the office of: 
British Columbia Housing- Home Office 
Suite 1701 - 4330 Kind]sway 
Burnaby B,C. V5H 4G7 
Te ephone: 433-1711 
or 
British Columbia Housing - Coastal Prince Rupert 
1400 Kootenay Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B,C. V8J 3X5 
Telephone: (250) 627-7501 
Plans and specifications may be viewed at the office of: 
Almalgamated Construction Association of B.C. 
3636 East 4th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. 
or 
Prince Rupert Construction Association 
735 1stAve. East 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Tenders will be received at BC Housing - Coastal Pdnca 
Rupert Office at the above address, only up until 2:00 p.m. 
(lob.el time_.), Friday, June 5, 1998, andpublicly open~l at 
that time_, ins successful b tdder will be required to pro:. 
vide a eenormance uona aria a Labour and Matenal 
Payment bond, each In the amount of fifty (50%) of the 
tender prtce. 
dAeMandatory Site/Information Meeting will be held for bid- 
rs on Tuesday, May 26, 1998 at 2:00 p.m. at 1400 
KootenayAvanue, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Please direct all inquiries to Unda Movdd, Area Manager, at 
(250) 627-7501. 
The Commission reserves the right to reject all tenders and to 
accept .any tender it considers advantageous. The lowest or 




• 6C I.tau=ing ison ogemy d 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~, Pro~n~ul C~.,emmont . . . . . .  
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia nd Yukon 
AUCTIONS 
WANTED INDIAN BAS- 
KETS, Also cash for older 
carved masks, totem poles, 
headwork, clothing, argillite, 
etc. Call toll free: 1-877-657- 
2072. Metro Vancouver call: 





cars.gas saver, ceravans-ex- 
plorer~,-JImmy's. Take over 
le~,se- club cabs-gas-diesel, 




$150,000/YR POTENTIAL as 
an information broker, 
Canada's fastest growing 
Franchise. Exclusive oppor- 
tunlty. Profit from "the year 
2000 bug", employment and 
computer based training. 1- 
888.679.2201, 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 
LIFESTYLE? Ex President- 
large corporation (Bridgeport 
Carpets) starts NEW 
Network Marketing Co, April 
28198, Health products with 
best compensation plan 
plus??? Call Ron Bldewell 
(604) 951-2524, 
rbldewell@intergate,bc,ca 
ANGEL HAS ARRIVEDI 
Investment Banker looking 
for market-driven proprietary 
products to introduce to pub- 
lic market, Business Plan and 
strong management required, 
Mr. Matthews @ 1-250.616- 
7003. 
AI-I'ENTION: OWN A COM. 
PUTERI Put It to work. $850- 
$5000. P/T & F/T. Log on 
www.hbn.com. Access Code 
5291. 
GREAT CANADIAN Dollar 
Store franchise opportunity, 
$64,000,-$75,000. invest- 
ment (including stock), 
Member of Canadian 
Franchise Association, P.O, 
Box 250, Victoria, BC, V8W 
2N3, Fax 250.388-9763, 
Network Class i f ieds THE WEEK OF MAYIS, 1998 
These ads appear in approx imate ly  107 $ 2 9 0  for25words 
community  newspapers  in B.C.and Yukon $ 6,00 each 
and reach more than 3 mil l ion readers, additionalword 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 




BUSINESSI Full or part-time. 
No experience necessary. 
Highly profitable, $12,900 In- 
vestment secured by guaran- 
teed accounts, equipment, In- 




ONDARY SCHOOL 40th 
Year Reunion for all students 
and staff. 1957-1998. July 
31, Aug 1 & 2. Registration 
call 263-6416 (Carols). 534- 
6286 (Debble)p fax 266-5490. 
KINSMEN eL(l-PITCH, 
Edson, Alberta, Aug, 1-3, 256 
teams, 4 games minimum. 
Beer .gardens. $300 entry. 
$60,000, cash/prizes. Co-ed 
5/5, Contact Dave 403-723- 
7400~ fax 403.712-7339. 
EDUCATION 
BE  A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER, Write for money 
and pleasure with our unique 
home-study course, You get 
individual tuition from profes- 
sional writers on all aspects 
of writing-romances,short 
stories, radio and TV scripts, 
articles and children's stories. 
Send today for our FREE 
BOOK, Toll Free 1-800-267- 
1829, Fax: 1.613-749-9551. 
The Writing School 3032-38 
McArthur Ave, Ottawa, ON 
K1L 6R2, 
HEL ICOPTER 
LOGGING/S i lv i cu l tu re  
Training, Men and women - 
train for exciting, high, paying 
careers in growth sectors of 
the forest Industry, W,C,B. 
'WorkaBle' recognized train- 
Ing, Private Post-secondary 
Institution. Job placement as- 
sistance. I H.L Training 
Institute Ltd, (250)897.1188, 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers on- 
campus and correspondence 
courses toward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice to begin 
this month. Free catalogue, 
call 24hrs 1-800-685-7044, 
=lsJU[~-~ II[o] ~ :~e] ;l.~'±R ! 1 3,1 b~=. ;/:Y&I | =11:1 ;J; [o]: 1:1-']:1; v. 
A NEW CAREER? Trained 
Apartment/Condominium 
managers needed - All areas. 
We can train you nowl Free 
job placement assistance. 






TURAL Exchange - Ages 18. 
30 with agricultural experi. 
ence to live/work with family 
In Australia, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan, Costs/details- 




PC 220LC Excavator, tan- 
dem trucks, loader. Wanted 
long time work, seasonal, 
road building, land clearing, 
pipe laylng, large demoll- 
tlons. Own Iowbed mobile to 
anywhere. Call: (Cell) 250. 




MODEL AP4-1000 250 
Kilowatt 3 Phase Cat engine 
D343 new pistons, rings, lin- 
ers, and new head in 40 foot 
Van. $21,000. Powell River 
604-485-6601, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
TRAMPOLINES FACTORY 
DIRECT, Splash, bounce, 
mega bounce, Parts, repairs, 
All makes. Dealer Inquiries, 
1-800-663-2261. Visit our 
webslte at 
www.trampollne.com. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS Into boards,planks, 
beams. Large capacity, Best 
sawmill value anywhere, 
Free Information 1-800-586- 
6899. Norwood Sawmills, 
R.R, 2, K!lworthy, Ontario 
POE 1G0. 
VITAMIN SAVINGS, BEST 
PRICES IN CANADA. 28 
years In business, Huge se- 
lection. Never undersold. 
Sample. Glucosamlne 
Sulfate (GLS) 500mg, 90- 
$10,99, Gingko BIIoba 60rag. 
60-$12,88. CoQ-10 60mg. 
30-$14,99. Prlmeross OII 
500mg90-$9,99. Greater sav- 
ings on larger sizes, Order or 




LTD, of 716 Okanagan Ave. 
E, Penticton, B,C, has sever- 
al full time positions available 
for experienced crushing per- 
sonnel, working approximate- 
ly 11 months per year. 
Experience with portable 
crushing plant Is an asset, 
Full benefit package and a 
relocation allowance are 
available. Fax resumes to 
(250) 493-4464. No phone 
calls please, 
SHUSWAP AREA; All makes 
truck repair; heaw-duty/com- 
mercial trspt mechanic; Min 5 
years experience; M.V.I 
preferable; attractive com- 
pensation and benefit pack- 
age; Reply w/resume: 
Mechanic Box 278 Canoe, 
B,C, v0E 1K0. 
LOANS 
CALL THE Loan Arranged 
Secured or unsecured per- 
sonal loans to rescue you 
from high monthly payments, 
Low rates. Comfortable pay- 
ments, Call (604) 220,1207 
or (604) 328-2494 anytime,, 
LIVESTOCK 
32 ALPACAS (Legacy 
Classic Sale I, June 12198) 
and 85 LLAMAS (Legacy 
Classic Sale XI, June 13/98) 
being sold by auction. 
Westerner Fairgrounds, Red 
Deer, Alberta. Call 403-346- 
3148 for details or catalogue, 
MANUFACTURED HOMES 
OWN YOUR OWN manufac- 
tured home lot in Sundre, 
Alberta. 50 lots remaining. 
6,700 eq. ft. ($17,928.) to 
13,400 sq, ft, ($25,000.). 
Please call the Sundre Town 
Office 403-638-3551, fax 
403.638-2100. or emall: sun- 
dre@agt,net. 
HAVE YOU CONSULTED 
REAL CLAIRVOYANTS and 
mediums before? Then come 
discover the unexpllceble x- 
periences of Karononna 
Zanmort (Inc.), 28 years ex- 
perience; very precise, She 
can describe and give you 
your sign, Learn from her 
other well know mediums 
and clairvoyants,To find out 
your future, CALL 1-900-451- 
9602. 18+ $4.99/m[n., 
24hrs/7days. 
PERSONALS 
KNOW YOUR Fate in '98, 
Truth, honesty and wisdom 
on romance, career and dally 
crisis, Genuine psychical 1- 
900-451-3778, 24hrs. 18+ 
$2,99 per rain. I.C,C. 
MALE IMPOTENCE correct- 
ed and prevented. Decline 
associated with age, medica- 
tions, surgery, diabetes, In- 
Jury can be overcome, Free 
In fo rmat ion /adv ice :  
Performance Medical Ltd,, 
Box 892, Vernon, BC, V1T 
6M8. 1-800-663-0121. 
REAL ESTATE 
REAL ESTATE MARKETING 
PACKAGES from as low as 
$99. BC Homasellere 
Network Inc, Call toll-free: 1- 
888-248-5581. Buying or sell- 
Ing, check our site: 
www, bchomesellers.com, 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
BUILDING SALE,,.Go Direct, 
No Salesman, Example: 25 x 
40 Value $5,350. Now 
$4,280. 30 x 40 Value 
$7,316. Now $5,852. 40 x 60 
Value $12,199.99, Now 
$9,988. Others. Western 1- 
800-585-9800. 
TRUCKS' 
0 DOWN. O.A,C, 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
Crew cabs, diesels, aport 
uti l it ies, Repo's, broken 
leases. Take over  pay .  
manta, Free delivery. Call 
Lawrence or Mike. 1-800, 
093-3673. Vancouver" 327- 
7752. 
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Sports Scope 
Seniors victorious 
in five-pin bowling 
BC SENIOR Games 5-pin bowlers were victorious 
after playing three games Saturday, May 9. Playing 
against Kitimat and Prince Rupert were Marion Cliff, 
Fern Gagnon, Peggy Peele, Ellee Chambers and Norma 
I.,¢Francois. 
This team will represent Zone 10 at the BC Senior 
Games Port Alberni, Aug 26 to 29. Zone 10 club win- 
ners for May are Alina Demmett and Barry McKenzie. 
For more information, call Maxine at 638-8648. 
Community track meet 
at Skeena on June 11 
ORGANIZERS OF the third annual Terrace Com- 
munity Track and Field Meet are looking for groups of 
all kinds to join in for a good time and a good cause. 
The June I1 competition will be held at Skeena 
Secondary School and is open to anyone. Groups of 
four to eight are recommended. 
Competitions will include 100m, 200m and 1500m 
races, 4xlO0m relay, long jump, shot put, discus and 
javelin. 
Groups are expected to raise pledges, to go towards 
the school team and the fornmtion of a local track and 
field club. 
For more information or to register your group, call 
Dave O'Brien at 635-9136. 
Skating awards planned 
THE TERRACE Skating Club is having a pot luck 
dinner, awards presentations and 25th anniversary 
celebration on Sunday, May 24 at 5 p.m. at the Arena 
Banquet Room. The Club's A.G.M. will follow. 
Golf tourney to benefit 
local MS charities 
SKEENA VALLEY Golf Club will be hosting a 12- 
hole Texas scramble tournament onSunday, July 26. 
All proceeds from the Terrace Totem Ford Multiple 
Sclerosis Society Charity Golf Tournament will go to 
local MS charities. 
Prizes will be given to first, second and third place 
teams and a free 24-month lease of a new vehicle will 
be awarded for holes-in-one. 
Registration is 200 dollars per person and includes a 
banquet and entertainment. 
There is room for 24 teams of four. Singles will be 
organized into teams. 
To register, contact he Skeena Valley Golf Club or 
call Jake De.long or Cathy Frennette at 635-4984. 
BADMINTON : - - I 
Tourney 
a hit for 
school 
players 
TURNOUT GOT a 
boost for the first time in 
years at the annual 
TESSA Badminton 
Tournament. 
The tournament, hosted 
by Centennial Christian 
School, May 9, saw 95 
participants from grade 6 
and 7 classes around the 
Terrace area. 
This is a dramatic in- 
crease from last year's 63 
participants. 
Cassie Hall, Clarence 
Miehiel, Uplands, 
Centennial Christion, 
Copper Mountain and 
Veritas all had students 
competing. 
First place in the grade 
7 girls singles went to 
Joeelyn de Walle, of 
Centennial Christian, 
with the boys' first place 
in this category going to 
Mike Dahms of Clarence 
Michiel. 
Olivia Bartsof and Emi- 
ly Fisher of Centennial 
took first in grade 7 girls 
doubles, and Cory Duben 
and Sam Charette of 
Uplands won in the boys. 
Grade 6 boys singles 
went Centennial's Justin 
Stiksma while Tim 
Braam, also from Centen- 
nial took second place. 
First place for the girls 
went to Uplands' Kaali 
Jobb. 
Justin Demederiros and 
Ben Haigh took the dou- 
bles win for grade 6 boys 
and Melia Stephens and 
Darci Deamaral wa lked  
away with the first place 





fought their way to the top 
of their classes at the pro- 
vince's Diamond Belt 
Championships. 
Peter Ridler and Tyler 
Manning both came out at 
the head of their Junior A 
division, to fight final 
matches against Junior B 
boxers at the Vancouver 
tournament. 
Ridler, age 12, 82 lbs, won 
a unanimous decision in his 
bout against Vancouver 
fighter, Josh Johnson, age 
13, 85 lbs. 
Manning, age 11, 97 Ibs, 
also won with a unanimous 
decision after his match 
with 95 Ib Curtis Berg from 
Prince George. 
The Championships con- 
cluded the boxing season 
with an impressive turnout 
of 40 boxers from across 
BC fighting in 21 bouts. 
Bikers race for 
shot at Games 
THE ACTION Sport & 
Cycle Off Road Challenge 
mountain bike race will be 
held Sunday, May 24. 
The race is one of four on 
the north coast to qualify 
riders for the B.C. Summer 
Games. 
Racing categories include 
a 16kin novice route and a 
30kin men's advanced attd 
30kin women's advanced 
circuit. 
Registration starts at 9:30 
a.m. outside the Kitimat 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Race time is 11 a.m. 
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The cause of epilepsy in 50% of adults is unknown. 




~ " Canadian Firearms 
Centre 
Centre 
canadien des  
armes ~ feu 
DO YOU OWN FIREARMS'? 
On October 1, 1998 the Firearms Act 
takes effect across Canada.  
So . . .  what  does that mean?  
1. As always afety comes first. The firearms afety course and test, and the rules for 
storage, display and transportation which are part of the current law are now part 
of the FirearntsAct. 
2, Everyone will need a firearms licence in order to register firearms (your FAC 
is considered a licence) 
There are 2 types of licences (valid for 5 years): 
• nn~e~inn (fnr the firearms you now own) OR 
tion (if you plan to obtain firearms, even if you own 
ns begins October 1, 1998. All firearms must be registered 
register your firearms only once. You may do so at one 
any number of firearms you register all at the same time). 
istration are on a sliding scale. It's cheaper in the first 
$10 October 1998- September 1999 
)n licence $60 from October 1998 onwards 
$10 October 1998- September 1999 
~) f ind  out  more ,  




Siemens, the world's largest hearing aid 
manufacturer and global eader in digital sound 
processing technology, introduces PRISMA TM, its 
fully digital hearing aid that has over 180,90. ~00, 000, 000,000, 00 
hearing settings to help improve the way you hear 
• Digital sound process ing that surpasses 
enjoyable listening all day. 
CDs  for pleasant, 
• PRISMA automatically adapts to changing situations - there's no 
need for a volume wheel  or remote control device. 
• Interactive, individualized adjustments- we use a computer to 
custom-adjust PRISMA to your hearing loss, while it's in your 
ear, so you help determine the adjustments that sound right to 
you. 
° Available in a variety of models, ranging from completely-in-the- 
canal (cIc) to behind-the-ear (BTE) 
Call NOW for more information! 
TERRACE H NG CLINIC 
, The Hear, ng Professionals 
635-HEAR 1-800-811-1533 
Registered under the Hearing Aid Act B.C. 
Hearing aids help many people hear better, but no aid can solve all problems nor restore normal hearing 
